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55TH CONGREgg, }

SENA.TE.

DOOUMENT
{

1st Session.

No. mi.

OHICKASAW FREEDMEN.

JUNE

23, 1897.-Laid on the table and ordered to be printed.

Mr. PL.A.TT, of Connecticut, presented the following
MEMORANDUM OF THE CASE OF THE CHICKASAW FREEDMEN,
BRIEF AND ARGUMENT, BY R. V. BELT, THEIR ATTORNEY;
ALSO THE LAWS OF THE CHICKASAW LEGISLATURE, AND
ACTS OF THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, TOGETHER
WITH A MEMORIAL OF THE CHICKASAW NATION AND
CHICKASAW FREEDMEN ON THE SUBJECT, WITH ARGUMENT
BY GEN. H. E. PAINE, ATTORNEY FOR THE CHICKASAW NATION.

THE CHICK.ASA W FREEDMEN; THEIR RIGHTS UNDER THE CHOOTA W
A ND CHIOKASA. W TREATY OF 1866.

The Choctaw, Chickasaw, Cherokee, Creek, and Seminole Indians,
comprising what is known as the ''Five Civilized Tribes," were form rly
slaveholders. During the war of the rebellion each of said tribes broke
oft' their treaty relations with the United States and made treaties with
the Southern Confederacy. When the war closed the reestablishment
of treaty relations between the United States and said tribes became
necessary. :For this purpose a cornmi sion was authorized and appointed. Hon . D. N. Cooley, then Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
chairman of the Commission, acting under the instructions of the
President, informed the said tribes, among other thiugs, as follows:
The Pr sid('Dt is anxious to renew the relations which existed at the breaking out
of the reuellion.
We, as representatives of tl1e Presid nt, are empowered to enter into new treaties
with tho proper delegates of the tribes located within the so-called Indian Territory,
and others above named, living west and north of tbo Indian Territory.
uch treaties must contain substantially the following stipulations:
3. The institution of slavery, which has existecl among several of the tribes, must
he forthwit,h abolished, and measures taken for the unconditional emancipation of
n.11 persons hold in boncla,ge, and for their incorporation into the tribes on an equal
footing with the original members, or suitably pr0!7i<lod for.
4. A stipnlnition in the treaties that slavery, or involnntary servitude, shall never
exist in the tribe or nation, except in punishment of crime. " * * (See Annual
Heport, Incl inn Office, 1865, p. 298.)
·

A. treaty of peace was concluded in 1865 with all of the tribes.
That wa followed by a separate treaty with each of the tribe, , confaded in 1866, by which slavery was aboli heel, the duties and obliga. tions of the Indian and of the United States , et out, and c<>, ion of
lands made to the United State by the respective tril>e , upon whlch
to locate other Indians and freedmen.

,
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The former slaves of the Creek, Seminole, ancl Cherokee Indians
were made citizens of those tribes, respectively, l>y tbe treaties tben
Hegotiatecl. (See art. 2, Creek treaty, 14 Stat., 786; art. 2, Seminole
treaty, 14 Stat., 756; articles 4, 5, 6, etc., Cherokee treaty, 14 Stat., 800.)
Strong but unsuccessful effort was made to conclude satisfactory and
:final stipulations for the adoption of the former slaves of the Choctaw
and Chickasaw Indians, in the treaty of 186G, made with those tribes.
The agreement reached, as shown by the third and fourth articles of
said treaty (14 Stat., 769), left it optional with the Choctaw and Chickasaw legislatures to adopt their freedmen as citizens, give them certain
rights, privileges, and immunities, and give them 40 acres of land
each. Two years were allowed for this; meanwhile the freedmen were
to bave land to cultivate in the Chickasaw country. If the freedmen
were not so provided for within the two years from ratification of the
treaty, it became the duty of the United States to remove and provide
for the freedmen elsewhere, paying each one, removed $100. The
$300,000 stipulated to be allowed for the lands in the "leased district,"
ceded by that treaty to the United States, was to be held in trust by
the United States, to be paid to the tribes, if they provided for the
freedmen according to the treaty stipulations; if they did not so provide for their freedmen, the $300,000 was to be held by the United
States for the use and benefit of the freedmen to be removed from the
Chickasaw country by the United States. (See Exhibit No. 1 for said
articles of the treaty.)
It is now more than thirty-one years since the making of that treaty
with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and the Chickasaw freedmen have
not yet been put into the enjoyment of their rights, according to the
clear meaning and intent thereof.
There has been legislation by the Chickasaw legislature, by the
Congress of the United States, petition by the freedmen, and so forth,
on the subject, as follows:
1866.-The Chickasaw legi lature passed an act, approved N ovember 9, 1866, declaring it to be the "Unanimous consent of the Chickasaw legislature that the United States shall keep and hold aid sum
of $300,000 for the benefit of said negroes, and the governor of the
Chickasaw Nation be reque ted to notify the Government of the United
States that it is the wish of the Chicka aw ation for the Government
to remove aid n groes from within the limits of the Chicka ·aw ation
according to said third article of the treaty of April, 1866. (Exhibit
No. 2.)
1866.-The Chickasaw freedmen petitioned the United State , in
iew of the apparent feeling of the Chicka aw toward them, to be
removed and lo ·ated el ew here, etc. (Exhibit -o. 3.)
1 68.-0ho ·taw and Chicka aw officer , on ugn t 17 1868, informed
the ommi ioner of Indian Affairs that their l gislatur had not
pa sed the law , rule, , and regulation , a pro ided in arti 1 3 of
h reaty of 1 66, but had by act xpre d their d ire for remo al
of the fr edmen by the nit d tate , a
ipulated in th trea .
(Exhibit o. 4.)
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10, 1873, to adopt the negroes of the Chickasaw Nation, as per the
stipulations of the treaty of 1866; the said act-to bo in full force and effect from and after its approval by the proper authority of
the United States. .And all laws, or parts of laws, in conflict with this act are
hereby repealed.

This act was submitted to the President, and was laid before Congress for action, as a proceeding '' done after the expiration of the two
years within which the action was limited by the treaty." (See House
Ex. Doc. No. 207, Forty-second Congress, third session. Exhibit No. 7.)
1874.-The Secretary of the Interior strongly urged legislation by
Congress that would give to the Chickasaw and Choctaw freedmen the
rights, and so forth, of full members of those tribes, the same as had
been done for the freedmen of the Cherokee, Creek, and Seminole
Indians. (See House Ex. Doc. No. 212, and Senate Mis. Doc. No. 118,
both of Forty-third Congress, first session. Exhibit No. 8.)
1876.-The Chickasaw legislature passed an act, approved October
18, 1876, for; the election of commissioners to confer with Choctaw commissioners to agree upon plan for the removal of the freedmen from
their respective nations. (Exhibit No. 9.)
1877.-The Chickasaw leg·islature passed an act, approved October
17, 1877, to the same effect as the act of November 9, 1866, against the
adoption of their freedmen. (Exhibit No. 10.)
1882.-Congress enacted the following on the subject:
That the sum of $10,000 is hereby appropriated out of the $300,000 reserved by the
third article of the treaty with tho Choctaws and Chickasaws, concluded April 8,
18~6, for the purpose of educating freedmen in said tribes, to be expended under the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior; three-fourths thereof for the freedmen
among the Choctaws, and one-fourth for the freedmen among the Chickasaws : Provided, That said sum of $10,000 shall be deuucted in like proportion from any moneys
in this act appropriated to be paid said Choctaws and Chickasaws: And provided
further, That either of said tribes may, before such expenditure, adopt and provide
for the freedmen in said tribes in accordance with said third article, and in such case
the money herein provided for such education in said tribe shall be paid over to said
tribe to be taken from the unpaid balauce of the$300,000 due said tribe. (22 Stat., 72.)

The Choctaws promptly adopted their freedmen by act of their legislature, approved May 21, 1883, which was approved by the Interior
Department.
1885.-The Chickasaw legislature passed an act, approved October
22, 1885, reciting it failure to pass the laws, rules, etc., and the reasons
therefor; the failure of the United States to remove the freedmen, and
enacting tllat the Chickasaw people refuse to aclor t their freedmen, and
memorializing Congr s: "To provide a means of removal of the freedmen from the Chickasaw ation to the com1try known as Oklahoma in
th1' Indian Territory," or make other uitable provi ion for them. (Exhibit o. 11.)
1887.-The Chickasaw legislature passed an act, which is entitled a
"memorial," approved October 4, 1887, wherein, after reciting how the
Chickasaws became possessed of slaves, continued:
The Chicka aws agreed and did liberate their former slaves, and did give them a.
home as good as their own and $100 per capita that would emigrate to it; and those
emigrating and r turning, and those who refused to emigrate should remain in the
Chickasaw a.ti on as other citizens of the United States, as provided under the third
and fourth articles of the treaty of 1866. The United States has failed to carry out
the stipulations of said treaty, while tho Chicka a.ws have continually asked their
removal to the lea ed lancl or to Oklahoma, that was purchased by the United tates
for tho settlem nt of Inclians and freedmen. The Chickasaws have furnished tbe
fr~eclme?, their.former laves, for the past twenty year,, a home, and treated them
with umform k1udnr s, and want them to enjoy all the beneftts of the treaty of 186'?,
except to share a homo :unong thorn. Tbe number of freedmen being so great, if
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adopted, will soon control our schools and government that we have been building
and fostering for the past forty years. We love our homes, institutions, and government, and will not surrender them. 'l'he Chickasaws have done more for their
freedmen than the Southern States-they liberated them, gave them suffrage-while
the Indians who adopted their freedmen gave them a fran chise and a home among
them, we gave them a home as good as our own, and $100 per capita for all those who
will accept, to emigrate to it, where they can build their o.w n government, schools,
and churches, under the fostering care of the United States Government. * .,. ;.,
.And whereas the Chickasaw people having kindly and friendly feeling towards the
freedmen, their former sla.ves, and wishing them to receive foll valuation of the
places they live upon for their support, as provided for in section fourth of the treaty
of 1866, do hereby agree that they shall have two years from the passage of this
act to sell their improvementB in the Chickasaw Nation to the best advantage, that
no loss may accrue to them: Therefore
Be it re.solved by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, That the nation shall refund
to the United States the sum of$55,000, to be used in removin~ the freedmen in the
ChickaBaw Nation to their new home; as provided under the thll'd and fourth articles
of the treaty of 1866, made between the United States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations of Indians.
* * * (See Exhibit No. 12, Senate Ex. Doc. No.
166, Fiftieth Cong., fast session.)

The $55,000 referred to in the foregoing act is the portion of the
$300,000 for cession of land which had been advanced to the Chickasaws by the United States, an account of which will more fully appear
by referring to the report of Hon. J. D. 0. Atkins, set out in the document cited as containing the act or "memorial."
As I have been unable to procure a complete et of the laws of the
Chickasaw Nation, reference is made to the most authentic sources
available-Oo11gressional documents and :files of the Indian Office-for
such as are not copied from the published laws of the nation.
Reports of investigation made by committees of Congress, and reports
by the Executive Departme11t of the Government, have from time to
time presented to Congre s the condition of the freedmen in the Chickasaw country and the fact that the treaty stipulations as to them had
never been fulfilled. Proper action has been repeatedly nrcred upon
Congre s, and drafts of bills to meet the case, according to the views
of the executive officers pre enting them, have been submitted for the
consideration and action of Congress. Reference to these, so far a
discovered, and to reports on the ubject, will be found in the " tatement" accompanying the first report of tbe com mis ion to the Fi e
Civilized Tril>e , printed iu Senate l\lis. Doc. o. 24-, Fifty-third Congress, third ·e ·ion, pages 27-,J3.
From the foregoin°· it will be een that the Chicka aw act of 1873
repeal' all law an l part of laws in conflict therewith, and it also provide that it" 'hall be in full for ·e and etl'ect from and after it approval
by the proper authority of the United States."
o limitation a to the time within wliich aid approval hall be given
i pecified.
hile ubsequent act~ of the Chickasaw legi ·lature are in
apparent conflict therewith, no direct or pecific r peal of it i found.
1 04.-Congre con id red the ubject of the tc tu of the hicka aw
fre dmen in 1 '04, and found the Chicka a,w act of 1 73 a pre nted
to that body, and it evidently held that the aid a ·t had not beeu
r p a] d by the ub equ nt act of the Obi •ka aw l o-i 1c ur a it
gav thereto 'approval bythe prorer authorit of the nit d tat '
in the Indian appropriation act of ugu t 15, 1 04, a foll w :
EC. 18. That the approval of Congre
i her hy ·
o
negroe of the 1hicka aw ~ation," and so forth, pa
'
Chickasaw ation and approved by the governor t
hundred and ·eventy-three, parti ·ularly set forth ir!
r
the Int rior, tran mittiug to Congr s a opy of th at
~
Executive Document numbered two hunw:ed aud evtm, x
third est1ion. (28 'tat., 336.)
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If the Chickasaw legislative act of 1873, for adopting the Chickasaw
freedmen, had not been repealed, then, by the approval thereof by the
act of Congress cited, it has become a law, and, as such, is binding
upon the Chickasaw Nation and upon all other parties concerned.
And under it the Chickasaw freedmen have become citizens of the
Chickasaw Nation and entitled to the rights, privileges, and immunities stipulated for them in the third article of the Choct.aw and Chick9'
saw treaty of 1866, including the 40 acres of land in the Chickasaw
country to each of the said freedmen.
If it should be contended, and even determined, that the Chickasaw
legislative acts passed after the act of 1873, and conflicting therewith,
work a repeal of said act of 1873, then the question must be considered
whether said 1873 act, by reason of its approval by the law of Congress, has not become a law, notwithstanding the alleged conflicting
Chickasaw acts passed subsequently thereto; and if it bas so become
a law, whether it does not fix the status of the Chickasaw freedmen
and establish their rights under the provisions of the treaty.
On behalf of the Chickasaw freedmen, it is contended that the
approvaJ of the Chickasaw leg.islative act of 1873 by the act of Congress amounts to a complete enactment of law by Oongress, as fully
as though the whole of the said Chickasaw act of 1873 were bodily
incorporated into the approving section 18 of the act of Congress of
1894. If this be so, and it will hardly be contended otherwise, then
what is the e:ffectf Can a disputed question, arising out of a treaty
between the United States and one of the Indian tribes within its borders, thus be settled by a law of Congress,
It has been held quite frequently that an act of Congress subsequent
to a treaty must be enforced as the supreme law of the land, as is shown
by the following authorities on the subject:
As between a law of the United States made in pursuance of the Constitution and
a treaty made under the authority of the United States, if the two in any of their
provisions are found to conflict, tb o one last in point of time must control. For the
one as well as the other is an act of sovereignty, differing only in form and in the
organ or agency through which the sovereign will is declared. Each alike is the
law of the land in its adoption, and the last l aw must repeal whatever that is of no
higher a uthority is found to come in conflict with it. A treaty may therefore supersede a prior act of Congress; and, on tbe other hand, the act of Congress may
supersede a prior treaty. (Cooley's Principles of Constitutional Law, p. 32, and
cases there cited; Foster v. Neilson, 2 Pet., 253, 314; Doe v. Braden, 16 How., 636;
Head Money Cases, 112 U.S. Rep., 580; The Cherokee Tobacco, 11 Wall., 616; Ropes v.
Clinch, 8 Blatch., 304; Taylor v. Morton, 2 Curt. C. C., 454; Gray v. Clinton Bridge,
1 Wool worth, 150. See also Whitney v. Robertson, 124 U. S. Rep., 190, and Chinese
E xclusion Cases, 130 U.S. Rep., 581.)

In t he Head Money Cases this very clear and strong language is
found:
But a treaty may also confer private rights on citizens or subjects of the contracting po wers which are of a nature to be enforced in a court of justic , and which
furnish, in cases otherwise cognizable in such courts, rules of decisions. The Constitution of the United States makes the treaty, while in for ce, a part of the supreme law of the land in all courts where such rjghts are to be tried. In this
respect, so far as the provisions of the treaty can become the subj ect of judicial
cognizance in the courts of the country, they are subj ect to such acts as Congress
may pass for their enforcement, modification, or repeal. (112 U. . Rep., 580.)

~he Chickasaw freedmen claim that the approval by Congres of the
Chickasaw legislative act of 1873 constitutes a fixing and settlement
of their status legally, determines what are their rights, and they cl_aim
all the benefits accruing to them under said law, and ask the Umted
States to put them in possession and enjoyment of their said right .
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the tract known as Oklahoma;" for the per capita payment of $100 to
each freedman removed, and for the appraisement of and payment for
the improvements made by them in the Chickasaw country. (See Senate Ex. Doc. No. 166, Fiftieth Congress, first session.)
That one or the other of the foregoing stated propositions must be
performed to meet the _requirements of the treaty contract as to the
freedmen, is made more clear by the plainly stated understanding of the
Chickasaw legislature as to the meaning of the provisions of the treaty
of 1866, now under consideration, as set out in their act of October 4..
1887, hereinbefore referred to, wherein they recognize and admit Ghal.
the obligations of the treaty stipulations as to the freedlhen requir~
that they be furnished with lands for homes, either in the Chickasaw
country, if adopted, etc., or on the ceded lands if removed from the
Chickasaw country.
In the concluding paragraph of the memorw.l of the Chickasaw
Nation to the President of the United States, set 011.t on pages 10-13 of
Senate Ex. Doc. No. 166, Fiftieth Oongres~, :first session, the same
understanding is made manifest by these wo:tds:
In view of the considerations above Mlt forth, the Chicka:-saws ea;nestly ask the
United States to fulfill the treaty of 1866 by removing, without delay, to the leased
district west of the ninety-eighth meridian. of longitude, or to the Oklahoma country,
ceded by the Creek treaty of 1866, or elsewher-a, all the freedmen who shall consent
to such removal, and by placing all th.oee who shall refuse to go on the same footing
as other citizens of the Urdteil. St.a.tee in the Chickasaw Nation. (Exhibit No.13.)

It has always been the understanding of the Chickasaws that they
ceded the "leased district" to the United States for the location
thereon of other Indians and freedmen. A recognition of this understanding on the part of the United States is found in the appropriation
of $2,991,450 to pay the Choctaws and Chickasaws for their interest in
that portion of the lands occupied by the Cheyennes and .Arapahoes,
formerly comprising a part of said "leased district." (See section 15, act
March 3, 1891, 26 Stat., 1025.)
That appropriation was additional compensation for the portion of
said "leased district" opened to white settlement, over and above the
$300,000 paid as per the treaty of 1866, for the qualified cession of the
whole of it.
The portion of the "leased district" not already opened to white
settlement lies within the Kiowa and Comanche Indian Reservation.
An agreement is pending before Congress for the relinquishment by
the Kiowa and Comanche Indians of their title to about 2,500,000 acres
of said land. (See Senate Ex. Doc. o. 17, Fifty-second Congress,
second session.)
If, as the Chickasaws say, they have given their freedmen homes, not
in the Chickasaw country, they mu t be in the "leased district," to
which they have so persistently urged that they be removed.
In a decision of a judge of a United StateR court thoroughly familiar with the status of the Indians in the Indian Territory and Oklahoma, and espeeially with the treatie made with the Five Civilized
Tribes, the following is found particularly referring to the cession made
by the Seminole treaty of 1866:
What did the Government mean by locating "freedmen thereon t"

Let us go back to the history of the time when t his treaty was made. We ~d
that. colored people were held in slavery in all the civilized tribes of ~he Indian
Terntory. Slavery was abolished there as well as elsewher in the Umted ._.tates
by the Emancipat~on Proclamation of the President, and by the Thirteenth ~T? ndment to the Constitution, adopted the 13th of December, 1865, and snch abol!t10n of
ala.very was recogniz d by the e tribes in the several treaties made with the~ m 1866.
The Gov rnment was desirous of protecting these freedmen and of secunng the!ll
homes. It was not known how well the several Indian t ribes who had hold them lll
S . Do 6 - 2 6
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slavery would observe their pledges to secure them the same rights they enjoyed.
It was feared that prejudices growing out of their fol'mer condition as slaves and of
race would be so strong against them that they would not be protected by the
Indians. The Government had given them the boon of freedom, and it was in duty
bonnd to secure it in all that the term implied to them. The Government feared that
to do this it might be necessary to settle them in a colony by themselves. This purpose of the Government, should it become n ecessary, was manifested by the terms of
the Choctaw treaty of April 15 (28), 1866. Therefore, in making the treaty with the
Semiuoles it sought to provide a home for such freed.men as had been held in slavery
by the Indians in the Indian Territory, should that necessity occur to secure them in
their rights. In the face of the surrounding condition of things at the time this
treaty was made, we must conclude the Government meant these freedmen who had
been slaves in the Indian Territory and none others, and these could only be settled
on this land by the authority of and with the permission of the Government. Colored persons who were ne-ver held as slaves in the Indian country, but who may have
been slaves elsewhere, are li.ke other citizens of the United States, and hence have
no more right in the Indian country than other citizens of the United States. (See
decision by Judge I. C. Parker, in case of United States v. D. L. Payne, 8th Federal
Reporter, p. 891.)

Thus the obligation of the Government of the United States to see
to it that the Chickasaw freedmen are secured in homes of their own
is clearly recagnized and admitted by all branches of the Governmentthe legislative, executive, and judicial-and by the Chickasaw nation,
and these constitute the two contracting parties to the treaty of 1866.
There can be no other fair, just, or equitable conclusion of the matter than that the Chickasaw freedmen are entitled, under the Choctaw
and Chickasaw treaty of 1866, to be clothed with Chickasaw citizenship, with the rights, privileges, and immunities in said treaty specified, and with 40 acres of land each, all in the Chickasaw country, or
they must be removed by the United States from the Chicka aw
country and placed upon lands elsewhere, paid 100 each when
removed, and also be paid the fair and just valuation of the improve- •
ments made in the Chickasaw country by them during the past thirty
years.
It is the desire of the Chickasaw freedmen that they be properly
provided for in the Chickasaw country where they now live and have
their homes; and that they be removed and provided for elsewhere
only as a dernier ressort.
This desire on their part is shown by the resolutions adopted at a
convention of the Chickasaw freedmen, held at Dawe Academy,
Chickasaw ation, Indian Territory, on the 29th day of May, 1897.
(See E 'hibit o. 14.)
Justice and humanity demand that uch action be had by C011gre s
as will repair the neglect and resulting damage of the pa t, and put
the Chickasaw fre dmen in their promi ·ed bom , where they may
have the advantage of the freedom b towed upon them, be abl to
educate th ir children, and surround themselves with the comfort of
civilization.
R. . .BELT,
Attorney for the Ohickasaw Freedrnen.
W .A.SHINGTON, D. c., June B, 1897.
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who have swarmed into the Ohickasaw Nation, and now enjoy the gratuitous use of Chickasaw land.
I am informed that after our civil war ended several bodies of colored troops were mustered out of the service of the United states in
the Chickasaw Nation; and that many of them remained there, and their
presence attracted to that nation not only colored people from the
States, but also Choctaw freedmen from the Choctaw Nation.
It may prove to be the fact that more Choctaw freedmen than Chickasaw freedmen now occupy Chickasaw lands. Oertainly no obligation,
legal or moral, rests upon the Chickasaws to grant any land to Choctaw
freedmen, or to colored people from the States. Indeed, the Chickasaws
have been under no obligation to permit them to enjoy the gratuitous
use of Chickasaw lands from the close of the war to the present time.
The Choctaws could not, without the concurrence of the Chickasaws,
confer upon the Choctaw freedmen undivided interests, equal to those
of the Cl octaws and Chickasaws, in the lands held in common by the
citizens of the two nations. If an act of the Choctaw council, purporting to confer such ownership upon the Choctaw freedmen, would have
any effect, it could, at the utmost, only make those freedmen equal
owners of the Choctaws' share of the lands held in common by the
members of the two tribes.
1. This would be true, even if there were no treaty stipulations in
force expressly interdicting such a grant. The treaty of 1855 contains
the following paragraph:
And pursuant to an act of Congress approved May 28, 1830, the United States do
hereby forever secure and guarantee the lands embraced within the said limit.a to
ihe members of the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes, their heirs and successors, to be
h eld in common; so that each and every member of either tribe shall have an equal,
undivided intere!!t in the whole: P1·oi•ided, however, No part the1·eof shall be sold,
withont the consent of both tribes, and that said land shall revert to the United
States if said Indians and their heirs become extinct or abandon tho same.

These lands were originally ceded not to the members of the Choctaw tribe, but to the Choctaw ation . By this cession, which was
made in the treaty of 1820, the lands were constituted the public
property of the Choctaw Nation. Thereupon the Choctaw Nation, in
its corporate capacity, owned and held the lands as public property;
but by the treaty of 1855 the public property of the nation in these
lands was transformed into th~ private property of the members of the
Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes. And such is now the status of the
title.
Every Chickasaw has an equal undivided interest in every foot of
land in both nations. So ha every Choctaw. It is obviously not competent for the Choctaw council l>y a statute, or for the Choctaw people
by an ordinance, to effectuate such a transfer of the land, or of a.n
intere t therein, as will diminish or change the undivided property of
tbe Chickasaws in the land held in common by the members of the two
tribes.
If it will be competent for the Choctaw government in the exercise
of its power of eminent domain to alienate interests of the Choctaws
in these lands in such a way as not to affect those of the Chickasaws,
it will manifestly be out of the power of that government to divest or
impair the property rights of the Chickasaws therein. The furthest
po sible scope of Choctaw legislation would be to make the O~o~taw
freedmen equal harers with the Choctaws themselves in their undivided
thr~e-fourth of the aggregate territory held in common _by the two
nat10ns. It would not diminish or affect the undivided mterests of
the Chickasaws in the whole.
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2. The first article of the treaty of 1855 expressly prohibits the transfer of any part of these lands by one of the nations without the consent
of the other. It contains the proviso thatNo part ther eof shall ever be sold without the consent of both tribes.

The investiture of the Choctaw freedmen with the right to share
equally with the Choctaws and Chickasaws in the ownership of the
lands held in common by the two nations would be, in effect, the grant
to the freedmen of a part of the property of both the Choctaws and
Chickasaws in these lands. Such a grant, if not made by the treaty
wholly ineffectual and absolutely void, would certainly be a nullity so
far as it impaired or affected the property rights of the Chickasaws. ·
3. But there is a proviso in the first article of the treaty of 1855
which interdicts the alienation of any interest in these lands without
the concurrence not only of the Choctaws and Chickasaws, but also of
tbe United States. It appears in the last clause of that article, as
follows:
Said lands shall r evert to the Unitccl States if said Indians and their heirs become
extinct or abandon the same.

If the Choctaws could, with the concurrence of the Chickasaws, but
without the consent of the United States, effectively transfer to their
freedmen shares in the aggregate territory of the two nations equal to
those of the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and should afterwards abandon
the land, the part so granted to their freedmen could not revert to the
United States. But if the Choctaws could, with the consent of the
Chickasaws, and without the consent of the United States, so grant to
their freedmen a part of the territory held by the citizens of the two
nations, they could grant the whole, and thus absolutely nullify the
reversion of the Onited States.
4. The stipulations of the third article of the treaty of 1866 relating to
the freedmen, although never, in fact, executed, manife tly 11egative the
theory that either, or both, of the two nation" can convey their land to
the freedmen, without the con ent of the United States. That article
empowered the Choctaw and Chickasaw nat.ions to makeSuch l aws, rules, and regulations as may be necessary to give all persons of African
descent, resident in the said nations, at the date of th tr aty of 1! ort mith, and
their descendants, heretofore held in slavery among said nations, all the rights,
privileges, and immunities, including the right of suffrage, of citizells of said
nations, except in the annuitie , moneys, and public domain, claim cl b y, or h longing to, said nations respectively; and alRo to give to snch person s, who an' resid uts
as aforesaid, and their de cendants, 4.0 acre each of the laud of said natious.

5. ot only i it iucornpetent for th Choctaws, without the con cut
of the hicka aw and of th
nited Stat ·, to mak their fr edmen
sharer in the land held in common by the member · of the 'hoctaw
and Cbicka aw nation , by admitting them to citizen ·hip or otherwi e,
but ~tis al o, for tlie ame rea"on , incompetent for th Choctaw , without th concurrence of the Chicka aw and he nite<l t~Lte ', to grant
to each hoctawfre dman 40 acre ofland held in common by the citiz ns
of th h etc w and Chicka aw nation .
n att mpt on the part of the
hoctaw to mak ·uch grant, witl1out the con urre11 of tbe Chicka aw
and the nit d tat , whether out of tbe · rnmon sto ·k th r h r ,c1ucin the inter t held by the citiz n of a h nation, r ut f th undivided thre -fourth held by the hoctaw ', wi bout r duc•ing th intere t
held by the citizen of th Chicka aw ation, ·oul<l find no warrant in
tbe treati or in the law or con titutiou, but woul 1 n ce arily prove
an ab olute failure.
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Such an attempt to grant land to the Choctaw freedmen out of the
common stock would fail, for the reason already stated. Such an attempt
to grant 40 acres to each Choctaw freedman, out of the Choctaw share,
without reducing the interest held by the Chickasaws, would be ineffectual for the following reasons:
.
·
(1) Every citizen of the Chickasaw Nation is the owner in fee simple
of an undivided share of every part, every foot, every inch of the entire
territory of both nations. The Choctaw government can not, by the
exercise of its treaty powers, or by the exercise of its right of eminent
domain, or in any other way, trausfer the land of Chickasaw citizens
to Choctaw freedmen or to anybody else.
(2) The treaty of 18,55 forbids auy alienation whatever of these lands
without the consent of both the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and,
inasmuch as the Government of the United States was a party to the
treaty, it has a right to insist upon the observance of this stipulation
of the treaty. While, then, it may be true that the United States, in
the third article of the treaty of 18G6, consented to such grant, if made
within two years after the date of the treaty of 1866, and have ever
since been ready to consent to such grant, although made after the
expiration of the two years limited in the treaty, it is not true that the
Chicka ·aws have ever consented, either by the adoption of the third
article of the treaty of 1866 or otherwi e, that the Choctaws should,
either before or after the expiration of the two years, grant to the Choctaw freedmen each 40 acres of the land held in common by the citizens
of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations.
By the third article of the treaty of 1866 the Choctaws and Chickasaws were authorized, within two years after the date of the treaty, to
elect to make such grants; but in that treaty 11either nation made "such
cleetion or authorized tbe other to make it without the concurrence ot
both. On the contrary, express provision was mac1e in the third article
of the treaty for the case of the failure of the Choctaws and Chickasaws to make such election within the period of two years fixed by the
t,r eaty.
(3) No statute of the United States can validate a grant of "common" land made by the Choctaws without the concurrence of the
Chickasaws, wh tber enacted before the grant to authorize it or after
tbe grant to confirm it, unle s uch statute embraces a provision for
compeu ation to the Chicka aws for the intere t conveyed. It i true
that the Government of the United States may, in the exercise of its
paramount right of eminent domain, by appropriate proceedings, tran fer the property of one citizen of the United States to another. But this
can not be done without due compensation to the owner who is deprived
of his property. Moreover, it i possible that a mere act of Congress may
so tran fer private property (due compensation being mane therefor)
without proceeding, for its condemnation. But it can not be true that
an act of Cono-re. s which provides no compensation for the owner can
tran fer the property of the citizens of the Chickasaw ation to the
Choctaw freedmen, or can validate, either by antecedent authorization
or by subsequent confirmation, a transfer of property of citizens of the
hickasaw ation to Choctaw freedmen by the Choctaw government
witl1out the concurrence of the Chicka aw .
.
bo'_Vn by the documentary proofs filed with the committee, ~he
rig-~t ·, privilege', and immunities of citizens referred to in the t~ird
art1 le of the treaty of 1806 bave never been conferred upon the Chrnka aw freedmen; - nor have any grant of 40 acres of land ever been
made to them by the Chicka aw atiou.
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The treaty of 1866 was ratified on the 10th of July of that year. It
authorizea the Choctaws and Chickasaws, within the period of two
years from that date, ending July 10, 1868, to elect to confer upon, or
withhold from their freedmen certain "rights, privileges, and immunities of citizenslJip." During that period so limited, the Chickasaws
elected to withhold from their freedmen the "rights, privileges, and
immunities of citizenship" specified in the treaty. On the 9th of
November, 1866, an act of the Chickasaw legislature was approved
·
containing the following paragraph:
.A.nd tbe gov-ernor of the Chickasaw Nation h; hereby requested to notify the Government of the United States that it is the wish of the legislature of the Chicka'aw Nation tbat the Government of the United States r emove the said negroes
beyond the limits of the Chickasaw Nation, according to the requirements of the
third article of the treaty of April 28, 1866.

Neither of the two nations, during the period limited by the treaty,
conferred upon the freedmen the" rights, privileges, and immunities of
citizenship" specified in the treaty, or reyersed its own action withholding the same. So far as this option of the Choctaws and Chickasaws was -concerned, the treaty expired on the 10th of July, 1868. Any
Jaw thereafter enacted by the Chickasaw legislature or Choctaw council proffering to the freedmen the specified "rights, privileges, and
immunities," or any other, would not have resulted from an exercise of
the option secured by the treaty, but would have constituted a new
proposition of the legislative body enacting the law, to be accepted or
rejected by the other parties concerned. An act of the Chickasaw
legislature approved January 10, 1873, contained the following provisions :
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the legi8latm·e of the Chickasaw Nation, That an the
negroes belonging to the Chickasaws, at the time of the adoption of the treaty of
Fort Smith, and living in the Chickasaw Nation at the date thereof, and tbeir
descendants, are hereby declared to be adopted, in conformity with the third article
of the treaty of 1866, between the Choctaws and Chickasaws and the United States:
Provided however, That the proportional part of $300,000 specified in article third of
aid treat y, with the accrued interest thereon, shall be paid to the Chickasaw Nation,
for its sole use and benefit: .And providecl furthe1·, That said adopted negroes of the
Chickasaw Nation shall not participate in any part of the said proportional part of
said $300,000 nor be entitled to any benefit from the principal and interest on our
inve ted fnnc1s, or claim arising therefrom, nor to any part of our common domain,
or tbe profits arising therefrom (except the forty acres, per capita, provided for in
the third article of the treaty of 1866), nor to any priv-ileges or rights not authorized
by treaty stipulations: And provided ful'ther, That the said negroes, upon the approval
of this act, shall be subject to the jurisdiction aD(l laws of the Chickasaw ation,
and to trial and punishment for offenses against them in every ca e, just as if the
said negroes were Chickasaws.
SEC. 2. And be itfm·ther enacted, That tbis act shall be in full force and effect from
and after its approval by the authority of the nited States, and all laws or parts of
laws in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.

This act was not pa sed within the perfod of two years limited by
the treaty. It was not pas ed in the exerci e of any option granted
by the treaty. It was a new propo ition. If not concurred in by the
hoctaw and by the United tates within a rea onable time it mu t
nece, arily fall to the ground a a reject d propo ition. The Choctaw
did not re pond to thi action of the Cbicka aw until the expiration of
a period of more than ei h year -until long after the propo ition had
be n withdrawn b. he hi ·ka cw l gi, latur . The nit d State
d Jayed artion for wenty-on ~ ar .
On the 15th of ugu:t 1 9 , the ongre of the nited States
llc cted the fi llowin tc tutory pr vi ion :
Tbat the approval of Con gr . j h rl'h, • giv n to "Au net to nclopt th ne~ro of
hicka aw 'ation," and so forth pa ell hy tlw 1 gi la ur
r tho 'hicka a.w

the
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Nation, and approved by the governor thereof January tenth, eighteen hundred a.nd
seventy-three, particularly set forth in a letter from the Secretary of the Interior,
transmitting to Congress a copy of the aforesaid act, contained in House Executive
Document Numbered Two hundred and seven, Forty-second Congress, third session.

But on the 17th of October, 1877, an act of the Chickasaw legislature
had been approved containing the following provision:
.And the governor of the Chickasaw Nation is hereby requested to notify the Government of the United States that it is the wish of the legislature of the Chickasaw
Nation that the Government should remove the said ne~roes beyond the limits of
the Chickasaw Nation, according to the requirements of the third article of the
treaty of .April 28, 1866.

On the 18th of October, 1876, an a-0t of the Chickasaw legislature
was passed containing the following provisions :
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the legislatwre of the Chickasaw Nation, That four commissioners, one from each county of the Chickasaw Nation, shall be elected by joint
vote of the senate and house of representatives of the present session of the legislature, to visit the capital of the Choctaw Nation during the next regular session of
the general council of said nation, with instructions to confer with the commissioners on the part of the Choctaw Nation, and agree upon some plan whereby the freedmen, former slaves of the Choctaws and Chicka aws, and their descendants, shall be
removed from and kept out of the limits of the Choctaw and Chickasaw country.

On the 6th of May, 1882, an act of the Chickasaw legislature was
approved containing the following provision:
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, That Wm. L.
Byrd and B. F. Overton, delegates of the Chickasaw Nation, are hereby fully authorized and directed to enter their protest in behalf of the Chickasaw Nation against
the ratifying by Congress of the United Stat es of an act pnssell by the general council of the Choctaw Nation adopting and granting to the freedmen of t he Choctaw
Nation full rights of citizenship without conferring with the Chickasaws, or obtaining their consent to said adoption; and said delegates a.re hereby fully authorized
and directed to represent the Chickasaw people in any and all measures that might
be presented before the Department and Congress of the United States affeutiug the
interest of our people and country:

On the 22d of October, 1885, an act of the Chickasaw legislature
was approved, containing the following:
SECTION 1. B(it enacted by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, That the Chickasaw people hereby refuse to accept the freedmen as citizens of the Chickasaw Nation
upon any terms or conditions whatever, and respectfully request the governor of our
nation to notify the Department at Washington of the action of the legislature in
the premises.

By these four successive acts of the Chickasaw legislature the conditional propo ition, embraced in the Chickasaw statute of January 10,
1873, was withdrawn from the cog-nfaance of the United States. It
was not thereafter in the power of the United States, with or without
the cooperation of the Choctaw Nation, to galvanize into life the dead
hickasaw statute of January 10, 1873.
I respectfully submit, therefore, that the act of Congress, approved
August 15, 1894, did not ratify or confirm anything. There was nothing in existence for it to ratify or confirm.
HALBERT E. P .AINE,

Oounsel for Ohickasaws.

JUNE 21, 1897.
EXHIBIT No.1.
The provisions of the treaty of April 28, 1866 so far as they sought to establish a.nd
fix the st~tus of the persons of .African descent, formerly held m slavery by the ChickaliUl."'! Indian , and their descendants, are found in Articles II, III, and IV thereof,
w b1ch are a follows:
"ARTICLE II. The Choctaws anu Chickasaws hereby covenant and agree that
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henceforth neither siavery nor involuntary servitude, otherwise than in punishment
of crime whereof the parties shall have been <l.uly convicted, in accordance with.
laws applicable to all members of the particular nation, shall exist in said nations.
"ARTICLE III. The Choctaws and Chickasaws, in consideration of the sum of three
hundred thousand dollars, hereby cede to the United States the territory west of the
98th degree west longitude, known as the leased district, provided that the said
sum shall be invested and held by the United States, at an interest not less than five
per cent, in trust for the said nations, until the legislatures of the Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations, respectively, shall have made such laws, rules, and regulations as
may be necessary to give all persons of African descent resident in the said nations at
the date of the treaty of Fort Smith, and their descendants heretofore held in slavery
among said nations, all th• rights, privileges, and .immunities, including the right
of suffrage, of citizens of said nat ions, except in the annuities, moneys, and public
domain claimed by or belonging to said nations, respectively; and also to give to
such persons who were r esidents as aforesaid, and their descendants, forty acres each
of the land of said nations on the same terms as the Choctaws and Chickasaws, to
be selected on the survey of said land, after the Choctaws and Chickasaws and Kansas Indians have made their selections as herein provided; and immediately on the
enactment of such laws, rules, and regulations the said sum of three hundred thousand dollars shall be paid to the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations in the proportion of three-fonrtbs to the form er ancl one-fourth to the latter, less such sum, at the
rate of one hundred dollars per capita, as shall be sufficient to pay such persons of
African descent before referred to as within ninety days after the passage of such
laws, rules, and r e~ufations shall elect to remove and actually remove from the said
nations, r espectively. And should the said laws, rules, and regulations not be made
by the legislatures of the said nations, respectively, within two years from the ratification of this treaty, then the said sum of three hundred thousand dollars shall
cease to be held in trust for the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and be held
for the use and benefit of such of said persons of African descent as the United States
shall remove from the said territoTy in such manner as the United States shall deem
proper, the United States agreeing, within ninety days from the expiration of the
said two years, to remove from sa,i d nations all such persons of African descent as
may be willing to remove; those remaining or returning after having been removed
from said nations to have no benefit of said sum of three hundred thousand dollars,
or any part thereof, but shall be upon the same footing as other citizens of the United
States in the said nations.
"ARTICLE IV. The said nations further agree that all negroes, not otherwise disqualified or disabled, ohall be competent witnesses in all civil and criminal suits and
proceedings in the Choctaw and Chickasaw courts, any law to the contrary notwithstanding; and they fully recognize the right of the freedmen to a fair remuneration
on reasonable and equitable con tracts for their labor, which the law should aid them
to enforce. And they agree on the part of their r espective nations, that all laws
shall be equal in their operation upon Choctaws, Chickasaws, and negroes, and that
no distinction affecting the latter shall at any time be made, and that they shall be
treated with kindness and be protected against injury; and they further agree, that
while the said freedmen, now in the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, remain in
said nations, respectively, they shall be entitled to as much land as they ma.y cultivate for the support of them elves and families, in cases where they do not support
themselves and families by hirin~, not inter£ ring with existing improvements without the consent of the occupant, 1t being understood that in the event of the making
of the laws1 rules and regulations aforesaid, the forty acres aforesaid shall stand in
the place 01 the land cultivated as last aforesaid." (14 Stat., 769.)

EXHIBIT

O. 2.

Be it enaotea by the l gislat1we of the Chickasaw ration, That whereas a treaty was
concluded at
hington City on the 2 th of April, A. D.1866, by commissioners duly
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April 28th. 18G6, giving the Chickasaw legislature the choice of receiving and appropriating the $300,000 therein named for the uEte and benefit of the Chickasaws, or
passiug such laws, rules and regulations as will give to all persons of African descent
certain rights and privileges, be, and it is hereby, declared the unanimous consent of
the Chickasaw legislature that the United States shall keep and hold said sum of
$300,000 for the benefit of the said negroes, and the governor of the Chickasaw
Nation be requested to notify the Government of the United States that it is the
wish of the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation for the Government to remove said
negroes from within the limits of the Chickasaw Nation, according to said 3rd article of the treaty of April, 1866.
Be itfu1·the1· enacted, That the governor of the Chickasaw Nation be, and he is
hereby, authorized and requested to appoint three commissioners to meet and confer
with the Choctaw authorities and make known the wishes of the Chickasaw legislature in regard to the 3rd and 11th articles of the treaty of April, 1866, and to secure
harmony and a union of action in the same. Said commissioners are hereby invested
with powers to enter into all necessary preliminaries with said Choctaw authorities
as will speedily settle the question in said 3rd and 11th articles harmoniously, and to
report the same to the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation.
Be it further enacted, That the said commissioners shall be allowed three dollars
per day while attending to said business and in going to and returning from the
same meeting.
Passed both houses and approved November 9th, 1866.
CYRUS H.ABRIS,

Governor of the Chickasaw Nation.
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Tishoniingo City, O. N.
This is to certify that the within is a true and correct copy of an original act of
the Chickasaw legislature, under date of the 9th of October, A. D. 1866, now on
file in this office at Tishomingo City, C. N. Given under my hand and seal of office
this the 27th day of December, A. D. 1866.
JOSIAH BROWN,

[SEAL,]

National Sec1·etary, Chickasaw Natio-n.

ExmnrT

No. 3.

PICKENS COUNTY, CmCKASA.W NATION,

December 8, 1866.

Sm: Owing to recent laws passed by the Chickasaw council in regard to the
freedmen, we the freedmen, to the number of 292, assembled in council for the
purpose of taking into consideration our position and interests in the Chickasaw
Nation.
After discussing the matter and having an interview with the Chickasaw chief,
Cyrus Harris, the council determined to lay their views before you and request you
to intercede with the Government in out' behalf.
We, the undersigned, were appointed by our council to explain to you its wi hes.
The unfriendly and bitter fe ling existing toward our people by the Chickasaws
an d their desire to get u, off their lands make us wish to remove to any land that
th Government may see fit to set apart for our abode, but we would prefer to remove
to Cash Creek, on the leaaed lands, about 100 miles south west from Fort Arbuckle,
where with the assistance of the Government in the start we coul<l found a settlement that would 1100n make us a happy, prosperous, and a self-sustaining people.
The Chickasaws are willing to give up their proportion of the $300,000 provjded
for in the third article of their late treaty to enable us to emigrate from the Chickasaw Nation, and we on our part desire, for the sake of peace and quiet, to remove,
a.nd therefore ask of the Government (which many of us have served during the war)
that it supply ns with transportation for oursel es and families to our new homes,
and such supplie as may be necessary to start us, and food until we can mak a crop.
We desire to remove at a.a early a period as possible, ae we wis~ to have permanent
homes. We aee that our removal is inevitable after the expiration of the two years
referred to in the late treaty, and we all desire to go rather than remain and try to
get along with people so hostile and bitter toward us.
W_e estimate. ~ur number at 1,500 men, women, and child~en, and as y.e are in a
destitute cond1t1~n, having no property of our own, we reqmre all the aid that Gov·rnment can furnish us.
. ur race has al ways been loyal to the Government, and we wish to feel that it
will always protect us. You, sir, who well understand the Indian character, know
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how difficult it is for us, just emerging from the bonds of slavery, to live among our
former oppressors without the right to hold or own lands, without a right acknowledged, except the right that nature gave us. Our position is much Cl.ifferent from
that occupied by the freedmen of the States, for their former masters are white men
while ours are Indians, with all the hatred and vindictiveness of their race toward
a weaker race, whom they formerly controlled and oppressed.
We understand that under the provisions of the late Choctaw and Chickasaw
treaty we have the right to occupy sufficient unoccupied land to subsist ourselves
and families, but we want homes that belong to us aml land that we can call our
own. And as the Chickasaws are willing to release their claim to the money for
the leased district west 98° west longitude, to be used for our benefit, we therefore
ask you to intercede with the Government to use it for the purpose of,removing us
to new homes.
Inclosed we send you a list of the names of the members of our council.
Hoping that you will aid us jn this our struggle for existence, we subscribe ourselves,
Respectfully, your obedient servants,
CH.ARLEY (his X mark) CORE, Chief,
SQUIRE (his X mark) HARREN,
HENRY (his X mark) COB,
, ISAAC (bis X mark) ALEXANDER,
RICHARD (his X mark) MOBEL,
Delegates frorn Council of Chickasaw ffireedme·n.
Maj. M. W. CHOLLAR,
U.S. Indian Agent for Choctaws and Chickasaws, Skullyville, G. N.
(List referred to contains 292 names.)

EXHIBIT No. 4:.
WASHINGTON, .August 17, 1868.
Sm: The undersigned respectfully call your attention to the p1·ovisions contained
in article 3 of the treaty made and concluded at the city of Washington on the 28th
day of April, A. D. 1866, between the United States, the Choctaw and the Chickasaw Nation of Indians, and to notify you that the Choctaws and Chickasaws have
not made within the two years prescribed such laws, rules, and regulations as are
necessary to give all persons of African descent resident in the said nation at the
date of the treaty of Fort Smith and their descendants heretofore held in slavery
among said nations all the rights, privileges, and immunities, including the right
of suffrage, of citizens of said nations, respectively, and the right to 40 acres of land
each, to b e selected and held on the same terms as the Choctaws and Chickasaws
are to select and hold their lands. On the contrary, as appears by the :files of y our
office, the legislati-ve councils of both nations have express(\d a desire that the Government of the United States shall, with the least possible delay, carry into effect the
stipulations contained in said third article of said treaty in reference to the removal
of said persons of African descent from the limits of the Choctaw and Chickasaw
country.
We are, sir, respectfully, your obedient servants,
HOLMES COLBERT,

Chickasaw Conirnissioner.
SAMPSON FOLSOM,

Hon. N. G.

.{ttorney-Gene1'al Choctaw Nation.
TAYLOR,

Commissioner of Indian .AjfairB.

ExmBIT No. 5.
(Senate EL Doo. No. 82, Fortieth Congress, second aeaafon.]

Letter of the Secretary of the Interior communicating papers relating to the rights of
freedrnen under the third article of the treaty with the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations
of IndianB, concluded April $81 1866.
DEPARTME T OF TIIE I TERIOR1
Washington, D. ., July £9, 1868.
Sm: I transmit, herewith, copy of a letter from th Com.mis ion r oflndian Affairs
to this
partm nt, dated the 20th in tant, tog tber with copie of th papers
referred to by him, a.11 r lating to the rights of fr edmen under th third article of
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the treaty with the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations of Indians, concluded April 28,
1866.
The said third article is as follows:
"The Choctaws and Chickasaws, in consideration ofthesumof$300,000,hereby cede
to the United States the territory west of the 98° west longitude, known as the leased
district, provided that the said sum shall be invested and b ol d by the United States,
at an interest not less that five per cent, in trust for the said nations, until the legislatures of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, respectively, shall have made such
laws, rul es, and regulations as may be necessary to give all persons of Africau descent
resident in the said nations at the date of the treaty of Fort Smith, and their descendants hE1t'etofore held in slavery among said nations, all the rights, privileges, and
immunities, including the right of suffrage, of citizens of said nations, except in the
annuities, moneys, and puulic domain claimed by, or belonging to, said nation respectively; and also to give to such persons who were residents as aforesaid, and their
descendants, 4.0 acres each of the land of sa,id nations on the same terms as the Choctaws and Chickasaws, to be selected, on the survey of said land, after the Choctaws and
Chickasaws and Kansas Indians have made their selections as herein provided; and
immediate!,- ou the enactment of such laws, rules, and regulat ions the said sum of
$300,000 shall be paid to the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations in the proportion
of three fourths to the former and one-fourth to the latter, less such sum, at the rate
of $100 per ca.pita, as shall be sufficient to pay such persons of African descent, before
referred to, as within 90 days after the passage of such laws, rules, and regulations shall elect to remove and actually remove from the said nations, respectively.
And should the said laws, rules, and regulations not be made by the legislatures of
the sa.id nations, respe~tively, within two years from the ratification of this treaty,
then the said sum of $300,000 shall cease to be held in t rust for the said Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations, and be held for the use and benefit of such persons of African
descent as the United States shall remove from tbe said territory iu such manner as
the United States shall deem proper, the United States agreeing, within 90 days
from the expiration of the said two years, to remove from snid nations all such persons of African descent as may be willing to remove; those remaining or returning
after having been removed from said nations to have no benefit of said sum of $300,000,
or any part tbereof, bnt shall be upon the same footing as other citizens of the United
States in th said nations."
The sum of $300,000 referred to in this article has never been appropriated and
invested, and is not, consequently, subject to tl10 control of this Department.
Two years from the ratification of the treaty having expired, and the legislatures
of the Choctaw and Chickasaw natfons having fail d to make such Jaws, rules, and
r eaulations in regard to persons of African descent resident in said nations at the
date of the trrat.v of Fort Smith as are contemplated by the foregoing article of the
treaty of April 28, 1866, it becomes tne duty of the United States, ,vitbin nin ty
days from the expiration of the said two years, tor move from said nations all such
persons of African de cent as may be willing to remove.
There is no designation of a place to which such persons shall be removed, nor is
there any -provision made, either by the treaty or by law, for the cost of removal.
Under these circumstances, tho Departme11t can tako no action for carrying this
article of the treaty into effect, and the whole matter is, th refore, submitted for tbe
consideration of Congress, and its early attention earnestly invited to the subject.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. H. BROWNING, Sec1'etary.
Hon. BENJAMIN F. WADE,
Pt'eBident pro tempo1·e United Slates Senate.

DEPARTMENT OF TIIE INTERIOR,
O FFICE OF INDIAN AJrFAIRS,

Washington, D. C., July 20, 1868.

Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith, for yonr consideration and direction in
the matter, a letter from nperintendent Wortham, dated 27th ultimo, transmitting
a resolution pa sed by the freedmen among the Choctaws and Uhicka aws in cou.ncil,
and a petition from them relative to their rights under t he treaty with tho Choctaws and hickasaws, concluclecl April 28, 1866.
The petitioners refer to the third article of that treaty (Statutes at Large, vol. 14,
p. 76tl)i :Which stipulates that for the cession to the United States by the Choctaws
an~l C111ckasaws of the country known as the "leased district," ~300,000 a.hall be
J?a1d, ~nd th~ amount. invested and held by the United tates, at mterest, m trnst
for saHl nations, ~ntil their legislat ures, rcspecti vely, shall l1ave mac~o snch lawR,
rule., and regulations as may be necessary to give all persous of African d cent,
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resident among t'hem at the date of the treaty of Fort Smith, and their descendants
heretofore held in slavery, all the ri~hts, privileges, and immunities, including the
right of suffrage, of Choctaw and Chickasaw citizens, except in the annuities, moneys,
and public domain claimed by or belonging to said nations; and also to give to such
persons and their descendants 40 acres of land each, when the land of these nations
shall have been surveyed and they and the Kansas Indians shall have made their
selections as provided in the treaty, whereupon the $300,0 O, less such sum 1 at the
rate of $100 per capita, as shall be sufficient to pay such persons of African descent
referred to as shall, within ninety days after the passage of such laws, rnles, and
regulations, elect to remove, and actually remove, from said nations, shall be paid
over to said nations. Should, however, their legislatures not make the quired
laws, etc., within two years from the mtification of the treaty, then the said sum of
$300,000 shall cease to be held in trust for them, but shall be held for the use and
benefit of persons of African descent as may be willing to remove, and as the United
States shall remove, from the country of the Choctaws and Chickasaws, in such
manner as may be deemed proper; the removal to be made within ninety days after
the expiration of the said two years, those remaining, or those returnin~ after having been removed, to have no benefit in that fund. 'l'he petitioners then ask, inasmuch as the Chickasaws passed an act ju November, 1866, refusin~ to grant them and
their people the rights mentioned in said third article, as also did the Choctaws at
the last session of their council, that they, the freedmen and free negroes, be removed
from the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and that the $300,000 alluded to be
expended in such manner as the Government may deem best for their use and benefit;
and, further, that a delegation from them be permitted to visit Washington to consult with this office in regard to their future.
·
This office has not been officially advised of the acts of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations to which the petitioners refer, but it is believed that what they state is
substantially true. The treaty in question was ratified on the 10th of July, 1866,
and with the 10th of this month expired the time within which the Choctaws and
Chickasaws could, by legislative acts, give to the freedmen and free negroes ~be
rights, privileges, and immunities of citizens of said nations. Failing or declinmg
to do so, and these now desiring to be removed, the obligation is with the Gover1;1-ment to take action, within ninety days after the last-named date, to effect their
removal, and to use for their benefit, in such manner as may be deemed most proper,
the money provided therefor in the said third article of the treaty of 1866.
I therefore suggest that steps be taken at once to adopt measures for the fulfi]]ment
of that stipulation of the treaty, and I think it woul<l be advisable that the request
of the petitioners, to send a delegation of four of their number, with the Choctaw
agent, to this city in reference to the matter be granted, and so recommend, as I
have no doubt but that a better and more satisfactory unclerstauding can be thus
had in regard to their future location, wants, and interests than could be obtained
by the ordinary way of communication through the superintendent or Indian agent.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
N. G. TAYLOR, Cornrnissioner.
Hon. o. H. BROWNING,
Secretary of the Inte-,-ior.

WA illNGTON, D. c., June 27., 1868.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit the action of conncil and petition of freedmen
of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and respectfully k that the sam r c ive
the consideration that, in the opinion of the llonorable Commis ioner, it may seem
to be entitled to.
I have the honor to be, respectfully, your obedi nt servant,
JAME

WORTII
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affecting our interest; and we pledge the delegatfon herein appointed the earnest
and hearty support of our people, satisfied that this delegation will be true to the
trust reposed in them, having the interest of our race at heart.
ReBolved fu1·ther, That this resolution, with our petition, be presenterl. by the
delegation above mentioned to Major M. W. Cbollar, United States Indian agent
for the Choctaws and Chickasaws, with the request that he take the proper steps to
lay these matters before the Government at the earliest day practicable.
Done at Boggy Depot this 10th day of June, 1868.
JAMES SQUIRE (hls X mark) WOLF,
President of Council.
FLETCHER FRAZIER,

Secretary of Council.

We, the delegates of the Choctaw and Chickasaw freedmen in council assembled,
respectfully present this our humble petition, praying that your honor will grant
this our prayer.
We understand that in accordance with the last treaty made between the Government and the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians that should the said Indians fail
to give our people the right of suffrage and incorporate us into their tribes within
two years from the ratification of the treaty, that the sum of $300,000 (the purchase
money of tho leased district) should be used for our benefit.
Now, as the Chickasaws passed an act about November, 1866, refusing to grant us
any of the rights mentioned in the 3d article of the treaty of 1866; and as the Choctaws, by an act passed at the last session of their council, known as the Sampson
Folsom act, refused to grant us the rights above referred to, and as the disposition
shown by the Choctaws and Chickasaws is so woll known to our people; and as the
two y ears mentioned in the 3d article of the treaty of 1866 has so nearly elapsed,
and our people are so uneasy and restless, b ing in ignorance of their fate, and the
country being full of rumors in regard to these matters, our people decid d to call
upon the Government, through their delegates to relieve their minds of suspense.
Trusting in the justice and humanity of the Gov rnment, towards which we feel the
profoundest respect and gratitude, we present this our p tition:
We respectfully pray that we be r emoved from the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations
at an eariy day, and that the sum of three hundred thousand dollars, before mentioned, be used by the Government, as tho Government may deem fit, for our use and
benefit; and as this matter is one of vital interest to om people, we humbly pray
that your honor will authorize and order that a delegation of our people, selected
by this council and herein named, composed of James Squire Wolf, Squire Butler,
Isaac Alexander, and Anderson Brown, shall proceed to Washington, in company
with Major M. W. Chollar, agent for the Choctaws and Chickasaws (who is the first
friend and protector our people have ever known), to lay the views and wishes of
onr p eople before the Government, and to consult with yourself and the venerable
superintendent of Indian affairs for this Territory, the Hon. Colonel Wortham
(whose acts have shown us that he is our true friend in whom we can rely), in regard
to the future of our people.
Done at Boggy Depot, C. N., June 10, 1868.
James Squire (his x mark) Wolf, Henry (his x mark) Kemp, Stephen (his
x mark) Colbert, Emanuel (his x mark) Colbert, Downey (his x mark)
Allen, Edmond (his x mark) Clarke, Jack (bis x mark) Brown, Isaac
(his x mark) Alexander, Henry (his x mark) Ro-shi-ka, Byington (his
x mark ) Colb rt, Isam (bis x mark) Love, Richard (his x mark) Love,
Cresar (his x mark) elson, Richard (his x mark) teven on, Phillip
(his x mark) tevens; Fletcher Frazier, Secretary; Anderson (his x
mark) Brown, Dick (bis x mark) Bra hears, Henry (hi x mark) Johnson, Watson (his x mark) Brown, Smith (his x mark) Brown, John
(his x mark) cott, I< rancoi a (.his x mark) Chako, ' ampson (.his x
mark) Dick, Jack (his x mark) O'Dair, quire (bis x mark) Butler,
Ben. (his x mark) James, Mose (his x mark) - - , King (his x mark)
Blue, Bartlett (his x mark) Franklin, athan (his x mark) Cochran ,
Jack (his x mark) Blue, Isanu (his x mark) Flint, Jo1:1hua (his x marki'
Love, H nry (bis x mark) Harris, Nathan (his x mark) Madisor.,
Henry (hi x mark) Crittendon, am (his x mark) Fr enoy, Dan (h,11
x mark) Colbert, Henry (his x mark) Garv n, Joseph (his x ma,ry _,
Morris, Ned (his x mark) Shoals, Solomon (his x mark) Rytchly~.
Elijah (his x mark) Harris, Anthony (his x mark) McKinney.
Hon. COMMI SIONER OF INDUN AFFAIRS,
Waahington, D. O.
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EXHIBIT

No. 6.

'
To the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives
in Congress assembled:
Your memorialists most respectfully represent to you that by the advice and
consent of the Senate of the United States expressed in its proceedings of June 28,
1866, a, certain treaty between the United States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Indians was ratified and con.firmed. The third article of said treaty reads as
follows:
"ARTICLE 3. The Choctaws and Chickasaws, in consideration of the sum of
$300,000, hereby cede to the United States the territory west of the 98° west longitude, known as the leased district, provided that the said sum shall be in vested and
held by the United States, at an interest not less than :five per cent, in trust for the
said nations, until the legislatures of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, respectively, shall have made such laws, rules, and regulations as may be necessary to
give all persons of African descent, resident in the said nations at the date of the
treaty of Fort Smith, and their descendants, heretofore held in slavery among said
nations, all the rights, privileges, and immunities, including the right of suffrage, of
citizens of said nations, except in the annuities, moneys, and public domain claimed
by or belonging to said nations, respectively; and also to give to such person.a
who were residents as aforesaid, and their descendants, forty acres each of the land
of said nations on the same terms as the Choctaws and Chickasaws, to be selected
on the survey of said land after the Choctaws and Chickasaws and Kansas Indians
have made their selections as herein provrned; and immediately on the enactment
of such laws, rules, and regulations the said sum of $300,000 shall be paid to the
said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations in the proportion of three-fourths to the former and one-fourth to the latter, less such sum at the rate of one hundred dollars
per capita as shall be sufficient to pay snch persons of African descent, before refe~Ted
to, as within ninety days after the passage of such laws, rules, and rep;ulat1ons
shall elect to remove, and actually remove, from the said nations, respectively. And
should the sa,id laws, rules, and regulations not be made by the legislatures of the
said nations, respectively, within two years from the ratification of this treaty, then
the said sum of three hundred thousand dollars shall cease to be held in trust for the
said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and be held for the use and benefit of such of
said persons of African descent as the United States shall remove from the said territory in such manner as the United States shall deem proper, the United States a,greeing, within ninety days from the expiration of the said two years, to remove from
said nations all such persons of African descent as may be willing to remove; those
remaining or returning after having been removed from said nations to have no
benefit of said sum of three hundred thousand dollars, or any part thereof, but shall
be upon the same footing as other citizens of the United States in the said nations."
.Your memorialists who are of the persons described in said treaty, a.nd who are
the fully authorized representatives of that class of persons, most respectfullyreJ?resent that the legislature of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations have totally failed
to make such rules and regulations as are contemplated in said treaty, and that,
although more than six months have elapsed since the expiration of the two years
mentioned in said third article of said treaty, the Unite<1 States have not removed
or proffered to remove said persons, as by the said treaty they were bound to do, but
that they are now within the country of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians without the protection of law.
In view of these facts we most respectfully request that the said sum of $300,000,
held by the United States for the use and benefit of said persons of "African descent,"
be paid to said persons per capita, so that they may remove from said country,
and that you enact a law properly carrying into effect the terms of said treaty.
We submit that this method would be much more to the advantage and sati faction of the people we represent than any other mode that can be devised or adopted,
because by thus paying the money they will be enabled thereby to remove and commence life in the country to which they may migrate, thus leaving them entirely
free to elect their homes outside of said Choctaw and Ch1ckasaw nations, as other
freedmen are permitted to do. Justice-and fair dealing demand, we very respectfully submit, that this, our prayer, should be granted at an early clay.
We t~ust we may be_pardonedfor a king, in ca e Congre sshouldgrant ourprayer,
that said money be paid to our people per ca.pit., as herein requested, by the Umtecl
tate agent for the Cho ·ta.w and 'hickasaw Indians, under the direction and supervision of the uperintendent of Indian Affairs for the southern uperintendency,
inasmuch as the same can be done with more atisfaction to our people and with 1
delay than by ny other mode,
the e officer of the Governm nt ar known to
our people and in them th .Y h ve confidence; besides which, they have in th ir
hands the correct enumeration or cen 11 of our people, upon which this payment
can be made, thus aving to us or the ov rnment considerable expense.
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Your memorialists and those they represent are poor, and we have come at great
expense near two thousand miles for the purpose of laying before you the situation
and condition of our people, and implore immediate action in our behalf. No additional debt will be incurred by the Government in appropriating this money and
directing its speedy payment as herein prayed for, because it will be simply carrying out in good faith the promise made to our suffering people by the Government
and fulfilling treaty stipulations. And, as in duty bound, your memorialists will
ever pray.
MAHARDY CULBERT,
JAMES SQUIRE WOLF,
ANDERSON BROWN,

Delegates from the Freedmen in the 0hootaw and 0hiokasaw .Agency.
( Copied from printed copy on file in Indian Office.)

Exmn1T No. 7.
[House Ex. Doc. No. 207. Forty-second Congress, third sess10n.]

Letter froni the Se<Yretary of the Interim·, transmitting an aot passed by the legislatu1·e of the
Chiokasaw Nation entitled ".An act to adopt the negroes of the Chiokasaw Nation," etc.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., February 10, 1879.
Srn: I have the honor to transmit herewith copy of a communication from the
Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated the 4th instant, inclosing a communication to him from Douglas H. Cooper, of the Chickasaw Nation, dated the 23d
ultimo, together with a letter addressed to the President of the United States, by
Cyrus Harris, governor of said nation, dated the 10th ultimo, transmitting a.n act
of the Chickasaw legislature providing for the adoption of negroes in the Chickasaw
country, referred to in the third article of the treaty with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, concluded April 28, 1866. (Statutes at Large, vol. 10, p. 769.)
A careful examination of these communications exhibits the fact that the third
article of the treaty referred to remains unexecuted. Neither the Choctaws nor
Chickasaws have made such rules and regulations as were contemplated in said
article in regard to persons of African descent residing in their respective nations,
within two years after the ratification of the aforesaid treaty. The Choctaw Nation
has never, at any time, attempted the execution of this treaty in regard to said persons, and what has been done by the Chickasaw Nation was done after the expiration of the two years in which their action was limited by the treaty aforesaid.
Deeming it important that the provisions of said treaty be carried out, I have
respectfully to recommend that such legislation be had during the present session
of Congress, if possible, as will e..rtend the time in all respects for the execution
of the provisions of the third article of the treaty before referred to, for the term of
two years from the 1st day of July, 1873.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. DELANO,
Se<Yretary.
Hon. JAS. G. BLAINE,
Speaker U.S. House of Rep,-esentatives, Washington, D. O.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
O FFICE OF INDIAN A.FF AIRS,

Washington, D. 0., Feb1·uary 4, 187S.
SIR: I have' the honor to submit herewith a communication from Dougla~ H.
ooper, of the Chicka aw ation, dated the 23d ultimo, together with a letter
ad~essed to the President, by Cyrus Harris, governor of said nation, dated the 10th
ultimo, tran mitting an act of the hickasaw legislature providing for the adoption
of the negroes in the Chickasaw country, referred to in the third article of the treaty
concluded with the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians April 28, 1866. (Statutes at
Large, vol. 14, p. 769.)
In view of the expiration of the term of two years from the ratification of the
treaty, within which it is stipulated that the laws, roles, and regulations referred
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to in the third article of the treaty aforesaid, shall be made by the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Nations, and believing it to be for the best interests of the Indians, as
well a,s of the negroes, that the latter should remain where they now are, and that
the money r eferred to in said article should be paid to said nations, I respectfully
recommend that Congress be asked to provide by legislation that the limit to the
time ment ioned in said third article be extended three years from the 1st of July,
1873, or until July 2, 1876.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. R. CLUM, Acting Commiaaioner.

The SECRETARY

OF THE INTERIOR,

WASHINGTON, D. c., Janiiary 25, 1873.
Sm: I have the honor herewith to hand you a letter from Cyrus Harris, governor
of the Chickasaw Nat:tbn, dated at the executive office, Tishomingo, Chickasaw
Nation, January 10, 1873, and directed to the President of the United States, inclo_sing an act of the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, aprroved on the date of si.ud
letter, entitled "An act to adopt the negroes of the Chickasaw Nation,'' etc., ~nd
requesting "tha t the President will transmit the same to Congress for sueh action
as that honorable body may deem proper;" and I respectfully request that you will
transmit,the said letter and act to tlfe President, through the honorable Secr etary
of the Interior, at your earliest convenience.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
DOUGLAS H. COOPER,

Of the Chickasaw Nation.

Hon. H. R. CLUM,
Acting Comniissioner, Office of Indian .A.ffai?-s,
Depa1·t1-nent of the Interior.

E XECUTIVE OFFICE,

Tishoniingo City, Chickasaw Nation, January 10, 1879.
SIR: I have the honor to inclose a copy of an act passed by the legislature of the
Chickasaw Nation, and approved this day, entit led '' An act to adopt the negroes of
the Chickasaw Nation," etc., and respectfully 1·equest that you will transmit the
same to the Congress of the United States for such action as t hat honorable body
may deem proper at tho earliest day possible.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
CYRUS HARRIS,

Governor of the Chickasaw Nation of Indians .

The

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITE D STATES,

Washington, D. C.

AN ACT to adopt the negroes of the Chickasaw Nation, &o.

Chickasaw ation, That all the negroes
belon~ing to Chicka aws at -the time of the adoption of the tr aty of Port mitb
and hviu in the Chickasaw ation at the date thereof, :rncl their descendants, are
her by declared to be adopted in conformity with the third article of the treaty of
l 66 between the hoctaws, Chickasaws, and th
nited tate : Prorided, however,
That the pr portion al part of th $300,0 0 pe ifio l in arti l thircl of th said tr aty,
with the accrued intere t thereon, hall be paid to the hicka aw 'ation for its sole
u e and b n fit: And provid d further, The aid adopt d n gro s of th 'hicka aw
:ration hall uot particip te in any part of the aid proportional part of the said
300,
, n r b ntitled to any b n fit from the principal and iuter ton onrinve tecl
funds or claim ari ing therefrom, nor to auy part of our ommon domain, or th
profit ari ing b r from ( x pt the forty arr• p r capita provid cl for in th third
arti ·lP of th tr aty of 1 6), 11or to any privilc·g1•s or right not anthoriz1•rl hy I l'<·nty
i,;tip11la ion : .lnd pro1•'dl'clfurther, '£hat th aid:ulopt cl ne~ro,·"I, upou tl11· :ip 110,·al
f thi a ·t, hall h ·ohjN: to b jnri. cli ·tion 11cl law. of tbP 'hi,·ka aw i 'a tion
an,l to trial a 1d yrnui L11n •nt for oil' us· a •ain t th min v ry ea e ju t t if th aicl
n uro w r 'h1 ·ka · w •
':'EC. 2. .A.ncl be ·t Jurther enacted, That thi act hull l> in full force and effe ·t from
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the legialatut·eof the
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and after its approval by the proper authority of the United States. And all laws
or parts of laws in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
Approved, January 10, 1873.
CYRUS HARRIS, Governor.
Attest:

W, H. BOURLAND,
National Secretary Chickasaw Nation.
I do hereby certify that the above copy is a true and authenticated copy from the
original now on file in my office this January 10, 1873.
W. H. BOURLAND,
National Sec1'etary Chickasaw Nation.
I

•

EXHIBIT

No. 8

(PART

1).

[House Ex. Doc. No. 212, Forty-third Congress, first session.]

Lette1· from the Acting Becreta1·y of the Interior, in relation to a t?-eaty made with the
Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians, April 28, 1866.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. O., ..d.pril 4, 1874.
Srn: I have the honor to invite your attention to articles second and third of a
treaty made with the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indiana April 28, 1866. (Stat. L., vol.
14, p. 769.)
The second article of said treaty provides for the abolition of slavery.
The third article of the treaty provides that, in consideration of the sum of
$300,000 to be paid to said Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians by the United States,
the said Indians ·agreed to cede to the United States that territory west of the ninetyeighth degree of west longitude, known as the leased district, said sum of money to
be invested and held by the United States at an interest of not less than 5 per
cent, in trust for the said nations, until the legislatures of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, respectively, shall have made such laws, rules, and regulations as
might be necessary to give all persons of African descent, resident in said nations
at the date of the treaty of Fort Smith and their descendants heretofore held in
slavery among said nations, all the rights, privileges, and immunities, including the
right of suffrage, of citizens of said nations, except in the annuities, moneys, and
public domain claimed by or belonging to said nations respectively
That treaty also provided to give to such persons who were residents as aforesaid,
and their descendants, 40 acres each of the land of said nations, on the same terms
as the Choctaws and Chickasaws, to be selected on the survey of said lands after
the said Indians and the Kansas Indians had made their selections, as elsewhere provided. Immediately upon the enactment of such laws, rules, and regulations by the
legislative councils of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, the said sum of $300,000
was to be paid to the said Choctaw and Chickasaw natiom1, in the proportion of
three-fourths to the former and one-fourth to the latter, deducting therefrom such
sum, at the rate of $100 per capita, as should be sufficient to pay such persons of
African des ent, before referred to, who within ninety days after the passage of such
laws, rules, and regulations should elect to remove, and actually remove, from said
nations respectively.
aid article 3 furthermore provides that, should such laws, rules, and regulations not be made by the legi laturcs of said nations, respectively, within two years
from the ratification of said treaty, then the said sum of $300,000 shall cea e to be
held in trust for the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and be held for the use
ancl benefit of such of said persona of African descent as the United States shall
remove from the said territory, in such manner as the nited tates shall deem
proper. The United , ta.tea agreed in said article, within ninety days from the
expiration of the said two years after the enactment of said laws, to remove from the
said nation all such persons of African descent as might be willing to remove.
Almost eight years have passed since the ratification of the treaty above referred
to, and the legislatures of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations have not enacted
any laws, rules, and regulations in behalf of the persons of African descent above
ref rred to.
The ~nc stors of these negroes came to the Indi an Territory with the Choctaw
a~d Ch1cka_saw natio~s from the tate of Mississippi, and have been with them contmuously amce that time in the capacity of slaves. They were freed by the treaty
of 1866, and have been since then enjoying the privilege of freedom. They are
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reported to be industrious, sober, and frugal people, desirous to learn, anxious to
secure to themselves homes in severalty, and, above all, anxious to remain in the
country where they now live, and which is the only home they have ever known.
And, so far as the Department has been able to ascertain, none of them will ever
leave that country voluntarily. They have formed strong attachments to the soil;
they have acquired, as far as the peculiar laws and regulations governing the Indian
nations will permit, homesteads, and have cultivated farms. A strong prejudice
seems to exist against these freedmen on the part of the Choctaws and Chickasaws,
which will account in some measure for the failure of these nations to provide by
law for the division among them of the lands of the nations.
The Creek, Seminole, and Cherokee nations have each adopted the freedmen into
their tribes and given them equal rights and privileges with other citizens of the
nation. The Choctaws and Chickasaws, I understand, have r efused to do so. The
condition of these negroes strongly appeals to the United States Government for
some action that will fix their status and give them all that they are entitled to by
the terms of the treaty above quoted.
I have the honor to submit herewith the draft of a bill which, in my judgment,
will secure to these freedmen all the rights and privileges to which they are entitled
under the treaty. 'rhe bill also gives them the right of suffrage, and an equal share
in the annuities, moneys, and public domain claimed by or belonging to said nations
respectively. While this may not be exactly in accordance with the l etter of the
treaty, I am satisfied that it is simply a matter of justice to this class of persons,
who have always been residents of said nations, and who are now industrious, lawabiding, and useful citizens thereof.
I respectfully invite the attention of Congress to this subject, and trust that it
may receive favorable consideration.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
B. R. COWEN, Acting Se01·eta1ry.
Hon. JAS. G. BLAINE,
Speake,• House of Rep1·esentatives.

AN .ACT for the relief of certain per~ons of African descent, resident in the Choctaw and Chickasaw
nations, on the 28th day of April, A. D. 1866.

Whereas, by the treaty concluded April 28, 1866, and proclaimed July 10, 1866,
between the United States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians, it was provided
that slavery and involuntary servitude should cease in said nations and that the said
Indians should, and thereby did, cede to the United States certain territory west of
the 98° west longitude, known as the leased district, and, in consideration thereof,
the United States bound themselves to pay the sum of $300,000, which sum was to
be invested and held by the United States at interest, not less than five per cent
interest, for the said nations, until the legislatures of the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations should make such laws, rules, and regulations as might be necessary to
give to all persons of African descent resident in the said nations at the date of the
treaty of Fort Smith (September 10, 1865), and their descendants theretofore held in
slavery among said nations, all the rights, privileges, and immunities, including the
right of suffrage, of citizens of said nations, except in the annuities, moneys, and
public domain claimed by or belonging to said nations, respectively, and should give
to each of said persons, resident as aforesaid, and their descendants, forty acres of the
land of said nations on the same terms as the Choctaws and Chickasaws held the
same, to be selected on the survey of said land after the Choctaws and Chickasaws
and Kansas Indians had made their selections as provided in said treaty ; and
Whereas it was further provided by the said treaty that immediately after the
enactment of said laws, rules, and regulation!! the said sum of $300,000 should be
paid to the said Choctaw and Chicka aw nations in the proportion of three-fourths
to the former and one-fourth to the latter, le such sum, at the re te of $100 per
capita, as should be sufficient to pay the said persons of African de cent who, within
ninety days after the pa sage of said laws, rule , and regulations, should elect to
r move and should actually remove from said nations, resp ,cti ely; and
Wher as it was furtb r provided by the saicl tr aty that, in the event that s icl
law , rules, and regulations should not be enacted by the legi latur of aid nation ,
re p ctiv ly, within two y ar from the ratification of aid treaty, then the icl um
of three hundre,1 thousand dollars hould cease to bo held in tru t for th said 'hocta wand Chick aw nation , and should ther aft r be h ld in trust for the, use aud
b nefit of aid person. of African desc nt as th
uited tat s should r move from
the aid territory· and
Whereas the nite l ta.tea did thereby agr , within nin ty days from th xpir ti.on of be said two ar , to remove from said na ion all of ai<l per ons of Afriran
d c nt who were willing to remov ther from; and
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Whereas the said snm of $300,000 lias not been paid or invested in the manner
above specified, or otherwise, and tbe said legislatures bave not, nor bas either of
them, made the laws, rules, or regulations hereinbofore referred to, or any of them,
and the United States have not removed any of said persons of African descent; and
Whereas the said persons of African descent are now anxious to remain in the
territory of said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations and to become incorporated with
the citizens thereof; Therefore
Be it enacted by the Senate and HoitBe of Representatives of the United States of Atnerica
in Congress assembled, 'That all persons of African descent who were resident in the
territory of the ChClctaw or Chickasaw nations on the 28th day of April, A. D. 1866,
and who had, before that, been lield in slavery among said nations, or either of
them, and all the descendants of such persons, shall be entitled to all the ri~hts,
privileges, and annuities, including the right of suffrage, of citizens of said nat10ns,
respectively, and the annuities, moneys, and public domain claimed by or belonging
to said nations, respectively.
SEC. 2. Be it furthe1· enacted, That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and required to issue bonds of the United States, payable in twenty years from
date, principal and interest in gold coin, bearing interest at five per cent per annum,
payable semiannually, for the stun of $300,000, each of said bonds to bo for tho sum
of $500, or some multiple of said sum, as the Secretary of the Treasury may deem
best, and to deliver the same to the Secretary of the Interior, to be by him held in
trust for the use and benefit of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations in the following proportions, to wit: Three-fourths for the Choctaw and one-fonrth for the Chickasaw Nation; and upon the same being done the said leased district, ceded by the
said nations to the United States for the sum of $300,000, shall be deemed to have
been paid. for, and the United States released from any further obligation for the
same.

Exurnrr No. 8.

[PART 2.]

[Senate Mis. Doc. No. 118. Forty-thirll Congress, first session.]

Lette1· from the Secrelm·y of the lnteri01' to the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Indian .Affairs relatfoe to euate bill No. 680, fo1· the relief of certain persons of African
descent i·esident in the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations.
DEPARTMENT OF TfiE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., May 2, 1874.
Sm: I have examined Senate bill No. 680, for the relief of certain persons of African descent resident in the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations on the 28th day of
April, 1866, which you have been pleased to forward to me, with a remonstrance of
the Choctaw delegates against the passago of said bill.
The present condition of the persons of African decent resident among the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations on the 10th of optember, 1 6-, shonld be thoroughly
understood in order to judge of the propriety of passing the bill, ancl in order to
appreciate the force of the objections made against its pa sage by the remon trance.
I proceed to stato the condition of these people at the date aforesaid.
By the treaty of April 28, 1866, between the United Stat sand the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Indians, it was provided that slavery should cease in said nations, and
that said Indians should eede to the United tates certain territory west of the 98th
degree west longitude, known as the leased district, and in consideration thereof
the United tates should pay the sum of $300,000, to be invested in United t'1.t s 5
per cent bonds until the legislatures of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations should
make uch laws, rules, and re~ulations as might be necessary to give all persons of
Afri an descent resident therem on the 10th of eptember, 1 65, and their descendants, theretofore held in slavery, all the rights) privileges, and immunities, including
the right of suffrage, of the citizens of said nations, except in the money annuities
and in the pnblic domain belonging to said nations. Said nations were also to give
each of said persons of African d scent and their de cendants forty acres of land on the
s~me t rms as the citizen Choctaws and Chickasaws held the same. It was further provided that said persons of African descent who, within ninety days after the passage
of such laws, rules, and regulations, should ol ct to remove from said nations, hould
have $100 each out of the $300 000 before mentioned and that the balance hould b
paid to the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations in the proportions mentioned in the
treaty. It was further provided that if such laws and regulations should not be
emi:cted ?Y the leo-i latures of said nations, respectively, within two years from th&
rat1fi_ at10u of the treaty afore aid, then the said sum of $300,000 should cease to be
held rn trust for the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and should thereafter be
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held in trust for the use and benefit of said persons of African descent, the United
States agreeinf within ninety days from the expiration of said two years to remove
said persons o African descent from said nations as far as they were willing to be
removed.
Now for t he facts. Neither the Choctaw nor the Chickasaw Nation has secured t o
said persons of African descent the rights, privileges, and immunitie~, including the
right of suffraO'e, provided for in the treaty. The United States has not removed
any of the said' persons of African descent, because such persons are so identified by
marriage and custommth said nations as to be unwilling to break up their homes
and go elsewhere.
The $300,000 has not been invested nor paid to the Choctaw and Chickasaw
nations; and the said persons of African descent, who are the most industrious and
useful portion of tlie population of each nati..on, are without the rights, privile~es,
and immunities of citizens; without the right of suffrage, without land, and without money, and with a disinclination, under all these painful embarrassments, to
leave their homes, friends, and relatives, and go elsewhere, for the pitiful sum of
$100 per oapita. 'l'hey are as meritorious, to say the least, as the average Choctaw
and Chickasaw population. They have probably done as much toward securing the
wealth possessed by said nations per capita as the average Choctaw and Chickasaw
population. Under these circumstances their condition is not simply anomalous;
it is unjustifiable, oppressive, and wrong, and ought to be remedied.
Now for the provisions of the bill. It provides that the persons of African descent
before alluded to shall have all the rights, privileges, and immunities, including the
right of suffrage, of citizens of said nations, respectively, and in the annuities,
moneys, and public domain claimed by or belonging to said nations, respectively.
Is this wrnngf The Choctaw and Chickasaw nations are under treaty obli~ations
t o secure to these people the rights, privileg~s, and immunities of citizens, mcluding the right of suffrage. They ought to have done so long since. Their failure to
do so is a great wrong and a great injustice, which should be speedily corrected.
But ought these people to have an equal right in the annuties and public domainof the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations! Let us see. The present annuity fund of
these nations amounts to about one hundred dollars per capita. The United States,
by the treaty aforesaid, secured to tbese persons of African descent, under certain
conditions, one hundred dollars per capita, and this is a.bout what the three hundred thousand dollars amounts to.
By the second section of the bill objected to, this three hundred thousand dollars
is to be invested and paid in trust for the use and benefit of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, so that these persons of African descent will bring to the trust fund of
said nations a sum per capita equal to the amount per capita of the present annuity
trust fund of these nations.
This, it seems to me, answers satisfactorily the objection to this bill so far as it
relates to the rights of the .Africans in the annuity funds of the Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations.
_
But the bill also gives to these Africans an equal right in the public domain claimed
by said nations. 18 this wrong! Lands are not held in severalty by these nations;
they are held in common. The treaty contemplated making the Africans citizens,
with equal rights and privileges with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and upon this
l)rinciple, in justice and equity, the common property of the nation should belong as
ma.ch to the Africans made citizens as to the native-born citizens of said nations.
The argument again t this provision, drawn from a pretended analogy between
this case and the ca.se of the liberated slaves of the United States, does not rest t1pon
a solid foundation. · The liberated . laves of the United tates did not become entitled
to the property h Id by individual citizens of the United tates in severalty; but to
so much of the public domain and other prop •rty of the nit d States a was not
the separate property of indiviclnals, the e Ii berated slave , when they became citizens, did b come entitled to equal right and privileges a. other American citizens.
If yon look at the mauner in which t he Chocta.w and Chickasaw nations acqu ired
their property, and if yon con ider that the improvement mad thereon have been
made by the labor of the Afri an people in as large if not a larger proportion than
by the 1 bor of the native Choctaws and hi kasaws, you will 86 • that there is not
any injustice in givin~ to th<•se per on8 of African cl scent, mad free and made citizens, qual right. in all r · pect with the native hoctaw an.cl hickasaw peopl .
thi bill will leav the treaty of 1 6 unexe •ut d; will continue
A failure top
the Afri an among the hoct w and Chicka awe in their pres nt unju8t and clisastrou itnation · will presnv th trifi, animo. ity, and disturbance in identto thes
relations, and th refore I can not too earn tly or too urgently recommend th
pa a
of th
ill refi rr d to, or ome quival •nt measur , during the pr nt
ses ion of Congr s.
I b g your careful and attentive com,ideration of this subject, and hope you ill
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bring it before sucb of your colleagues as feel an interest in the welfare of these
people, and that if you concur with me in this opinion you will endeavor to procure
the passage of the measure referred to immediately.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. DELANO, Secretary.
Hon. WILLIAM A. BUCKINGHAM,
Chai1'man Committee on Indian .Affai1's, United States Senate.

EXHIBIT NO. 9.

Resolutions in relation to tke freedmen and their descendants in the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations.

Whereas the governor of the Chickasaw Nation has recommended to this legislature that commissioners be sent, on the part of the Chickasaw Nation, to confer
with commissioners on the part of the Choctaw Nation in relation to the freedmen
in said nations, and to agree with the Choctaws upon some plan for the final settlement of all questions relating to said freedmen;
.And whereas it is understood that the governor is in favor of the removal of all
freedmen, former slaves of the Choctaws and Chickasaws, from the limits of the
Choctaw and Chickasaw country, is of the opinion that the same may be accomplished: Therefore,
SECTION 1. Be it resolved by the legislat1vre of the Chickasaw Nation, That four commissioners, one from each county of the Chickasaw Nation, shall be elected by joint
vote of the senate and house of representatives of the present session of the legislature; to visit the capital of the Choctaw Nation during the next regular se sion of
the general council of said nat ion, with fastructions to confer with commissioners
on the part of the Choctaw Nation, and agree upon some plan whereby the freedmen, former slaves of the Choctaws and Chickasaws and their descendants, shall
be removed from and kept out of the limits of the Choctaw and Chickasaw country.
SEC. 2. Be it fu1·ther 1·esolved, That the commissioners provided for in the foregoing section shall receive the same pay, while actually en~aged on the business of
their mission, as members of the legislature, and may appomt a secretary, who shall
receive the same pay as one of the commissioners; and said commissioners shall
make a full report of all their official proceedings to the legislature at the next
meeting thereof.
Approved, Oct. 18th, 1876.
B. F. OVERTON, Governor.
(See constitution, laws, and treaties of the Chickasaws, 1878, p.148.)

ExmmT No.10.
AN .A.CT confirming the treaty of 1866.

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, That whereas
a treaty was concluded at Washington City, on the 28th of April, 1866, by commissioners duly appointed on the part of the Chickasaws and Choctaws and the United
tates Government, which treaty was ratified with amendments by the United States
Senate and confirmed by tho President, the Chickasaw legislature does hereby give
its assent and confirm the said treaty and amendments made by the Senate of the
United States.
SEC. 2. Be it J1trtl1er enacted, That the Chickasaw legislature does hereby give its
assent to the sectionizing and allotment of the lands in severalty, under the system of the United States as provided for in the treaty of April, 1866, an d the President of the United States is hereby 1·equested to cause the same to be done as soon
as may be practicable.
EC. 3. Be it fu1·the1· enacted, That the provisions contained in article 3 of the said
treaty, giving the Chickasaw l egislature the choice of receiving and appropriating
the three lm'ndrecl thonsand dollars therein named for the use and benefit, or passing s_uch _laws, rules, and regulations as will give all persons of African d~scent
certam rights and privileaes be and it is hereby declared to be the unammons
consent of the Chickasaw legisla'ture that the United States shall keep and hold
said um of thr e hundred thousand dollars for the benefit of the said negroes, and
the govel'llor of the Chickasaw N a,tion is here by requosted to notify the Government
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of the United States that it is the wish of the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation
that the Government of the United States remove the said negroes beyond the limits
of the Chickasaw Nation, according to the requirements of the third article of the
treaty of April 28, 1866.
Approved October 17, 1877.
B. F. OVERTON, Gove1·nor.
(Copied from printed laws Chickasaw Nation, 1890, page 121.)

EXHIBIT NO. 11.
AN ACT rejecting the adoption of the freedmen in the Chickasaw Nation.

Whereas the 3rd article of the treaty of 1866, between the United States and
the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, stipulates that thf\ territory lying west of the
98th degree of west longitude, known as the leased district, be ceded to the United
States Government for ($300,000.00) the consideration of thFee hundred thousan d
dollars, which sum shall be held in trust by the United States for said nations at a
certain rate of interest, until each respective nation elects, within two years after
the ratification of said treaty, to make certain laws, rules, and regulations giving
the freedmen, once held as slaves by said nations, the rights, privileges, and immunities of citizens of said nations, except in their annuities and puulic domain, etc.
And whereas it provides further that if said laws, rules, and regulations are not
made within two years by said nations from the ratification of aforesaid treaty,
then the United States Government promises to remove within 90 days from the expiration of the two years such of said freedmen as are willing to remove from said
nations, using the aforesaid three hundred thousand dollars for the use and benefit
of said freedmen in their removal, etc., and those choosing to remain, or who might
return after removing, to receive no part or benefit from the said three hundred
thousand dollars, and shall be upon the same footing as other citizens of the United
States.
And whereas the United States has failed to remove said freedmen, agreeable to
the stipulations of said treaty, and left them here among us for a long time, recognized by us as occupying the same status as other United States citizens;
And whernas the Chickasaw people, in justice to their posterity, have not made
said laws, rules, and regulations, as provided for in the aforesaid article of said
treaty for the following reasons, to wit:
1st. That the Chickasaw people can not see any reason or just cause why they
should be required to do more for their freed slaves than the white people have done
in the slaveholcling States for theirs.
2d. That it was by the xample and teachin~ of the white man that we purchased,
&t enormous prices, their slaves, and usecl th01r labor, and were forced, by the result
of their war, to liberate our slaves at a great loss and sacrifice on our part, and we
do not hold or consider our nation responsible in nowise for their present situation:
Therefore,
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the legiBlature of the ChickaBaw Nation, That tbe Chickasaw people hereby refuse to accept or adopt the freedmen as citizens of the Chickasaw
ation upon any terms or conditions whatever, and respectfully reque t the governor
of our nation to notify the Department at Washington of the action of the legisl~
ture in the premises.
EC. 2. Be it further enacted, That th governor i hereby authorized and directed
to appoint two competent and discreet men, of good judo-ment and busine s qualification , to visit Wa hino-ton City, D. C., during the n xt e sion of Co11gress, and
memorialize that body to provide a mean of removal of the freedmen from the Chickasaw ation to the conn try known a Oklahoma, in the Indian TeITitory, or to make
some suitable dispo ition of the freedmen question, so that they be not forced upon
us as equal citizen of the Chicka aw Tation.
EC. 3. Be it ful'ther enacte<l, That the del gation is further authorized to apply to
th Indian department in Wahington for an investigation and settlement of the
orphan, in compet nt, misapplied, and oth r ·laims of th
hi ka aws again t tl1e
nited tat R overnment, and any and all fnncl paid on account of said claim
ball be r ceiv d nd rec ipt cl for th ame as oth r monies oming into the tr a.surer' hand from th
uited tat ·s 'overnment.
1w. 4. Be itju,·tlier enacted, 'fbat the delcgationi al o anthoriz d t r pr sent tho
'hickasa s in any and all m a ur ·s that might bo pre nt d or com h for any
uranch of ongrc , or h Indian d partmont, wher b the int r t of our conntry
and i,eopl may be in vol ed, and u prucl nee noel di cretion m th ir d liber tions
upon such m tters, and report the r sult of their mi sion at the next legislatur .
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SEC. 5. Be it further enacted, That for each delegate the sum of fifteen hundred dollars ($1,500) be, and the same is hereby appropriated out of any monies in the treasury
not otherwise appropriated as a full compensation for their services on this mission;
and the auditor is hereby authorized to issue a warrant for the same; and this act
take effect from and after it passage.
Approved, October 22, 1885.
JONAS WoLF, Governor.
Copied from printed laws ChiQJrnsaw Nation, 1890, page 171.

EXHIBIT

NO. 12.

Memo1·ial to the Cong1·ess of the United States.
Your memorialist, the Chickasaw people, would most earnestly represent, that the
Chickasaw tribe of Indians ceded their homes, east of the Mississippi River, to the
United States. "Finding themselves oppressed, being ignorant of the language and
laws of the white man, they could not understand or obey them; rather than submit
to this great evil, they preferred to seek a home in the West, where they could be
governed by their own laws. And believing that they could procure for themselves
a country suited to their wants and conditions, provided they had the means to contract and pay for the same, they determined to sell their country and hunt a new
home. The President heard the complaints of the Chickasaws and, like them,
believed they could not be happy and ptosperous as a nation in their situation and
condition, and being desirous to relieve them from the great calamity that seemed to
await them if they remained where they were, he sent his commissioner, General
John Coffee, who met the whole Chickasaw people in council, and ceded their homes
in the East under the treaty ratified March 1, 1833, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, and in July, 1834,
a new treaty was made, making arrangements for the final removal of the Chickasaw
people, west of the Mississippi River." The Chickasaws sold under provisions of said
treaties and bought a borne from the Choctaws, paying for the same $530,000, and in
1837 the Chickasaw people emigrated west to their new homes, then a wilderness.
Great many Chickasaws sold their homes, and reservations that were reserved to them
under the treaties! fornegroes, paid large prices for them, and emigrated west to their
new homes with tnem, believjng they were good property-they giving valuable considerations to the white men for them. The Chickasaw people never held in bondage
any people prior to the time they purchased the negroes, and owned and possessed them
until the year 1865, and upon the request of the United States commissioners liberated
all their negroes, and in the treaty of 1866 reaffirmed said agreement, that involuntary
slavery should not exist in the Chickasaw Nation-only for the commission and conviction of crime. The proclamation of President Lincoln liberating the freedmen of the
Southern States did not apply to the territories and the Chickasaw people. The Chickasaws agreed and did liberate their former slaves, and did give them a home as good
as their own and $100 per capita that would emigrate to it; and those emigr:iting and
returning, and those who refused to emigrate, should remam in the Chickasaw Nation
as other citizens of the United tates, as provided under the third and fourth articles
of the treaty of 1866. The United States has failed to carry out the stipulations of
i,aid treaty, while the Chickasaws have continually asked their removal to the leased
land, or to Oklahoma, that was purchased by the United States for the settlement of
the Indians and freedmen. The Chickasaws have furni1:1hed the freedmen, their former
slaves, for the past twenty years, a home, and treated them wjth uniform kindness, and
want th m to enjoy all the benefits of the treaty of 1866, except to share a home among
them. The number of freedmen boing so great, if adopted, will soon control our schools
and government that we have been building and fostering for the past forty years.
We love our homes, institutions, and government, and will not surrender them. The
Chickasaws have done more for their freedmen than the Southern States-they liberated them, gave them suffrage. While the Indians who adopted their freedmen gave
them a franchise and a home among them, we gave them a home as good as our own,
aud $100 per capita for all those who will accept, to emigrate to it, where they
can build their own government, schools, and churches, under the fostering care of
the United States Government. It is a boon no other freedmen had bad the opportunity to accept in the United States or in the world. The decision of the Commissioner ?f Indian Affairs, dated January 25, 1887, shows that $55,000 bas been paid_ to
the Chickasaws1 part of the $75,000 of the $300,000 that was set apart by ~he third
anu fourth articles of the treaty of 1866. Tbe Chickasaws ha.vrng contmuously
refused t.o _accept the $75,000, and confer citizenship OD; their f?rmer :°'eedmen under
the prov1s1on of the treaty of 1866, were under the unpress1on said advance wae
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made under the forty-sixth article of the treaty of 1866, for the admission of the
Kansas Indfans, and not the freedmen.
And whereas the Chickasaw people having kindly and friendly feeling towards the
freedmen, their former slaves, and wishing them to receive full valuation of the places
t,hey live upon, for their support, as provided for in section fourth of the treaty of
1866, do hereby agree that they shall have two years, from the passage of this ac~,
to sell their improvements in the Chickasaw Nation to the best advantage, that no
,.
loss may accrue to them: Therefore,
Be it 1·esolved by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, That the nation shall refund
to the United States the sum of $55,000, to be used in removin~ the freedmen in the
Chickasaw Nation to their new home as provided under the third and fourth articles
of the treaty of 1866, made between the United States, the Choctaw and Chickasaw
nations of Indians.
Be it further 1·esolved, That a copy of this memorial and resolution be furnished
each and every member of the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States Congress, and that this resolution take effect from and after its passage.
Approved October _4, 1887.
W. M. GUY,
Governor Chickasaw Nation. ·
(Copied from Senate Ex. Doc. No.166, Fiftieth Congress, first session, pp. 9 and 10.)

EXHIBIT

No. 13.

Mem01·ial of the Chicka~aw Nation to the President of the United States.
In the years 1837 and 1838 the Chickasaws emigrated from the States of Mississippi,
Tennessee, and Alabama to the Indian Territory. At that time the Chickasaws 1mmbered about 4,974, and their negro slaves about 1_,096, as appears from the emigration
rolls on file in the office of Indian Affairs. In tne second article of the treaty concluded between the United States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations on the
28th of April, 1866, it was stipnlated as follows:
.
.
"The Choctaws and Chickasaws hereby covenant and agree that henceforth neither
slavery nor involuntary servitude, otherwise than in punishment of crime, whereof
the parties shall have b een duly convicted, in accordance with laws applicable to all
members of the particular nation, shall ever exist in said nation."
During the half century which bas elapsed since the emigration of the Chickasaws
the proportion of the colored people bas been very greatly augmented in the Chickasaw Nation. This has been brought about by the following causes: In the first place,
their natural increase has been much greater than that of the Indians. Then regiments of United States colored troops were stationed in the Chickasaw Nation after
the war, and around them gathered a large number of colored people from the Choctaw Nation who bad formerly been slaves of the Chickasaws and Choctaws. Furthermore, many of tbe soldiers were mustered out of service after the close of the war, and
married and settled in the country. .A.nd, finally, many negroes who had been sold
by the Chickasaws before the war have returned since the war, and now claim all the
privileges secured to the negroes who were emancipated by the treaty of 1866. The
resnlt is that in t wo of the four counties of the Chickasaw Nation, viz, Pickens and
Pontotoc, the negroes outnumber the Indians, and in the third county, Tishomingo,
they would constitute nearly half of th voting population.
Article III of the treaty of April 28, 1866, contains the fo1lowing provisions :
"(1) The Choctaws and Chicka aw agreed to sell and oedeto the United States, for
the sum of $300,000, the territory west of the ninety-eighth meridian, known as the
']eased district.'"
(2) The United tates agreed to hold the purchase money ($300,000) in trust, at
intere t, for the Choctaws and Chickasaws (three-fourths for the former and on fourth for the fatter) until th Choctaw and Chickasaw legislatures, respectively,
should make uch law , rules.., and regulations as would secure to all per ons of Afri<'an. d c nt, r iding in saia nations at the date of the tl' aty of Fort mitb, and
their desce~dant , formerly held in la.very among said nations, all the rights, privilege , and immunities of citiz n of snid nations (including the right of suffrage),
exc pt the right to share in the annuities, mon ys, and public domain of the nation ,
and also to ecure to each of said freedmen 4-0 a.er of land, upon the term and in th
manner pre cribed.
(3) The nited tat agr ed to pay over the um of $300,000 to the Choctaw and
Chicka aws as soon a such law , rul , a.ncl r gnlations hould be ma.de, le su h
part of the sum of $300,000 as should be ufficient to pay 100 per capita to 11uch of
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said freedmen as should, within ninety days after the laws, rules, and regulations
were made, elect to remove and actually remove from the Territory.
(4) It was agreed that if such laws, rules, and regulations were not made by the
Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, respectively, within two years after the ratification
of the treaty of .April 28, 1866, said sum of $300,000 should be held in trust for such
of said freedmen as the United States should remove from the Territory.
(5) It was agreed that upon the failure of the Choctaws and Chickasaws to make
such laws, rules, and regulations within two years after the ratification of the treaty,
said sum of $300,000 being thereupon held for the use and benefit of said freedmen,
the United States should remove said freedmen from the Indian Territory within
ninety days after the expiration of such period of two years.
The treaty stipulation is in the following words:
".ARTICLE III. The Choctaws and Chickasaws, in consideration of the sum of
$300,000, hereby cede to the United States the territory west of the 98° west longitude, known as the leased district, provided that the said sum shall be invested and
held by the United States, at an interest not less than 5 per cent, in trust for the said
nations, until the legislatures of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, respectively,
shall have made such laws, rules, and regulations as may be necessary to give all
persons of African descent, resident in the said nations at the date of the treaty of
Fort Smith, and their descendants heretofore held in slavery among said nations,
all the rights, privileges, and immunities, including the right of suffrage, of citizens
of said nations, except in the annuities, moneys, and public domain claimed by or
belonging to said nations, respectively; and also to give to such persons who were
residents as aforesaid, and their descendants, 40 acres each of the land of said nations,
on the same terms as the Choctaws and Chickasaws, to be selected on the survey of
said land, after the Choctaws and Chickasawe and Kansas Indians ha e made their
selections, as herein provided; and immediately on the enactment of said laws, rules,
and regulations the said sum of $300,000 shall be paid to the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, in the proportion of three-fourths to the former and one-fourth to the
latter-less such sum, at the rate of $100 per capita, as shall be sufficient to pay such
persons of .African descent, before referred to, as, within ninety days after the passage of
such laws, rules, and regulations shall elect to remove and actually remove from the
said nations, respectively. And should the said laws, rules, and regulations not be
made by the legielatures of the said nations, r espectively, within two years from the
rat ification of this treaty, then the said sum of $300,000 shall cease to be held in trust
for the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and be held for the use and benefit of
such of said persons of .African descent as the United States shall remove from the
Raid Territory, in such manner as the United States shall deem proper, the United
States agreeing within ninety days from the expiration of the said two ;years to
remove from said nations all snch persons of .Afncan descent as may be willing to
remove; those remaining or roturning after having been removed from said nations
to have no benefit of said sum of $300,000, or any part thereof, but shall be upon the
same footing as other citizens of the United States in the said nations."
The third article of the Creek treaty of June 14, 1866, contained the following stipulation:
"In compliance with the desire of the United States to locate other Indians a11d
freedmen thereon, the Creeks hereby cede and convey to the United States, to be sold
and used as homes for such other civilized Indians as the United States may choose
to settle thereon, the west half of their entire domain, to be divided by a line running
nort h and south."
The fourth article of the Choctaw and Chickasaw treaty of 1866 contained the following stipulation on the part of the Choctaws and Chickasaws:
"And they further agree that, while the said freedmen now in the Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations remain in said nations, respectively, they shall be entitled to
as much land as they may cultivate, for the support of themselves and families, in
cases where they do not support themselves and families by hiring, not interfering
with existing improvements without the consent of the occupant, it b eing understood that in the event of the making of the laws, rules, and regulations aforesaid
the 40 acres aforesaid shall stand in the place of the land cultivated as last aforesaid."
The Chickasaws did not, within two years after the ratification of the treaty of
April 28, 1866, make the laws, rules, and regulations necessary to give to the freedmen either the rights, privileges, and immunities, or the 40 acres of Janel menti~ned
above. Oh the contrary, they decided not to make such laws, rules, and regulations,
and they surrendered all claim to said sum of $300 000.
A!1 act of ~h.e Chickasaw legislature, approved November 9, 1866, contains the followrng provisions:
SEC. 3. "Be it fm·ther enacted That the provisions contained in article 3 of ~be
~aid treaty, giving the Chickasa~ legislature the choice of receiving and appropr~atrng the $300,000 therein named for the use and benefit of the Chickasaws, or passing
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such laws, rules, and regulations as will give all persons of African descent certain
rights and privileges, be and it is hereby declared to be the unanimous consent of the
Chickasaw legislatnre that the United States shall keep and hold said sum of $300,000
for the benefit of the said negroes. And the governor of the Chickasaw Nation is
hereby 1·equested to notify the Government of the United States that it is the wish
of the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation that the Government of the United States
remove the said negroes beyond the limits of the Chickasaw Nation, according to the
requirements of the third article of the treaty of April 28, 1866."
The provisions of this act were affirmed by an act of the Chickasaw legislature
approved October 22, 1885.
Upon the passa,g e of the act of November 9, 1866, it became the duty of the United
States, under the treaty, to remove the freedmen from the Chickasaw Nation. But
the United States have wholly neglected to perform this duty, and have left all the
freedmen within the Chickasaw Nation; and since 1868 those residing within the
Chickasaw territory have enjoyed the free use of all the land they have seen fit to
cultivate, and all the rights which the Chickasaws themselves have enjoyed, except
the right to vote and the right to share in the annuities, moneys, and public domain
of the nation.
Under the treaty the Chickasaws were free to adopt the freedmen as citizens, or to
reject them, at their discretion. '!'heir right to determine this question for themselves was not made conditional upon the approval by the United States of the reasons
on which their decision should be based.
It will be observed that the stipulations of the treaty are only applicable to the
emancipated slaves of the Choctaws and Chickasaws and to their descendants.
Other negroes, whether immigrants from the States or from other Indian nations, or
soldiers mustered out of the Army of the United States, were, and still are, legally on
the same footing, in the Chickasaw Nation, as white citizens of the United States.
They can not legally reside in the nation without the consent of the Chickasaws.
But the difficulties of the situation are greatly increased by the presence in the Chickasaw Nation of large numbers of negroes who are not emancipated slaves of either
the Choctaws or Chickasaws, as well as by the presence of many Choctaw freedmen
and their descendants. It will be difficult, if not impossible, to separate these classes
from each other. They have intermarried, and their relations have become so intimate that a rigorous enforcement of the right of the Chickasaws to exclude all
except the freedmen and their descendants would work ~reat hardship to the colored
people. · Heretofore the Chickasaws have made no discrimination between freedmen
and their descendants, on the one hand, and those negroes, on the other hand, who
have no in1;erest in the treaty. They have furnished both classes with all the land
they have seen fit to cultivat e, and have treated both classes alike with uniform
kindness and justice. Although residing in the Chickasaw Nation, mingled with
the Indians, the negroes have n ev~r been subject to the civil or criminal jurisdiction
of the Chickasaw Nation since the treaty of 1866 was made.
The Chickasaws are friendly to tbe freedmen and their descendants and wish them
to enjoy the vrivileges secured to them. by the treaty of 1866. But the addition of
this multitude of immigrants to the body of Chickasaw freedmen seriously imperils
the welfare of tbe Chickasaw Nation. The freedmen constituted an insignificant
proportion of the Choctaw population, and the tendency of the Choctaw freedmen
has been steadily toward the Chickasaw country. Their recent absorption into the
body of the Choctaw citizens was, ther fore, attended with no danger or inconvenience to tbe Choctaws; but the freedmen and colored immigrants constitute so large
a part of the Chicka aw ation and increase in number so rapidly that they must
soon outnumber the Chickasaws, and, if invested with the elective fran chise, will
b e able to take po session of the government and ultimately to deprive the Chickasaw people of their government and country. The Chickasaws ha,·e d cided, after
matured liberation, that they can not, under any circumstances, consent to adopt
the freedmen a citizens. The result of this threatening condition of things must
soon be to disturb the friendly relations now xisting between the colored people
a.nd the Chicka aws.
In view of the consideration al)ove set forth, the Chickasaws earnestly ask the
Unit d tates to fnl611 thP treaty of 1 66 by removin g, without delay, to the leased
di trict west of the ninety-eighth meridian of longitude, or to the Oklahoma ountry, c d d by th
r k trea.ty of U.<66, or elsewhere, all th freedmen who shall conent. to uch rem~v.al, nnd by pla _ing all tho~e who h~ll refuse to go on the same
footing a other c1t1ze11s of the n1ted States m the Ch1cka aw ation.
G. W. HARKINS,
H. F. i RRA.Y,
Chickasaw Delegatea.

( opied from I euate Ex. Doc. To. 166, I• iftioth Congr s, first se sion, pp.10, 11, 12,
and 13.)
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EXHIBIT No. 14.

Resolutions adopted by the Chickasaw f1·eedrnen in conveniwn asaernbled.
At Dawes Academy, Chickasaw Nation, Ind. T., on this 29th day of Ma.y, 1897:
Whereas in the treaty of April 28, 1866, made by the United States with the
Choctaw and Chickasaw nations of Indians, provisions are contained for the benefit of the persons of African descent, resident in said nations, at the treaty of l?ort
Smith, and their descendants, heretofore held in slavery among said nations, among
which provisions are the following:
'
"ARTICLE II. The Choctaws and Chickasaws hereby covenant and agree that henceforth neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, otherwise than in punishment of
crime whereof the parties shall have been duly convicted, in accordance with laws
applicable to all members of the particular nation, shall exist in said nations.
"ARTICLE III. The Choctaws and Chickasaws, in consideration of the sum of
three hundred thom,and dollars, hereby cede to the United States the territory west
of the 98th degree west longitude, known as the leased district, provided that the
saicl sum shall be invested and held by the United States, at an inter st not less than
five per cent, in trust for the said nations, until the legislatures of the Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations, respectively, shall have made such laws, rule , and regulations
as may be necessary to give all persons of African descent, resident in the said
nations at the date of the treaty of Port Smith, and their descendants, heretofore held
in slavery among said nations, all the rights, privileges, and immunities, including
the right of suffrage, of citizens of said nations, except in the annuities, moneys,
and public domain claimed by or belonging to said nations respectively; and also to
give to such persons who were residents as aforesaid, and their descendants, forty
acres each of the land of said nations on the same terms as the Choctaws and Chickasaws, to be selected on the survey of said land, after the Choctaws and Chickasaws
and Kansas Indians have made their selections as herein provided; and immediately on the enactment of such laws, rules, and regnlations, the said sum of three
hundred thousand dollars shall be paid to the said CLoctaw and Chickasaw nations
in the proportion of three-fourths to the former and one-fourth to the latter-less
such sum, at the rate of one hundred dollars per capita, as shall be sufficient to pay
such persons of African descent before referred to, as, within ninety days after the
passage of such laws, rules, and regulations, shall elect to remove and actually
remove from the said nations, respectively. Aud should the said laws, rules, and regulations not be made by tho leo-islatures of tho said nations, respectively, within two
-;\' ears from the ratification of this treaty, then the said sum of three hundred thousand dollars shall cease to be held in trust for the said Choctaw and Chickasaw
nations, and 1,e held for the use and benefit of such of saicl persons of African descent
as the United tates shall remove from the said territory in such manner as the
United States shall deem proper-the United States agreeing within ninety days
from the expiration of the said two years, to remove from said nations all such persons of African descent as may be willin~ to remove; those remaining or returning
after having been removed from said nations to have no benefit of said sum of three
hundred thousand dollars, or any part thereof, but shall be upon the same footing as
other citizens of the United States in the said nations.
"ARTICLE IV. The said nations further agree that all ne~roes, not otherwise disqualified or disabled, shall be competent witnesses in all civil and criminal suits and
proceedings in the Choctaw and Chickasaw courts, any law to the contrary notwithstanding; and they fully recognize the right of the freedmen to a fair remuneration on reasonable and equitable contracts for their labor, which the law should aid
them to enforce. And they agree, on the part of their respective nations, that all
laws shall be equal in their operation upon Choctaws, Chickasaws, and negroes, and
that no clistinction affecting the latter shall at any time be made, and that they shall
l>e treated with kindness and be protected against injury i and they further agre~
that while the said freedmen, now in the Choctaw and C.nickasaw nations, remain
ii: said nations, respectively, they shall be entitled to as much land as they may cultivate for the support of themselves and families, in cases where they do not supp~rt themselves and families by hiring, not interfering with existing improvemen1,s
with.out the consent of the occupant, it being understood that i11 the event of the
makm~ of the laws, rule~ and regulations aforesaid, the forty acres aforesaid shall
stand m the place of the 1and cultivated as last aforesaid." (14 tat., 769.)
Whereas the persons of African descent provided for in said treaty are, so far as
these resolutions are concerned hereinafter designated as "Chickasaw freedmen;"

~d

,

Whereas the Chickasaw Nation failed and refused within the two years specified
in the said treaty, to make the laws etc. for the b~nefit of said Chickasaw freedmen as in said treaty contemplated a~d pr~vided for; and
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Whereas the United States have also failed and neglected to perform the obligations in said treaty assumed and undertaken to be discharged upon failure of the
Chickasaw Nation to make the laws, etc., for the benefit of the Chickasaw Freedmen;
and
Whereas, nothing having been accomplished by the Chickasaw Nation or by the
United States from the date of the said treaty until 1873, and the Chickasaw freedmen
being yet in the Chickasaw country, without any establishment of their legal status
and rights, the Chickasaw legislature passed an act, entitled "An act to adopt the
negroes of the Chickasaw Nation, etc.," approved January 10, 1873, and submitted
the same to the President of the United States, whereupon it was submitted to the
Congress of the United States with recommendation for appropriate action, as shown
in the Annual Report of the Indian Office for 1882, page L VII, and in H. R. Ex. Doc.
No. 207, 42d Congress, 3d session, the full text of the said Chickasaw legislative act
being set out in full in said Executive Docnment No. 207; and
Whereas no legislative action was bad by the Congress of the United States on the
subject until, by a clause in the Indian appropriation act of May 17, 1882, authority
was given for the use of $10,000.00 of the $300,000.00 reserved by the third article of
the treaty of 1866 with the Choctaws and Chickasaws for educating freedmen in
said tribes, it is provided "that either of said tribes may, before such expenditure,
adopt and provide for the freedmen in said tribe in accordance with said third article,
and in such case the money herein provided for such education in said tribe shall be
paid over to said tribe, to be taken from the unexpended balance of the three hundred thousand dollars due said tribe" (22 Statutes, 72); and
Whereas the Choctaw Nation of Indians, in pursuance of said law, did pass an act
to adopt and provide for the Choctaw freedmen, which was approved by the Executive Department of the United States, and settlement was made with said Choctaw
Nation accordingly; but the Chickasaw Nation <lid, subsequent to said act of Congress, fail and refuse to pass a law to adopt ancl provide for the Chickasaw freedmen, as in said act provided for, and has to this day failed and 1·efused to adopt
and provide for said Chickasaw fre-edmen, except by the aforesaid act of J auuary 10,
1873, set out in said H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 207; and,t consequently, no final settlement
has been made by the United States with said lJhickasaw Nation in the matter ?f
the said three hundred thousand dollars reserved by the third article of the said
treaty with the said Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations of Indians.; and
Whereas tho provisions of said treaty of 1866 with the Choctaws and Chickasaws
for the benefit of the Chickasaw freedmen not having b een performed or fulfilled. on
the part of the Chickasaw Nation or on the part of the United States, notwithstandmg
attention was repeatedly drawn thereto in the annual reports of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs and otherwise. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Hon. J. D. C.
Atkins, in his annual report for 1887, pages LIX to LXIV, strongly presented the
matter to the Secretary of the Interior, setting forth the deplorable condition of. the
Chickasaw freedmen; the denial of any rights to them b y the Chickasaw Nat1on;
the neglect of the United States to perform the treaty obligations assumed as t_o
them; the desire of the Chickasaw freedm n to remain in the Chickasaw country if
accorded their rights therein, but their willingness to submit to the decision of the
United States whether they should remain in or be removed from the Chickasa~
country and be provided for elsewhere; submitting it as his belief that "their
removal from the nation is the only practicable method by which they can 1:>e
affordded education and other privil ges," and suggesting their removal to certain
lands acquired from tbe Creeks and Seminole Indians, in Oklahoma Territory, lying
on the Canadian River, west of what was then the Pottawatomie Reservation, and
saying:
"Many of the freedmen have doubtless made improvements on the lands which
they and their fathers have occupied but not po. es d · and if, because they can
acquire no title thereto, they are forced to abandon these improv ments it would be
but sheer j nstice to pay th em the full value ther of in addition to the $100 per capita
which the treaty promised them if they hould emigrate."
A special report with a. draft of a bill and detailed information was submitted by
him snb equently to the , ecretary of the Interior, Hon. Wm. ◄ • Vila , and by him
submi tted to ongress for it consideration and action on fay 9, 18 8, as shown in
enate Ex cutive Docnment o. 166, 50th Congre s, lets sion; and
Wb r a und r a resolution of th
en ate of the nited tat of March 29, 1 94,
the Committ e on the I! ive ivilized Tribe of IndianM, of which Hon. II. 1. Teller
was then llairroan, visited the Indian 'f rritor. "to inquir int the present condition of th
iv
h ilized Trib of Indi n an,1 the white citiz n dw lling, mong
th m, and the 1 gi lation reqnir d and ppropriat tom et the needs and welfare of
such Indian ," repo1 d as to th
hicka aw fr dm n, tbat
.
"We find in the hick aw cou11try a fr dm n popnlation somewhat in exce of
that of tb Indian population, not only d 3prived of C'itiz n hip, but cl ni d_ th privile e of schools, so that th children of that c]a ar growing up in 1 nor nee,
exce tin a few c es where chools b v l, •n maintained by individual m ans for
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the education of the freedmen children. This is a plain and open violation of the
treaty of 1866."
Whereas the Congress of the United States did then, for the purpose of fixing and
establishing the status and rights of the Chickasaw freedmen in the Chickasaw
Nat!on and country, enact in the Indian appropriation act of July 15, 1894, the followmg:
"SEC. 18. That the approval of Congress is hereby given to 'An act to adopt the
negroes of the Chickasaw Nation, and so forth,' passed by the legislature of the
Chickasaw Nation and approved by the governor thereof January 10, 1873, particularly as set forth in a letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting to Congress a copy of the aforesaid act, contained in House Executive Document numbered
two hundred and seven, Forty-second Congress, third session." (28 Statutes, 336.)
Whereas, notwithstanding the foregoing provision of law enacted by Congress1 the
Commission authorized and appointed to negotiate with the Five Civilized Tribes,
commonly known as the "Dawes Commission," did conclude on April 23, 1897, an
agreement with commissioners representing the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes or
nations, subject to future ratification, which contains provisions for the allotment
of lands to the Choctaw freedmen, but which contains no provisions for the allotment of lands to the Chickasaw freedmen, nor any provisions otherwise for the said
Chickasaw freedmen, either in the Chickasaw country or elsewhere; and,
Whereas the United States have taken care that the freedmen of the Cherokee
Indians, of the Creek Indians, and of the Seminole Indians are fully provided for
under provisions of treaties made with those tribes or nations, and that the freedmen of the Choctaw Indians are provided for in the agreement negotiated by the
said "Dawes Commission;" and it being the clear and evident intention of the
treaty of 1866 with the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations that the Chickasaw freedmen shall be suitably provided for, and as the obligation clearly rests upon the
United States, under the provisions of the said treaty, to see that the said Chickasaw
freedmen are provided for within the full meaning and intent of the said treaty, and
as the said Chickasaw freedmen have been and are yet wholly unprovided for as
contemplated by said treaty, if said agreement negotiated by the said "Dawes Commission" shall be ratified and confirmed in the shape it has been presented to the
Secretary of the Interior, the Chickasaw freedmen will be left in the Chickasaw
country without a legal status and will be looked upon, held, and treated by the
Chickasaw Nation and people as intruders, without any rights or privileges in that
country that the Chickasaw Nation or people will be bound to respect; and the
Chickasaw freedmen would be then divested of their homes and valuable improvements, made under many privations and with great toil during the past thirty
years and more that they have waited, prayed, and hoped for the United States and
the Chickasaw Nation to take the action necessary to establish their status and
rights in accordance with the provisions of the said treaty of 1866; and
Whereas it is contrary to every principle of justice, right, and humanity for the
Chickasaw freedmen to be thus discriminated against by the United States, or that
they should be finally left homeless and robbed of the earnings of years of toil
accumulated in the midst of sorrows.• disappointments1 and delays, u1;1der emba!rassment which they were and have been helpless to relieve by any action of theu
own, but to which they have quietly and peaceably submitted, waiting for the strong
arm of the Governm nt to rescue them in ac ordance with the spirit and intent of
the treaty of 1866, and fully believing that the Govel'Ilment of the United States
will fulfill its treaty obligations to them, the Chickasaw freedmen, with adequate
recompense for the damages they have suffered during the long delay of about
thirty years: Therefore,
Be it reaolved by the Chickasaw freedrnen in convention assembled, That they do hereby
petition the President and the Congress of the United States to have incorporated
in the agreement negotiated by the "Dawes Commission" with the Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations of Indians, before tho same shall be ratified, suitable provisions
for the allotment of lands to the Chickasaw freedmen in the Chickasaw country,
and for otherwise providing for the rights and privileges of the Chickasaw freedmen in said Chicka aw country where they now reside and where their homes and
improvements are, the fruits of labor bestowed during the past thirty years.
Resolved further, That if the incorporation of such beneficia~ pro~isions in sa~d
agreement can not be procured, then and in that event the ratrficat1on of the sa1d
agreement by the Congress of the United States be refused, and the said agreement
be rejected.
!lesolvedfurtl1er, That if neither the incorporation of said beneficial provisions in
said agreement, nor the rejection of the said agreement ean or will be P;ocur d by the
ongress of the U~ited States, in the interest of the rights of the Cp.ickasaw fr~ dmen under the said treaty of 1866, made with the Choctaw and Chickasaw nat10ns
bl :the United States, then that the ratification of the said agreement b~ made ?0
d1t1onal upon th~ fulfillment of concurrent legislation by C'?ngress t~at will proVIde ·
let. That the llllprovements of the Chickasaw freedmen m the Chickasaw oountry
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shall be fairly and justly appraised, and the appraised value thereof be paid to the
owners of said improvements in cash, less the fee agreed by the Chickasaw freedmen under contract duly entered into by authority of resolutions of their convention, with Robert V. Belt, of Washington, D. C., and Joseph P. Mullens, of Fort
Smith, Arkansas, their attorneys retained and employed for the prosecution of their
claims and rights under the said treaty of 1866, one copy of which contract is now
on file in the Office of Indian Affairs at Washington, D. C.
2nd. That after the said cash payment of the appraised value of their said improvements, suitable and sufficient allotments of lands be made to the said Chickasaw
freedmen in such portion of the tract of country known as the "Choctaw leased district" as is now within the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation; Oklahoma Territory,
and not occupied by the Indians of that reservation; and that the said Chickasaw
freedmen be removed, at the expense of the United States, to the lands so to be
allotted to them.
3rd. That upon the removal of the Chickasaw freedmen by the United States to
the lands so to be allotted to them, they be paid $100 per capita, provided for in the
treaty of 1866, to be paid to those freedmen removing from the Chickasaw country,
less the fee to be paid to the aforesaid attorneys, according to the aforesaid contract.
4th. That such other and further measures of relief be afforded to the said Chickasaw freedmen as shall be required, in good conscience, to meet not only the full
requirements of the provisions of the treaty of 1866, as to them, according to its
true meaning and intent, but such also as will, in a just measure, compensate them
for the great damage they have suffered by reason of the failure of those upon whom
the just obligation has rested, to provide them with suitable and necessary educational facilities and advantages, security for their persons and property, and with
such permanency of title to the land upon which they have resided as would have
warranted them in building up better homes, providing more comforts for themselves and families, and improving their e11vironments.
Resolved further, That a copy of these resolutions be furnished by the officers of
this convention, throuo-h our said attorneys, Belt a.nd Mullen, to the President of
the United States, the Secretary of the Interior, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and the President of the Senate of the Congress of the United States,
and to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
Adopted in convention of the Chickasaw freedmen, assembled at Dawes Academy,
Pickens County, Chickasaw Nation, Indian Territory, this 29th day of May, 1897.
CHARLES C9HEE,
President of Chickasaw Freedmen's Association,
and Ohafrrnan of Convention.
HA 8TEPHESON,
Secretary of Convention.

Claim of the Chickasaw Nation with reference to the freedmen, subrnitted by a member of
the nation.
In 1866 the Choctaws and Chickasaws entered into a treaty with the United States,
by the third article of which the said tribes took for themselves tho option of
adopting their freedmen within two years from ratification of treaty, conferring
upon them certain privileges and benefits and giving them each 4.0 acres of land.
(14 Stat., p. 769).
On the 9th of ovember, 1866, the Chickasaw legisla.tnre pa~sed an act declining
to avail themselves of the option to adopt their fr edmen, an.cl called upon the
nited States to perform it obligation as urned under said treaty and remove the
freeclmen from the Chi ·ka aw ation and take the Chickasaw share of the $300,000
provided in said treaty.
In ecember, 1 66, the freedmen of the Chickasaw ation memorializ d th
nit d
tates to transport them from the bickasaw ·ation, settle them upon ~my Janel tbat
might be d ignated by the Governm 11t, and furnish th m with snfficio11t supplies
to enable them to make a start in their new horn . To action a.pp ars to ba,,·e b n
taken by th Governm nt on this memorial.
On June 27, 1 6 , the Chick aw fr ellmen again petitioned the United , tat s ovrnment to the a.me effe t, bnt no action wa taken tb reon.
Later in that same
ar (1 ) the hoctaw and hicka aw nation both urg cl
th
nited tates to carry ont its pl dge in the third article of said treaty, a.nd
remove the fr dm n from th nation .
In February, 1 · , a. d legation of fr eclm n came to W hinJ.,rton, a.t th
P nse
of the overnment, and submittr,d a. mnnoric 1 nrging th fulfillm nt on tlw part of
the overnment of their treaty stipulations in r gard to the aid freedm n, butnothing resulted from thia.
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On January 10, 1873, there appears to have been passed by the Chickasaw legislature an act adopting the Chickasaw freedmen in conformity with the terms of the
third article of the said treaty of 1866, providing, however, expressly that the act
should only have full force and effect from and after the approval by the proper
authority of the United States.
The option of the Chickasaws to adopt their freedmen under the treaty of 1866
had expired on July 10, 1868, and the said act of January 10, 1873, was a new venture and as such required the sanction of the United States. Said act was sent to
Washington and was duly submitted to Congress on February 10, 1873. (House Ex.
Doc. No. 207, Forty-third Congress, third session, Exhibit A.) The matter was
referred to the Committee on Freedmen Privileges February 13, 1873, and ordered to
be printed. No further action appears to have been taken on that.
In March, 1875, Hon. J.P. C. Shanks, of Indiana, was appointed a commissioner
to investigate and report upon the status of the freedmen among the Choctaws and
Chickasaws, and on December 30, 1875, he submitted his report, in which he strenuously opposed the removal of the freedmen and recommended that the United States
take measures to secure their recognition as citizens of the nations in which they
were resident.
On the 18th of October, 1876, the Chickasaw legislature passed an act providing
for four commissioners to go to the capital of the Choctaw Nation and confer with
like commissioners of that nation, and agree upon some plan for the removal of the
freedmen from the limits of the two nations. Nothing resulted from that.
On October 17, 1877, the Chickasaw legislature passed another act, the particular
proTision of which is as follows:
''And the governor of the Chickasaw Nation is hereby requested to notify the
Government of the United States that it is the wish of the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation that the Government should remove the said negroes beyond the limits
of the Chickasaw Nation, according to the requirements of the third article of the
treaty of April 28, 1866."
In 1879, another commission was provided for by the Chickasaw legislature, to
meet a like commission from the Choctaws to confer on the freedmen question, and
report in writing to the le~islature. This was done, but nothing came of it.
In pursuance of a memonal of the general council of the Choctaw Nation, a clause
was inserted in the Indian appropriation act of May 17, 1882, providing that either
the Choctaw or Chickasaw Nations might adopt and provide for their freedmen in
acc,m.lance with the terms of the third article of the treaty of 1866. The Choctaws
acted upon that authority and adopted their freedmen.
On May 6, 1882, the Chickasaw legislature passed an act protesting to the Congress of the United States against the action of the Choctaws adopting their freedmen without conferring with the Chickasaws or obtaining their consent to said
adoption.
On October 22, 1885, the Chickasaw legislature passed an act requesting the governor of the nation to notify the Department at Washington that the Chickasaw
people refuse to accept their freedmen as citizens of the nation upon any terms or
conditions whatever.
On October 4, 1887, the Chickasaw legislature pa8sed a memorial and resolution
that the nation should refund to ihe United States the sum of $55,000 to be nsed in
removing the Chickasaw freedmen to new homes, as provided in the treaty of 1 66.
In that same year (1887), the Chickasaw delegat s addressed a memorial to the
President, earnestly requesting that the United States fulfill the tipulations of
the third article of the treaty of 1866 by removing without delay, to the leased district west of the ninety-eighth meridian of west longitude, or to the Oklahoma.
country ceded by the Creek treaty of 1866, or elsewhere, the freedmen who would
consent to such removal, and by placin~ all those who would refuse to go upon the
same footing as other citizens of the Umted States in the Chickasaw Nation.
On May 8, 1888, a report was made by the Indian Office to the ecretary of the
Interior, giving a history of the transactions had in connection with the Chickasaw
freedmen and transmitting a form of legislation providing for the removal of said
fre dmen into the then unoccupied lands in Oklahoma. These papers were transmitted by the Secretary of the Interior, in a letter dated May 9, 1888, to the president pro tempore of the enate, and are published in Senate Ex. Doc. No.166, Fiftieth
Congress, first session, Exhibit B.
~n February 12, 1890, the Indian agent for the Five Tribes of Indian Territor_y
l!mon Ag1 ncy, Muskogee, Ind. T., made a report to the Indian Office on the cond~t10n ?~ the Chickasaw freedmen, and, after drawing a deplorable picture of their
condition, states that it was not practical for the United States to move those fre dmen at that time.
On January 25, 1892, at a convention of Chickasaw freedmen held at Wynnew?od,
in th~ Chickasaw ation, two Chickasaw freedmen were selected to visit Washi~gton City to try to secure action by the Interior Department, or by Congress, tending
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to relieve their people from their condition. They submitted a, memorial praying
that the United States take action looking to the incorporation of the colored people into, and their recognition as citizens of, the Chickasaw Nation.
In 1892, Senator Dawes introduced in the Senate a bill (S. No. 2023) for the relief
of the Chickasaw freedmen. This bill was of the same import as the bill a form of
which was sent by the Secretary of the Interior in 1888 to the President of the
Senate, which provided for the removal of the said freedmen of the Chickasaw
Nation to lands west of the Five Tribes.
On August 15, 1894, Congress passed an act ratifying or validating the act of the
Chickasaw legislature of January 10, 1873, providing for the adoption of their freedmen in accordance with the terms of the third article of the treaty of 1866.
The Chickasaw legislature never in express terms repealed the said act of Janu~ry
10, 1873, but the action on this subject by the authorities o_f the Chickasaw Nation
since the passage of said act have looked to the removal of the freedmen, and shows
that the failure of the United States to accept the proposition in said act, and the
refusal of the Choctaw authorities to cooperate with them, had caused them to
change their minds. The Chickasaws went so far in their purpose of removal. of
their freedmen as to pass a la.w requiring all freedmen to take out permits to live
there, the same as is required of all other citizens of the United States. Without
the cooperation of the United States, this law could not be, and was not, enforce_d.
The forceful contention of the Chickasaws against adopting their freedm en 1s,
that on account of their numbers it would amount to turning their government over
to the freedmen to control their schools, their funds, their lands, and all other m~tters, all of which they regard as so contrary to the spirit and letter of the third
article of the said treaty of 1866 that they do not think the United States will ever
try to enforce such a construction and execution of the said treaty.
The above statement is made up of facts obtained in the Indian Office.
A recapitulation of it shows that the Chickasaws were at first opposed to adopting their freedmen, but after seven years' waiting on the United States to remo_:ve
them, they concluded to adopt them if the United States will assent, to get jurisdiction of them. Failing in that, the Chickasaws return to their first policy of removal
of the freedmen, and have maintained it until now.
'l'he freedmen for the :first three years after the treaty were in favor of removal
from the Chickasaw Nation. Failing to get any encouragement or assistance from
the United States, they abandoned the project and settled down on the policy of
remaining where they are.
The United States allowed all of its rights and duties under the third article ~f
the treaty of 1866 to the freedmen to lapse and expire by limitation, and have mwufested little interest in the subject since.

EXHIBIT

A.

[House Ex. Doc. No. 207, Forty-second Congress, third session.)

Letter from the SeC'l'etary of the Intel'ior, transmitting an act passed by the legislature of
Chickasaw Nat·ion entitled "An act to adopt the neg1·oea of the Chickasaw Nation," etc.

.

DEP.ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., Feb1·uary 10, 1879.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith copy of a communication from the
Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated the 4th instant, inclosing a communication to him from Douglas H, Cooper, of the Chickasaw Nation, dated the 23d
ultimo, together with a letter addre sed to the President of the nited ta.tea, by
C rus Harris, governor of said nation, dated the 10th ultimo, transmitting an act
of the hickasaw legisl· tur providing for the adoption of negroes in the Chickasaw
country, r eferred to in the third article of the treaty with the Choctaws and Chicka aw , concluded April 2 , 1 66. ( ta.tut sat La.rg , vol. 10, p. 769.)
A c reful examination of these communications exhibits the fact that the third
article of the treaty referr d to remains unexecuted.
either the boct ws nor
bi kasaws have ma.de uch rul and regulations as were contempl ted in said
articl in regard to p r one of frican de cent residing in their respective nation ,
within two year aft r th ratification of the fore a.id treaty. The Choctaw notion
ha nev r, at any time, a.tt mpt d the e:xe ·ution of this tre ty in r gard to said p rson , and wh t ha been done by the Chickasaw a.tion w done after the :xpiration of the two years in which their action wa limited by the treaty for id.
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Deeming it imporfant that the provisions of said treaty be carried out, I have
respectfully to rncommend that such legislation be lutd during the present session of
Congress, if possible, as will extenc1 the time in all respects for the execution of the
provisions of the third article of the treaty before referred to, for the term of two
years from the 1st day of July, 1873.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. DELANO, Seareta1·y.
Hon. JAs. G. BLAINE,
Speaker U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, D. C., Febniary 4, 1879.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a communication from Douglas H.
Cooper, of the Chickasaw Nation, dated the 23d ultimo, toge-ther with a letter
addressed to the President, by Cyrus Harris, governor of said nation, dated the 10th
ultimo, transmitting an act of the Chickasaw le~islature providing for the adoption
of the negroes in the Chickasaw country, referrea to in the third article of the treaty
concluded with the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians April 28, 1866. (Statutes at
Large, vol. 14, p. 769.)
In view of the exp iration of the term of two years from the ratification of the
treaty, within which it is stipulated that the laws, rules, and r eg11lations referred
to in the third article of the treaty aforesaid, shall be made by the Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations, and believing it to be for the best interests of the Indians, as
well as of the nogroes, that the latter should remain where they now are, and that
the money referred to in said article should be paid to said nations, I respectfully
recommend that Congress be asked to provide by legislation that the limit to the
time mentioned in said third article be extended three years from the 1st of July,
1873, or until July 2, 1876.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. R. CLUM, .AcUng Cornrnisaioner.
The SECRETARY OF TllE !NTEIUOR.

W ASIIINGTON, D. c., January 25, 1879.
SIR: I have the honor herewith to hand you a letter from Cyrus Harris, governor
of the Chickasaw Nation, dated at the executive office, Ti homiugo, Chicka aw
Nation, January 10, 1873, and directed to the President of the United tatos, inclosing
an act of the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, approved on the date of said letter, entitled "An act to adopt the negroes of the Chickasaw Nation," etc., and
requesting ''that the President will transmit the same to Congress for such action
as that honorable body may deem proper;" and I respectfully request that you will
transmit the saicl letter aud act to the President, through the honorable Secretary of
the Interior, at your earliest convenience.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
DOUGLAS H. COOPER,
Of the Ohiclcaaaw Nation.
Hon. H. R. CLUM,
.Aoting Co1nmissioner, Office of In<lian Affairs Department of the Interio,·.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE,

Tishomingo City, Chickasaw Nation, January 10, 1879.
Sm: I have the honor to inclose a. copy of an act passed by the legisla.ture of the
Chickasaw Nation, and approveu. this day, entitled "An act to adopt the negroes of
the Chickasaw ation," etc., and respectfully request that you will transmit the
same to the Congre s of the United tates for such action as that honorable body may
deem proper at the earliest day possible.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
CYRUS HARRIS,

Governor of the Chickasaw Nation of Indians.

The

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,

Washington, D. C.

S. Do

6-~8
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AN ACT to adopt the negroes of the Chickasaw Nation, &o.

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the legialatu1·e of the Chickasaw Nation,

That all thenegroes
belonging to Chickasaws at the time of the adoption of the treaty of Fort Smith, and
living in the Chickasaw Nation at the date thereof, and their descendants, are hereby
declared to be adopted in conformity with the third article of the treaty of 1866,
between the Choctaws, Chickasaws, and the United States: P1·ovided, however, That
the proportional part of the $300,000 specified in article third of the said treaty, with
the accrued interest thereon, shall be paid to the Chickasaw Nation for its sole use
and benefit: .And provided fu1·ther, The said adopted negroes of the Chickasaw Nation
shall not participate in any part of the said proportional part of the said $300,000,
nor be entitled to any benefit from the principal and interest on our invested funds
or claims arising therefrom, nor to any part of our common domain, or the profits
arising therefrom (except the forty acres per capita provided for in the third articl~
of the treaty of 1866), nor to any privileges or rights not authorized by treaty stipt~lations: .Andp1·ovidedfu1·ther, That the said adopted negroes, upon the approval ofth1s
act, shall be subject to the jurisdiction and laws of the Chickasaw Nation, and to
trial and punishment for offenses against them in every case just as if the said negroes
were Chickasaws.
SEC. 2 . .And be it furthe1· enacted, That this act shall be in full force and effect from
and after its approval by the proper authority of the United States. And all laws
or parts of laws in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
Approved January 10, 1873.
CYRUS HARRIS, Governor.
Attest:
W. H. BOURLAND,
National Se01·etary, Chickaaato Nati01a.
I do hereby certify that the above copy is a true and authenticated copy from the
original now on file in my office this January 10, 1873.
W. H. BOURLAND,
National Secretary, Chickasaw Nation.

EXHIBIT

B.

[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 166, Fiftieth Congress, :first !lession.J

Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, trnnamitting a letter from the Commiasione,Indian .Affairs ,·elative to thef1·eedmen iti the Chickasaw Nation.

"1

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, May 9, 1888.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a. communication of the 8th instant
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, reporting as to the present status and condition of the freedmen in the Chickasaw Nation, in the Indian Territory, and
submitting, with other papers on the subject, a draft of proposed legislation
prepared under his direction for their relief, which he states is understood to be
acceptable both to the Chickasaws and to the freedmen.
The subject is respectfully presented for the consideration and action of Congress.
Very respectfully 1
WM. F. VILAS, Secretary.
The PRESIDE?ifT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENA.TE.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, May '8, 1888.
Sm: In the ~ast annual report of this office it was indicated that a pecial report
upon the subJect of th fre clmen in the Chicka aw a.tion
ith a draft of the
necessary legi lation for th ir reli f, would be prepared and ubmitted for your
consideration before the meeting of Congress.
Pre sure of other important matters has pr v nted ea.rli r action upon this subject,
which is referred to at 1 ng tb in said report (p. 59).
By th third article of the tr nty of April 28, 1 66 (14 tat., 76 ), the hocta.ws
and Chick a awe, in con id ration of the um of 300 000 ceded to the nited t tes
the territory we t of the ninety-eighth de ee of 'w 't longitud I known a the
"l a ed district,' with the provision that aid sum of 300,000 should b invested
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and held by the United States, at an interest not less than 5 per cent, in trust for
said nations until the legislatures of such nations should, respectively, make such
laws as might be necessary "to give all persons of African descent, resident in said
na "ions at the date of the treaty of Fort Smith, and their descendants, heretofore
held in slavery among said nations, all the rights, privileges, and immunities, including the right of suffrage, of citizens of said nations, except in the annuities, moneys,
and public domain claimed by or belonging to said nations, respectively, and also
to give to such persons who we're residents as aforesaid and their descendants 40
acres each of the land of said nations on the same terms as the Choctaws and Chickasaws. * * * And immediately on the enactment of such laws, rules, and regulations the said sum of $300,000 shall be paid to the said Choctaw and Chickasaw
nations in the proportion of three-fourths to the former and one-fourth to the latter,
less such sum, at the rate of $100 per capita, as shall be sufficient to pay such persons
of African descent before referred to as, within ninety days after the passage of such
laws, rules, and regulations, shall elect to remove and actually remove from said
nations, respectively. And should the said laws, rules, and regulations not be made
by the legislatures of the said nations, respectively, within two years from the ratification of this treaty, then the said sum of $300,000 shall cease to be held in trust
for the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and be held for the use and benefit of
such of said persons of African descent as the United States shall remove from the
said Territory in such manner as the United States shall deem proper, the United
States agreeing, within ninety days from the expiration of the said two years, to
remove from said nations all such persons of African descent as may be willing to
remove."
Those remainin~ or returning after removal to be on the same footing as other
citizens of the Umted States.
The fourth article contained certain stipulations relative to the treatment of the
negroes in the respective nations.
The forty-sixth article provided that '' of the moneys stipulated to be paifto the
Choctaws and Chickasaws under this treaty for the cession of the leased district
and the admission of the Kansas Indians among them" (provided for in article 30)
the sum of $150,000 shall be advanced and paid to the Choctaws and $50,000 to the
Chickasaws, through their respective treasurers, as soon as practicable after the
ratification of this treaty, to be repaid out of said moneys or any other moneys of
said nation in the hands of the United States.
By the act of July 26, 1866 (14 Stats., 259), the sum of $50,000 was appropriated
"to be advanced the Chickasaws for the cession of the leased district and the admjssion of the Kansas Indians," as per the forty-sixth article of the treaty of April
28, 1866, which amount was paid the treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation February
8, 1867.
Said act also appropriated the sum of $15,000 for interest, at 5 per cent per annum,
upon the amount paid for certain lands ceded by the Choctaws and Chickasaws to
the United States, and due them under the third and forty-sixth articles of said
treaty, and the sum of $3,750 (the proportionate share of the Chickasaws) was paid
to the treasurer of said nation July 27, 1867.
By the act of April 10, 186!:J (16 Stats., 39), the sum of $15,000 was appropriated for
"interest due the Choctaws and Chickasaws, August 8, 1868, on $300,000, held in
trust for said Indians under the third article" of said treaty.
The share of the Chickasaws in the above appropriation ($3,750) was paid to
Holmes Colbert, Chickasaw commissioner, May 28, 1869.
Meantime, on November 9, 1866, the Chickasaw legislature passed an act declaring
it to be the unanimous desire of the legislature that the United States keep and hold
the Chickasaw share of the $300,000 for the benefit of the negroes, and requesting
the governor "to notify the Government of the United States that it is the wish of
the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation for the Government to remove said negroes
from the limits of the Chickasaw Nation, according to said third article of the treaty
of April, 1866."
The following month the freedmen also memorialized the Government, stating that
the bitter feeling of the Chickasaws toward them, and the willingness of the Chickasaws to give up their proportion of the $300,000, rendered them anxious to leave
that nation and to Mettle on any land designated by the Government, and asked that
transportation be provided for themselves and families, and supplies sufficient to
enable them to make a start in their new homes.
o attention was paid to this petition. Nearly two years passed, and on June 27,
1868, the freedmen a~ain sent in a petition to the same effect, which was laid before
Congress, but no act10n was taken. Auguot 17, 1868, both the Choctaw and Chickasaw ations urged the Government to fulfill its pledges and remove the freedmen.
In ~~ebruary, 1869, a delegation of the latter came to Washington, at the expense of '
the Government, to submit a memorial urging the fulfillment, on the P!lrt of ~he
Government, of that treaty stipulation in regard to their people. From this nothmg
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resulted. About this time the ugO'estion came from various sources tbat a. traet
west of the Seminole Nation would be suitable land on which to locate the freedmen.
In 1873 an act was passed by the Chickasaw legislature, approved January 10, 1873,
entitled" An act to adopt the negroes of the Chickasaw Nation," which declared all
negroes belon°'ing to Chi ckasaws at the time of the adoption of the treaty at Fort
Smith, and resident in the nation at the date thereof, and their descendants, to be
adopted, in conformity with the third article of the treaty of 1866; provided~ that
the proportional part of the $300,000 specified in said article, with the accrued mt~rest thereon, should be paid to the Chickasaw Nation for its sole use and benefit;
pro ided farther, that the said adopted negroes should not be entitled to any part
of the said $300,000, nor to any benefit from the principal and interest of invested
funds, nor to any share in the common domain except the 40 acres provided iD: the
treaty, nor to any l_)rivileges or rights not conferred by the treaty; and provided
further, that stiid adopted negroes should be subject to the jurisdiction and laws of
the Chickasaw Nation just as if said negroes were Chickasaws .
This act was to have full force and effect from and after its approval by the
proper authority of the United States.
This act was transmitted to Congress by Secretary Delano February 10, 187~, w~o
recommended that such l egislation be had by Congress as would extend the time m
all respects for tb.e execut ion of the provisions of the third article of the treaty of
1866 for tho term of two years from the 1st of July, 1873.
The subject was referred to the Committee on Freedmen Affairs February 13, 1873,
and ordered to be printed.. No further action appears to have been taken. (See
annual r eport of this offi ce for 1882, page L VII and H . R. Ex. Doc. No. 207, Forty-second
Congress, second session.)
By this failure of Congress to take action the one favorable opportunity for the
adoption by the Chickasaws of their freedmen was lost. Since then all Chickasaw
action has looked towarcl the removal of the freedmen .
. Decetn ber 30, 1875, Hon. J. P. C. Shanks, who had been appointed in March previ~ns to
mvestigateandreportuponthe statusofthefreedmenamongtheChoctawsandChiclrnsaws, submitted his Teport, in which he opposed the remov al of the freedmen, and r_e~ommended that the Uniteu States take measures to secure their recognition as full citizens in the nations. Upon this report no action seems to have been taken .
In 1876 the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation adopted resolutions (approv~d
October 18, 1876) directing the election of commissioners to confer with the commissioners from the Chocta.w Nation to agree upon some plan whereby the freedmen and
their descendants should be removed from, and kept out of, the Choctaw and Chickasaw country. (See Chickasaw Laws, page 148, edition of 1878.)
In 1879 the legislature passed an act ( approved March 17, 1879) authorizing the
appointment of commissioners to meet like commil:1sfoners from the Choctaws, to confer on the freedmen question, and report in writing to the legislature. (See page 6
of pamphlet laws, 1878-1881.)
.
During much of this time the Choctaws had manifested a willin gness to adopt tll;eir
freedmen, but it had been hel(l that under the treaty the joint or concurrent action
of both nations was required in order to make valid t.he action of either.
.
On Novemuer 2, 18 O, the Choctaw legislature memorialized Congress, exp1·essmg
their willingn ess to accept their freedmen as citizens, and asking for legislation that
would enable them to do so. A Senate bill, which was never reported, was the sole
re ult of this effort.
In 1882, in order to give the freedmen of these two nations some school facilities,
the following clause was inserted in the Indian appropriation act, approved lay 17,
18 2 (22 tats., 72) :
''Th;at th~ sum of $10,000 is.hereby appropriated out of the $300,000 re erved_ by
the third article ofthetreatyw1th the Choctaws ancl Chicka aws, con •lnded April 8,
1866, for the purpose of educating freedmen in said trihe , to be exp oded under the
direction of the ecretary of th Interior, thre -fourths thereof for the freedmen
among the hoctaws and one-fourth for the freedmen among the hi,·kasaws: Provided, That said sum of $10,000. hall bo cledncted in like proportion from any money
in this act appropriated to be paid said boct, ws ancl 'hiclrn uvs: An<l prodded
further, That either of sai<l trib s may, befor such e.-pencliture, dopt and provide
for the freedmen in said trib in accord, nee with ai<l thir,l article, all(l in such cu
the mon y h r in prov id <l for such clu ation in a.id trib shall 1, paid over to aid
tribe, to be tak n from the unpaid ha]auc· of th $300,000 du said tribe.'
nder thi 1 ,,.i 1 tion the 'boctaws a.clopt d iheir fr elm n, and the bal n e of
th hare of th
ho t w A•ntiou in lrn 300,000 ( r,2,125), wa pl, c· d to th cr dit
of the ho taws on be books of the nit d , tate Tie . ur , by the a t of f r ·h
3 1 5 (23, ·tat ., 3 6).
In January, 1 7 the d le , t of th 'hicka M
, tion addr
d memori 1 to
the President, in hicb, aft r reciting the provisions of h treaty of April 2 ,
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with the Choctaws and Chickasaws relative to the freedm en in those nations, and
the action of the Chickasaws thereunder, they earnestly asked·
"The United States to folfi.11 the treaty of 1866 by removing without delay to the
leased district west of the ninety-eighth meridia,n of longitude, or to the Oklahoma
country, ceded by the Creek treaty of 1866, or elsewhere, all the freedmen who shall
consent to such removal, and by placing all those who shall refuse to go on the same
footin g as other citizens of the United States in the Chickasaw Nation."
During that year, and the present, several complaints have been received from the
freedmen relative to the denial of their rights, and particularly as to the utter lack
of educational facilities. Recently, Agent Owen held a conference with some of the
leaning freedmen, at which they expressed a desire to remain in the nation if their
rights, especially in the matter of schools, could be accorded them, but signified
their willingness to submit to the decision of the Government. The Chickasaw
authorities positively refuse to take any steps looking to their adoption, and even
refuse to provide for their education. This reluctance to carry out the stipulations
of the treaty is don btless caused in great measure by the fear that the freedmen
will outvote the Chickasaws, they being fully as numerous as the Indians. These
people, therefore, whose rights, protection, and education were guaranteed by
treaty, are left in ignorance, without civil or political rights, and with no hope of
improvement.
October 4, 1887, the Chickasaw legislature passed a memorial, in which they recita
the facts concerning their freedmen, and say:
"And whereas th Chickasaw people have kindly a11d friendly feeling towards the
freedmen, their former slaves, and w ishing them to receive full valuation of the
places they live upon, for their support, as provided for in section 4 of the treaty of
1866, do hereby agree that they shall have two years from the passage of this act to
sell their improvements in the Chickasaw Nation to the best advantage, that no loss
may accrue to them: Therefore,
"Beit1·esolved by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, That the nation shall refund
to the United States the sum of $55,000, to be used in removing the freedmen in the
Chickasaw Nation to their new home as provided under the third and fourth arti les
of the treaty of 1866, made between the United States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations of Indians."
·
The principal r eason for the persistent refusal of the Chickasaws to adopt the
freedmen, as before indicated, appears to be the fact that their numbers are nearly
equal to, if not in excess of, the Chickasaws; hence they fear that the fr edmen may
be able to control their schools and government.
With this state of affairs existing it is useless to expect that the Chickasaws will
accor<l these freedmen any rights in the nation.
Under these circumstances I believ their removal is th only practicable method
by which they can be afforded educational and. other pri vilegea. It baa been decidecl
by Judge Parker, of the district court of the western district of Arkansas, that the
United States may settle freedmen belonging to the Five Civilized Tribes upon
the land acquirerl. from the Seminoles and Creeks, and Agent Owen suggests that
the Chickasaw freedmen be removed to that portion of Oklahoma lying on the
Canadian River west of the Pottawatomie Reservation.
Many of the freedmen have doubtless made improvements on the lands which they
and their fathers have occupied but not pos eased; and if, because th ey can acquire
no title th ereto, they are forced to abandon those improvements it would be but
sheer justice to pay them the full valtle thereof, in addition to the $100 per capita
which the treaty promised them if they should emigrate.
I have accordingly prepared, and have the honor to submit herewith, the draft of
a bill providing for the removal of such as are willing to emigrate to the Creek and
Seminole ceded lands within the tract known as Oklahoma.
It provides for ascertaining who of those covered by the terms of the treaty are
willing to remove, and for the apprai ement of the improvements of snch persons.
These facts are to be ascerta,ined by a special agent or employee of this Department, to he designatcll by the , ecretary, and a. commissioner appointe(l for the purpose by the Chickasaw authorities. In case of the failure of these persons to agree,
they are to selPct an umJfrre.
. By 1his metho1l it i believed that justice will be done all parties. It also provides that no per1:1ons t1hall be r emoved until they have di posed of their improvement or the Chickasaw Nation has paid them the appraised value of the same.
The per. ca.pita payment of $100, as provided for in the treaty, is to be made to
t!Josc dectmg to remove after they have disposed of their improvements.
Th~~e who do not elect to remove are to be placed upon the same footing a other
ooncit1zens of the nation.
It also I_>rovides that the lands upon which they may settle, and which were ceded
to the Uruted States "to locate other Indians and freedmen thereon," may be allotted
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to them in quantity as provided in the general allotment act, and secured to them
by the same title.
In the estimate upon which the appropriation made by the act of March 3, 1885,
was based, the account of the two nations was stated as follows:
From the $300,000 should be deducted not only the $200,000 appropriated and paid
over immediately upon the proclamation of the treaty, but also the two years' interest on that $200,000, which, for some unknown reason, was also appropriated.
Residue of $300,000, unappropriated ...... ·----- ________ .....•....••...... $100,000
Amount appropriated as interest on $300,000 for year ending June
10, 1867...... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • $15, 000
Deduct amount of appropriation of interest for said year on $100,000.
5, 000
10,000
Leaving .....••...•••...••••...•. _•••••••••.•••••.•••...........•..
Amount appropriated as interest on $300,000 for year ending June
10, 1868 ......... _....••.......•.. _. . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . 15, 000
Deduct amount of appropriation of interest for said year on $90,000.
4, 500

90,000

Leaving ... _...•.... _•... __ •. ___ . _. _.....•....•.••...... _.. . . . . • . . .
From this amount should be deducted the sum appropriated by act approved
May 17, 1882. •••• ••.. .•.• .•.• .••• .••. .... •••. •••• •••• •••• •••• ••.• ...• ..

79, 500

10,500

10,000

Leaving ........... __ •..........•••...... _.. _•••..•...•••..• _.. . . . .
69, 500
to be paid the Choctaws and Chickasaws in case they adopted their freedmen. Of
this their three-fourth share, amounting to $52,125, was appropriated and placed to
the credit of the Choctaws.
The $101000 appropriated by the act of May 17, 1882, is not, however, chargeable
to the Chickasaws, as they were paid nothing under it; on the contrary, the sum of
$2,500 theretofore paid them was recouped.
The Chickasaws arc therefore entitled toOne-fourth of $200,000, awarded under the treaty .......••.•..••••.••••.••. $50, 000
One-fourth of $9,500, two years' interest justly due...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
2,
One-fourth of $100,000 (balance of $300,000) ..• _..• _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . 25,

~g

Total ........ _•.••...••• __ ..• _••..••.....•••....••...•...•..• __ . • • . • 77, 375
Or, following the :figures of the estimatesBalance due both nations prior to the passage of the act of May 17, 1882. ..
Share of Chickasaws (one-fourth) ......... _...............................
To which should be added amount previously paid........................

79,500

==
19,875
57,500

Total .........•.••••....... _.. _........•. __ .. __ .... _..... __ . . . . . . . . .

77, 375

As before stated, the amount actually retained by the Chickasaws is $55,000.
I have therefore inserteclin the proposed bill an appropriation of $77,375i of which
the sum of $55,000 is r quired to be rcfondc<l by the Chickasaws, the who e amount
b eing the sum appropriated by the third article of t he treaty of 1866, to be held in
t,ru t for the b nefit of the fr edmen in case the Indians refused to adopt them.
The number of freedmen iu the Chicka, a, Tation is e timated at from 3,000 to
4,000, but undoubt clly a large number of those r sident with the Chickasaws are
ho ctaw freedmen, and citizens of that nation.
It is not probable that the above amount will be sufficient to remove all the
hi clca ·aw frtedmen from that nation, but it will be enough for the pre ent, and to
te t tbe practicability of this effort for their r lief.
Th 1 gi lation pro po e<l i understood to 1,e a ·c ptable both to the Chickasaws
and th fre dmen, altliongh tlie latter wonld doubtle pr fer to remain, if they could
be accorcl d the right. of citizen hip an,l school facilities.
Tb matter i of pr . ing importance, nd I hav th honor to r comm ucl that it
be ubmitte<L to Cougre. e with r qu st for earl and favorabl onsid ration.
ery re pectfully, your obedi nt servant,
J. D. C. A.TKI , Com:nti8Bioner.
Tho ECRETARY OF ·nm L "nm1 n.
A BILL For tb r ·li f of tb fr dnum iu tho Chfrkn nw Tation, Indian Tnritory.

Beit enacted by the nate a11rl lfo118eof R,p,-r11f•11latir ·sof th f,' 11ite<l, late of Am rica
·n onor 88 a88 mbl d, That th , · rc•tary of th Int rior h , and b h •r •b • i , utb rized to remove from th hi~k aw .1. 'ation in th Indi n Territ ry, to th laud ceded
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to the United States by the third article of the treaty with the Seminole Indians,

concluded March twenty-first, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, and the third article
of the treaty with the Creek Indians, concluded June fourteenth, eighteen hundred
and sixty-six, such persons of .African descent resident in the Choctaw or Chickasaw
nations at the date of the treaty of Fort Smith (September thirteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-five) and their descendants, formerly held in slavery among said
nations, as are now resident in said Chickasaw Nation, not being citizens of the
Choctaw Nation, and as may consent to such removal.
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior shall, as soon as practicable after the
passa~e of this act, designate a special agent or employe of his Department, whose
duty 1t shall be, in connection with a commisRioner appointed by the Chickasaw authorities for the purpose, to ascertain and determine what persons of African descent,
as described in the first section of this act, will consent to remove to said ceded lands,
and to appraise the value of all improvements of all such persons so consenting to
remove. In case said person designated by the Secretary of the Interior and commissioner are unable to agree as to whether any person electing to remove is of the class
described in the first section of this act, or as to the value of the improvements of any
such person, they shall select an umpire, whose decision shall be final and conclusive.
SEC. 3. All persons whose improvements may be appraised under the provisions of
this act shall not be required to remove from the Chickasaw Nation until they shall
have disposed of their improvements: Provided, That the Chickasaw Nation may
pay to any person within the provisions of this act the appraised value of his improvements, in which case such person shall be required to remove from the nation, with
his family, within sixty days from such payment.
SEC. 4. That each of the persons electing to remove from the Chickasaw Nation
under the provisions of this act shall be paid the sum of one hundred dollars, as
provided in the third article of the treaty with the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations,
concluded April twenty-eight, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, provided that said
sum shall not be paid to any person until be, or the head of the family to which he
belongs, has disposed of or b een paid for his improvements, as provided in section
three of this act.
SEC. 5. '!'hat the sum of seventy-seven thousand three hundred and seventy-five
dollars, being the Chickasaw proportion of the sum of three hundred thousand
dollars, and the interest due thereon, which, by the provisions of the third article
of said treaty of April twenty-eighth eighteen hundred and sixty-six, was to "be
held for the use and benefit of such of said persons of African descent as the United
States shall remove from said territory in such manner as the United States shall
deem proper," be and the same is hereby appropriated for the per capita payments
provided for in section four of this act: Pr01,ided, That the Chickasaw Nation shall
be required to refund to the United States for the purpose11 of this act the sum of
fifty-five thousand dollars, heretofore advanced to said nation, under the provisions
of the third and forty-sixth articles of said treaty of eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
SEC. 6. That all of said persons of .African. descent as aforesaid, resident in said Uhickasaw Nation, who do not elect to permanently remove from said nation, shall be
placed upon the same footing as other citizens of the United States resident in said
nation, ancl shall be subject to removal therefrom for similar cau11es.
SEC. 7. That allotments of lands in severalty within said Creek and Seminolo oeded
lands shall be made to such persons of African descent as may remove thereto from
the Chickasaw Nation under the provision of this act, under the direction of the
Secretary of the Interior, in quantity as provided in the first section of the act
appoved February eighth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, entitled "An act to
provide for the allotment of lands in severalty to Indians on the various reservations, and to extend the protection of the laws of the United States and the Territories over the Indians, and for other purposes;" and for the lands so allotted patents
shall issue in the same manner and of the same legal effect as provided in the fifth
section of said act of February eighth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven.
UNION

AGENCY, IND. T.,

Muscogee, Septeniber 17, 1887.

Sn~: I have the honor to report that on the 14th of September, 1887, according to
prev_1ous arrang ments, I met representatives of the Chickasaw freedmen as follows,
to wit:
W. ~- Jac"½:son, 'l'ishomingo County, Wash Taylor, Tishomingo County, Sam Che&dle, Tisbommgo County, they having been chosen as a committee to represent the
freed~en of that C(!Unty; Philip Stephenson, Mack Stephenson, Dick Roberts, a
committeerepresentmgt~e settlements of Pickens County; Isham Love, Caleb_ Love,
Abram Eastm~n, a cor~mnttee representing the settlements of Panola. County, Jack
Al xander, Wilson Chico, Lee Kemp representatives of the settlements of Pontotoc
o nnty.
'
Besides these were present a number of other colored men, including Henry Kemp,
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representative of the Stringtown settlement of Chickasaw negroes in the Choctaw
Nation, and T. J. Humphries, representing a similar community from Caddo, in the
Choctaw Nation. I learned from these men, as nearly as they could tell, that there
were between two and three thousand of the Chickasaw negroes; that they were
getting along tolerably well with their farms and stock. The representatives who
were present were decently and well clad, and seemed in a fairly prosperous condition. I invited them to free expression of their opinions and feelings. They were
uniform in declaring that the Chickasaws had treated them well; that they were
without school privileges, however; that they would like to be adopted b_y the
Chickasaws and live with them always; that they would not like to leave, because
they had made their farms and had become attached to the country; that they were
quite willing in 1866 to leave, but were not willing to move now unless the Government thought it best.
I informed them of the memorial of the Chickasaw Nation, and read to them the
status of the case, as shown in your report of January 25, 1887. I told them I would
be glad to report their feelings relative to the matter as well as their condition, and
hoped to be of some common service to them and the Chickasaw people. They ha~
a, private consultation relative to the matter and their chairman wrote out the decision herewith inclosed, which I transmit as I received it from them. They each
declared that presented their feelings.
In this connection, for the information of your office, I recite here the names and
post-office addresses of their leading men, as given me by this committee.
Panola County, Isham Love, Colbert, Ind. T.: Tishomingo County, WaBhita Settlement, W. N. Jackson i......Mill Creek Settlement, Isham Flint; Pontotoc County,
Cherokee 'rown, Cap. H. Harper, Cherokee Town, Ind. T.; Canadian, Isham Alexander, Johnsonville, Ind. T.; Stonewall, King Blue, Stonewall, Ind. T.; Blue Settlement, Wilson Chico and Lee Kemp, Tishomingo, Ind. T.; Pickens County, Wild
Horse Settlement, Jim Williams, Fort Arbuckle, Ind. T.; Caddo or Spring Creek,
Mack Stephenson, Woodward, Ind. T.; Red River, Si Love, Burneyville, Ind. T.;
Lower Washita, Charles Cohee, Dresden, Ind. T.
Choctaw Nation, Henry Kemp, Stringtown, and T. J. Humphries, Caddo, Ind. T.
The settlements average from 200 to 250, according to their statements.
On Wednesday ev-ening I met a committee of eight of the Chickasaw legislature,
to wit, Senators Lem Reynolds, Sam Paul, rrandy Walker, Scott Hawkins, and Representatives Eli Perry, Bud Randolph, N. G. Frazier, and Edward Johnson. I represented to them the condition of these freedmen, and urged them to take such
action in the matter as was jnst and right. They replied to me that while they
were previously apprised of the Chi ckasaws having received $55,000 on account of
these freedmen, that the treaty provided that the United States might reimburse itself
under the forty-eighth article of the treaty of 1866, out ot any money of the Chickasaw Nation in the hands of the United States. They declare they entertain no
unfriendly feelings to their emancipated slaves, butthattheywer firmly resolved that
they would never under any circumstances adopt them ; tb at they had rapidly increased
since the war by births, by intermarriages with United States citizens of the colored
race, and it was very dHficult, after a, lapse of so great a time, in the absence of authenticated rolls, to know positively who belonged to this class of Chickasawnegroes
under the treaty; that they believed that there were nearly 4,000 of these people, and
that they are afraid to adopt them for fear that they might with their votes succeed
in controlling their government; that they were willing to agree to any liberal terms
for the r moval of these person from their domain in accordance with their previous
requests under the treaty. They insist upon it that the nited tates should carry
ont the treaty of 1866, as expressed in the third article, a.n<l remove from the nation
all such per ons as are willing to remove, and declare the others on the footing of
Unit d tates citizens. They positively refuse to agree to extend to th negroes any
school privileges or a.ny further rights tha,n prescribed bv treaty.
I believe they would be willing to consent to a.ny reasonable t rms looking to the
removal of these p ople, but I found no variation either in the private onver ation
or public interview, in the wi h of the Chickasaw people upon this subject.
It se ms a great pity that these poor negroes sbonld be without school , and I have
the honor tor commend that the matter should b laid before Congress, if nec ary,
for proper action in the premi es.
I respectfully r commend that th fourth articl of the tr aty of 1866 should be
carried out a oon a suitahl legi 1ation can be had on that subj ct.
There is a f: rtil countr. imme<liately adjacent to th
hick aw ation, a.nd on
th north and v t f the Pottawatomi country, on th Canadian iv r, wbi ·h might
be occupi cl by the people under the treaty with the Creeks, to which our attention is respectfully called.
Olll' ob di nt
rv nt,

Ron. J. . C. ATKI ,
Coniniia11i,mer Indian, .Affairs, Wasliint1to11, D. O.
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[Inclosnre to report of R L. Owen, United States Indian agent, dated September 17, 1887,)

The hole Number of men has A Greed to be left in the hands of the united State if
the Chickasaw do Not take us.

MEMORIAL.

To the Oong1·ess of the United States:
Your memorialist, the Chickasaw people, would most earnestly represent that the
Chickasaw tribe of Indians ceded their homes, east of the Mississippi River, to the
United States. "Finding themselves oppressed~ being ignorant of the language and
laws of the white man, they could not understand or obey them; rather than submit
to this great evil, they preferred to seek a home in the West, where they could be
governed by their own laws, And believing that they could procure for themselves
a country suited to their wants and conditions, provided they had the means to contract and pay for the same, they determined to sell their country and hunt a new
home. The President heard the complaints of the Chickasaws and, like them, believed they could not be happy and prosperous as a nation in their situation and condition, and being desirous to relieve them from the great calamity that seemed to
await them if they remained where they were, he sent his commissioner, General
John Coffee, who met the whole Chickasaw people in council and ceded their homes
in the East under the treaty ratified March 1, 1833, sections 1, 2, 3, 4, and in July, 1834, a
new treaty was made, making arrangements for the final removal of the Chickasaw
people west of the Mississippi River." The Chickasaws sold under provisions of
said treaties and bought a home from the Choctaws, paying for the same $530,000, and
in 1837 the Chickasaw people emigrated w est to their new homes, then a wilderness.
Great many Chickasaws sold their homes and reservations that were reserv d to them
under the treaties, for negroes, paid large prices for them, and emigrated west to their
new homes with them, believing they were good property-they giving valuable considerations to the white men for th em. The Chickasaw people never held in bondage
any people prior to the time they purchased then egroes, and owned tLnd possess d them
until the year 1865, and upon the request of the United States commissioners liberated
all their n eo-roes, and in the treaty of 1866 reaffirmed said agreement, that involuntary
slavery should not exist in the Chickasaw Nat ion-only for the commission and conviction of crime. The proclamation of President Lincoln, liberating the freedmen of the
Southern tates did not apply to the Territories and the Chickasaw people. The Chickasaws agr~ed and did liberate their form r slaves, and did give them a home as good
as their own and $100 per capita that would emigrate to it; and those emigrating and
returning, and those who refnse<l. to emigrate, should remain in the Chickasaw ation
as other citizens of the nited tates, as provided unuer the third and fourth articles
of tbe treaty of 1866. The nited tates has failed to carry out the st ipulations of
said treaty, while the Chickasaws have continually asked their removal to the leased
land, or to Oklahoma, that wa purchased by the nited tates for the settlement of
tho Indians and freedmen. The Chickasaws have furnished the freedm n, their former slave , for the past twenty years, a home, and ilreated them with uniform kincln ss,
and want them to enjoy all the b nefits of the treaty of 1866, except to share a home
among them. The number of freedmen being so great, if ado1>tcd will soon control our
schools and government that we have been building and fostering for the pa t forty
years. \Ve love our homes, institutions, and government, and will not surrender them.
The Chickasaws have done more for their freedmen than the Southern States-they
liberated them, gave them suffrage-while the Indians who adopted their freedmen
gave them a franchise and a home among them, we gave them a home as good as our
own, and $100 per capita for all those who will accept, to emigrate to it, where they
can build their own government, schools, and churches, under the fostering care of the
United States Government. It is a boon no other freedmen hau had the opportunity
to accept in the United States or in the world. The decision of the Commi sioner
of Indian Affairs, dated January 25, 1887, shows that $!'\5,000 has been paid to the
<Jhickasaws, part of the $75,000 of the $300,000 that was set apart by the third and
fourth articles of the treaty of 1866. 'l'he Chicka. aws having continuously refnsed
to ac_cept the $7fi,00O, and confer citizenship on their former freedmen under the
prov1 ion of the treaty of 1866, were under the impression said advance was made
und_er the forty-sixth article of the treaty of' 1866, for the admission of the Kansas
Indians, and not the freedmen.
And wher as the Chickasaw people having kindly and friencll:t,feeling toward the
freedmen, their former slaves and wishino- them to receive full valuation of the places
they Ii e upon, for their support as prgvided for in section fourth of the treaty of
1 66, do h~r~by agree that _they ;halI have two years from the passage of this act
to sell their improvements m the Chickasaw ation to the best advantage, that no
loss may accrue to them: Therefore,
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B8 it resolved by the legislafare of the Chickasaw Nation, That the nation shall refund
to the United States the sum of $55,000, to be used in removing the freedmen in the
Chickasaw Nation to their new home as provided under the third and fourth articles
of the treaty of 1866, made between the United States, the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Nations of Indians.
Be it fu1·the1· resolved, That a copy of this memorial and resolution be furnished each
and every Member of the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
Congress, and that this resolution take effect from and after its passage.
Approved October 4, 1887.
W. M. GuY,
Governor Chickasaw Nation.

MEMORIAL OF THE CHICKASAW NATION TO THE PRESIDI•1NT OF THE UNITED STATE8,

In the years 1837 and 1838 the Chickasaws emigrated from the States of Mississippi,
Tennessee, and Alabama to the Indian Territory. At that time the Chickasaws numbered about 4-,974, and their negro slaves about 1,096, as appears from the emmigratipn
rolls on file in the office of Indian Affairs. In the second article of the treaty concluded between the United States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations on the
28th of A))ril, 1866, it was stipulated as follows:
"The Choctaws and Chickasaws hereby covenant and agree that henceforth neither
slavery nor involuntary servitude, otherwise than in punishment of crime, whereof
the parties shall have been duly convicted, in accordance with laws applicable to all
members of the particular nation, shall ever exist in said nation."
During the half century which has elapsed since the emigration of the Chickasaws
the proportion of the colored people has been very greatly augmented in the Chickasaw Nation. This has been brought about by the following causes: In the first place,
their natural increase has been much greater than tha1; of the Indians. Then, regiments of United States colored troops were stationed in the Chickasaw Nation after
the war, and around them gathered a large number of colored people from the Choeta w Nation who had formerly been slaves of the Chickasaws and Cho etaws. Furthermore, many of the soldiers were mustered out of service after the close of the war, and
marrie~ and settled in the country. And, finally, many negroes who had be~n sold by
the Chickasaw 1:,,efore the war have returned since the war, and now claim all the
privileges secured to the negroes who were emancipated by the treaty of 1866. '£he
result is that in two of tho four counties of the Chickasaw Natio:n, viz, Pickens and
Pontotoc, the negroes outnumber the Indians, and in the third county, Tishomingo,
they would constitute nearly half of the voting population.
Article III of the- treaty of April 28, 1866, contains the following provisions:
(1) The Choctaws and Chickasaws agreed to sell and cede to the United States, for
the sum of $300,000, the territory west of the ninety-eighth meridian, known as the
"leased district."
(2) The United States agreed to hold the purchase money ($300,000) in trust, at
interest, for the Choctaws and Chickasaws (three-fourths for the former and onefourth for the latter) until the Choctaw and Chickasaw legislatures, respectively,
shonld make such laws, ru]es, and r egulations as would secure to all persons of
African descent, residing in said nations at the date of the treaty of Fort Smith, and
their dc>scendants, formerly held fo slavery among said nations, alJ. the rightsi..privi•
leges, and immnnitie f citizens of said nations (inclnding the right of suttrage),
except the righ t to share in the annuities, moneys, and public domain of the nations,
and also to secure to each of said freedmen 4.0 acres of land, upon the terms and in
the manner prescribed.
(~) The United tatcs agreed to pay over the sum of $300,000 to the Choctaws and
Chicka aws as soon as such laws, rules, and r gulations should be made, less such
part of the sum of $300,000 a shonl<l be sufficient to pay $100 per capita to such of
said fre dm n as hould, within ninety days after the laws, rules, and regulations
wore made, elect to remove and actually remove from the 'l'erritory.
(4.) It was agreed that if snch laws, rnl •s, and regulations were not made by the
Choctaw ancl Ubickasaw nations, respectively, within two
ar after the ratification of the treaty of .A1)ril 28 1 G, aid sum of $300,000 sbonld be held in trust for
Ruch of said frc d.m n as the nit cl 'tate , houlcl remove from the Territory.
(5) It was agre d that upo_n the ~ail_ure of the Choctaws aJ1~ Chi?ka , we to make
such ln.ws n11 e and r gulat10n w1thm two •ear aft-Or the rat1fic tion of the treaty,
Raid sam ~f , 300 000 being thcrcnpon hcl<l for the use aU<l benefit of aid fr edmen,
th
nited tate~ should n•moY said fre dmen from the Indi n Territory within
ninety days after the xp_ir:! ion o~ uch .P riocl of two y ar .
Tb treaty sfrpulation 1 m the iollowmg words:
"ARTICLE III. The
hoctawa and 'hicl·, aw , in onsid ra.tion of the sum of
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$300,000, heroby cede to the United States the territory west of the 98° west longitude, known as the leased district, provided that the said sum shall be invested and
h eld by the United States, at an interest not less than 5 per cent, in trust for the said
nations, until the legislatures of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, respectively,
shall have made such laws, rules, and regulations as may be necessary to give all
person s of African descent, reeident in the said nations, at the date of the treaty of
:E'ort Smith, and their descendants, heretofore held in slavery among sa,id nations, all
the rights, privileges, and immunities, including the ri~ht of suffrage, of citizens of
said nations, except in the annuities, moneys, and public domain claimed by or belon ging to said nations, respectively; and also to give to such persons, who were
residents as aforesaid, and their descendants, 40 acres, each, of the land of said nations,
on the same terms as the Choctaws and Chickasaws, to be selected on the survey of
said laud, after the Choctaws and Chickasaws and Kansas Indians have made their
selections, as herein provided; and immediately on the enactment of said laws, rules,
and regulations the said sum of $300,000 shall be paid to the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, in the proportion of three-fourths to the former and one-fourth to the
latter, less such sum, at the rate of $100 per capita, as shall be sufficient to pay such
persons of African descent, before referred to, as, within ninety days after the passage
of such laws, rules, and regulations, shall elect to remove and actually remove from the
said nations, respectively. And should the said laws, rules, and rngulations not be
made by the legislatures of the said nations, respectively, within two years from the ratification of this treaty, theu the said sum of $300,000 shall cease to be held in trust for
the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and be held for the use and benefit of such
of said persons of African descent as the United States shall remove from the said territory, in such manner as the United States shall deem proper, the United States
agreeing within ninety da.ys from the expiration of the said two years to remove from
said nations all such persons of African descent as may be willing to remove; those
rem aining or returning after having been removed from said nations to have no benefit of said sum of $300iQO0, or any part thereof, but shaJl ue upon the same footing
as other citizens of th e united States in tl.te said nations."
The third article of the Creek treaty of Juno 14, 1866, contained the following
stipulation:
"In compliance with the desire of the United States to locate otlier Indians and
freednien thereon: tl.te Creeks hereby cede and convey to the United States, to be sold
and used as homes for such oth er civilized Indians as the United States may choose to
settle thereon, the west ha.If of their entire domain, to be divided by a line running
north and south."
The fourth article of the Choctaw and Chickasaw treaty of 1866 contained the following stipulation on the part of the Choctaws and Chickasaws:
"And they further agree that, while the said freedmen, now in the Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations, remain in said nations, respectively, they shall bo entitled to
as much land as they may cultivate, for the support of themselves and families, in
cases where they do not support themselves and families by hiring, not interfering
with existing improvements, without the consent of th6 occupant, it being understood that in the event of the making of the laws, rules, and re crulat ions afore~
said the 40 acres aforesaid shall stand in the place of the land cultivated as last
aforesaid."
The Chickasaws did not, within two years after the ratification of the treaty of April
28, 1866, ma ke the laws, rulee, and regulations necessary to give to the freedmen
either the rights, privileges, :ind immunities, or the 40 acres of land mentioned above.
On the contrary, they decided not to make such laws, rules, and regulations; and
they surrendered all claim to saicl sum of $300,000.
An act of the Chickasaw legislature, approved November 9, 1866, contains the following provisions:
EC. 3. "Be it further enacted, That the provisions contained in article 3 of the
said treaty, giving the Chickasaw legislature the choice of receiving and appropriating the $300,000 therein named, for the use and benefit of the Chickasaws, or pa sing
such laws, rules, and regulations as will give all persons of African descent certain
rights and privileges, be, and it is hereby, declared to be the unanimous consent of the
Chickasaw legislature that the United tates shall keep and hold said sum of $300,000
for the benefit of the said negroes. And the governor of the Chickasaw Nation is
hereby requested to notify the Government of the United States that it is the wish
of the l egislature of the Chickasaw Nation that the Government of the United Statea
remo_ve the said negroes beyond the limits of the Chickasaw ation, according to the
requirements of the third article of the treaty of April 28, 1866."
The provisions of this act were affirmed by an act of the Chickasaw legislature
approved October 22, 1885.
.
Upon the passage of the act of November 9, 1866, it became the duty of the Utnted
States, under the tre::i.ty, to remove the freedmen from the Chickas::i.w Nation. But
the United States have wholly neglected to perform this duty, and have left all the
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freedmen within the Chickasaw Nation; and since 1868 those residing within the
Chickasaw territory have enjoyed the free use of all the land they have seen fit to
cultivate, and all the rights which the Chickasaws themselves have enjoyed, exce:pt
the right to v ote and the right to share in the annuities, moneys, and public domam
of the nation.
Under the treaty the Chickasaws were free to adopt the freedmen as citizens, or to
reject them, at their discretion. Their right to determine this question for themselves was not made conditional upon the approval by the United States of the reasons
on which their decision should be based.
It will be obser ved that the stipulations of the treaty are only applicable to
the emancipated slaves of the Choctaws and Chickasaws and to their descendants.
Other n egroes, whet her immigrants from the States or from other Indian nations, or
soldiers mustered out of the Army of the United States, were, and still are, logal1y on
the same footing, in the Chickasaw Nation, as white citizens of the United States.
They can not legally reside in t he nation without the consent of the Chickas3:ws.
But the difficulties of the situation are greatly increased by the presence in the C~rnkasaw Nation of large numbers of n egroes who are not eman cipated slaves of either
the Choctaws or Chickasaws, as well as by the presence of many Choctaw freedmen
and their descendants. It will be difficult, if not impossible, to separate these cl3:ss~s
from each other. They have intermarried, and their relations have become so mt1mate that a rigorous enforcement of the right of the Chickasaws to exclude all except t he freedmen and their descendants would work great hardship to the colored
people. Heretofore the Chickasaws have made no discrimination between fr~edmen
and their descendants, on the one hand, and those negroes, on the other hand, who
have no interest in the treaty. They have furnished both classes with all the land
they have seen fit to cultivate, and have treated both classes alike with uniform
kindness and justice. Alt hough residing in the Chickasaw Nation, miugled with the
Indians, the negroes have never been subject to the civil or criminal jurisdiction of
the Chickasaw Nation since th e treaty of 1866 was made.
The Chickasaws are friendly to the freedmen and their descendants and wish them
to njoy the privileges secured to them by the treaty of 1866. But the addition _of
this mnltit ude of immigrants to the body of Chickasaw freedmen seriously imperi1s
the welfare of the Chickasaw Nation. The freedmen constituted an insignificant proportion of the Choctaw population. And the tendency of the Choctaw freedmen bas
been steadily towards t he Chickasaw country. Their recent absorption into the bo<ly
of the Choctaw citizen s was, therefore, attended with no danger or inconvenience to
the Choctaws. But the freedmen and colored immigrants constitnte so large a part
of the Chickasaw Nation ancl increase in number so rapidly, that they must soon outnumber the Chickasaws, and, if invested with the elective franchise, will be able to
.ta,lrn possession of the government, and ultimately to deprive the Chickasaw people
of their government and country. The Chickasaws have decided, after matur deliberation, that they can not, under any circumstances, consent to adopt the freedmen as citizens . The result of this threatening condition of thino-s must soon be to
disturb the friendly relations now existing between the colored people and the
Ch"ickasaws.
In view of the considerations above set forth. the Chickasaws earnestly ask the
United States to fulfill the treaty of 1866 by removing, without delay, to the 1 ased
district west of the 98th meridian of loniitude, or to the Oklahoma country, ceded
b y the Creek treaty of 1866, or elsewhere, all the freedmen who hall consent to such
removal, and by p lacing all tl10se who shall refuse to go on the same footing as other
citizens of the United States in the Chicka a.w Nation.
G. W. HARKIN,
H.F. M RRAY,
Chickasaw Delegates.
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fulfill the treaty of 1866 by removing without delay, to the leased district west of the
98th meridian longitude, or to the Oklahoma country ceded by the Creeks' treaty of
1866, or elsewhere, all the freedmen who shall consent to such removal, and by placing all those who shall ref'nse to go on the same footing as other citizens of the United
States in the Ch)Ckasaw Nation."
The provisions of the said treaty 1866, relating to freedmen and the action taken
thereunder ·with respect to the Chickasaw Nation, so far as the same is disclosed by
the records of this office, are as follows:
'' By the third article of said treaty the Choctaws and Chickasaws, in consideration of the sum of $300,000, ceded to the United States the territory west of the 98th
degree of west longitude, known as the 'Leased district,' with the provision that
said sum of $300,000 should be inv-ested and held by the United States, at au interest
not less than 5 per r,ent, in trust for said nations, untiil the legislatures of said nations
should respectively make such laws as might be necessary to give all persons of
African descent resident in said nations at the date of the treaty of Fort Smith, and
their descendants, heretofore held in slavery among said nations, all the rights, privileges, and immunities, including the right of suffrage of citizens of said nations, except
in the annuities, moneys, and public domain claimed by or belonging to said nations,
respectively; and also to give to such persons who were residents as aforesaid, and
their descendants, 40 acres each of the land of said nations on the same terms as the
Choctaws and Chickasaws. * * * And immediately on th e enactment of suoh
laws, rules, and regulations, the said sum of $300,000 shall be paid to the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations in the proportion of three-fourths to the former and onefourth to the latter, less such sum, at the rate of $100 per capita, as shall be sufficient
to pay such persons of African descent before referred to as, within ninety days after
the passage of such laws, rules, and regulations, shall elect to remove and actually
remove from said nations, respectively. Aiid should the said laws, rules, and regulalations not be made by the legislatures of the said nations, respectively, within two
years of the ratification of this treaty, then the said sum of $300,000 shall cease to be
held in trust for the said Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, and be held for the use
and benefit of such of said persons of African descent as the United States shall remove
from the said Territory in such manner a8 the United States shall deem proper, the
United States agreeing, within ninety days from the expiration of the said two years,
to remove from said nations all such persons of African descent as may be willing to
remo ve, those remaining or returning after removal to be on the same footing as other
citizens of the United States."
The fourth article contained certain stipulations relative to the treatment of the
negroes in the respective nations.
The forty-sixth article provided that "of the moneys stipulated to be paid to the
Choctaws and Chickasaws under this treaty for the cession of the leased district, and
the admission of the Kansas Indians among them" (provided for in article 30) the
sum of $150,000 shall be advanced and paid to the Choctaws and $50,000 to the Chickasaws, through their respective treasurers, as soon as practicable after the ratification of this treaty, to be repaid out of said moneys or any other moneys of aid
nations in the hands of the nited States.
By the act of July 26, 1866, making appropriations for the Indian Aervice for the
yoarending June 30, 1867 (14 Statutes, 259), tho sum of $15,000 was appropriated for
interest at 5 per cent per annum upon the amount paid for certain lands cedod by
the Choctaws and Chickasaws to the United Stat s, and due them under the third
mid forty-sixth articles of the treaty of April 28, 1866.
By the same act the sum of $15,000 was appropriated to be advanced to the Choctaws, and the sum of $50,000 to be advanced to the Chickasaws, for the cession of
the leased district and the admission of the Kanaas Indians, as per the forty-sixth
article of the treaty of April 28, 1868.
. Br the act of April 10, 1869 (16 Statut~s.., 39), the sum of $15,000 was appwpriated
for mtere t due the Choctaws and Ch1ckasa,ws, August 8, 186 , on $300,000 held in
trust for aid Indians under the third article, treaty of April 28, 1866.
No Kansas Indian1:1 ever removed to the Chickasaw Nation under the provision of
t~e thirtieth article of the treaty, so no money was due the Chickasaws on account
of the admission of the Kansas Indians.
'Fh_e sum of $50,000, appropriated by the act of July 26, 1866, was transmittetl to
Wilham Byers, superintendent of Indian affairs for the southern superintendency,
November 9, 1866, and by him paid to Joel Kemp, treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation,
Pebruary , 1867, as evidenced by bis receipt on file in this office with Superintendent
ByNs's account~ for the first quarter of 1867.
.
Th~ amount appropriated for interest by the above act was sent to James Wort~nm,
su~ermtencleut, .M~y 23,. 1867, and tho sum of $3,750 (the appropriated ~bare of ~he
Chrnka a~s) by him paid to Joel Kemp, treasur r of the Chickasaw atJ.On, July 27,
1867, as evidenced by his receipt on file in this office with Superintendent Wortha.rn's
accounts for the third quarter of 1867.
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The share of the Chickasaws in the interest appropriated for in the act of April
10, 1869 ($3,750), was paid to Holmes Colbert, Chickasaw commissioner, May 28, 1869,
with Treasury warrant No. 620, of that date.
Under date of January 19, 1867, Superintendent Byers submitted, for the consideration of this office, the following papers:
(1) Certified copy of an act passed by the Chickasaw le~islature, and approved by
the governor November 9, 1866, giving the assent of the legislature to the treaty of
1866, as amended by the Senate, declaring the unanimous consent of the legislature
that the United States shall keep and hold the sum of $300,000, appropriated by the
third article of the treaty, for the benefit of the negroes, and requesting the governor
"to notify the Government of the United States that it is the wish of the legislature
of the Chickasaw Nation for the Government to remove said negroes from within t~e
limits of the Chickasaw Nation," according to said third article of the treaty of Apnl,
1866.
Thh1 act also gave the assent of the legislature to the provisions of the treaty for
sectionizingthelands of the nation and allotting the same in severalty, and requesting the President to cause the same to be done as soon as practicable.
(2) A letter dated December 8, 1866, addressed to Agent Chollar by a committee
appointed at a council of freedmen, which letter sets forth that the unfriendly and
bitter feeling held by the Indians toward the freedmen rendered them anxious to
remove to any land designated by the Government; that the Chickasaws were willing to give up their proportion of the $300,000; asked that the Government provide
transportation for themselves and families, and necessary supplies to enable them to
start in their new location, and expressed their desire to remove at the earliest day
possible.
(3) A copy of a letter dated December 25, 1866, addressed by Agent Chollar to Governor Harris, of the Chickasaws, asking his views on the matter.
(4) The reply of Governor Harris, in which he approved the course of the freedmen, and, although not claiming the interference of the United States to remove
them until two years from the ratification of the treaty, acknowledged the advantages to be gained by early action.
Attached to this letter was a certified copy of an act of the Chickasaw legislature,
approved November 10, 1866, authorizing and 1·equesting the governor to "issue
forthwith a general order, requiring all intruders, refugees (negroes not embraced
within the treaty of 1866), to forthwith leave the Chickasaw Nation and forever stay
out of the same, or procure, by the recommendation of good citizens, a permit to
remain."
Governor Harris also sent a copy of the proclamation issued by him uncler this act.
It does not appear that any action was taken in this office with reference to the
matters presented in the foregoing papers.
Under date of June 27, 1868, Superintendent Wortham forwarded to this office a
resolution passed by the freedmen and a second petition.
This petition set forth the provisions of the third article of the treaty of 1866, and
the refusal of the Indians to grant to the freedmen the rights mentioned in said third
article, in view of which the petitioners desired to be removed from the Choctaw and
Chickasaw nations and to have the $300,000, provided in the treaty expended for
their benefit and use; and further, that a delegation from their number might be permitted to visit this city to represent their wishes and consult with the authorities
regarding their future.
This petition was laid before the Department upon the 20th of July, 1868, with the
recommendation that the visit of the delegation of the freedmen be authorized, and
that measures be immediately adopted by the Government for the fulfillment of its
treaty stipulations upon the subject of the removal of these freedmen.
In compliance with a request from this office, made August 18, 1868, to be informed
as to the action taken by the Department upon the foregoing letter of July 20, the
Secretary of the Interior stated that he had laid the whole matter before Congre son
the 22d of July, 1868, asking that body to take early action for the removal of thesefreedme~, 1:>Y designating a place to '!hich they ehoulcl be removed, and making an
appropriation for the expenses of their removal, but that as Congress had failed to
pass the measure indicated the Department was powerlesfl in the pr mises.
Copies of this communication were furnished to Holmes Colbert, Chickasaw commissioner, and Sampson Folsom, attorney-general of the Choctaw a.tion, as the
ba is of letter s nt to tho e gentlemen in reply to one addr ed by them jointly to
this office ugu t 17, 1 6 , in which letter they officially called the attention of th
office to article third of the treaty of 1 , nd ta.t <l that the legi lative council of
neither tribe bad pa <l such la.ws, rul s, a.nd re •ul tion a wer nece • ry t give
the fr edmen the ri •ht th re enum rated, but that, on the contr ry, a ·h of th e
councils had expr s d the d ire that the overnm nt of the United tat s hould
with the 1 a t po sible d lay, carry into effect those stipulations of the treaty whioh
looked to their removal.
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In his annual report for 1868, Agent Chollar stated that the failure of the Government to remove the freedmen, as provided in the treaty, had caused much trouble,
in which a number of them had been killed, and that, in his judgment, nothing but
prompt action on the part of tho Government would prevent more serious difficulties
and complications, as the negroes were uneasy and d issatisfied. He recommended
the land west of the Seminole Reservation as suitable for their use, and asked the
speedy action of the Depart ment.
In February, 1869, the delegation appointed by the freedmen to further the necessary action. by Congress arriYed in this city and submitted a copy of their memorial
to Congress, in support of which they asked such assistance as the Department might
rightfully furnish.
February 18, 1869, J. H. Leorenwoth, claiming to represent Governor Harris, of the
Chickasaw Nation, addressed a comm unica ti on to this office, suggesting that the lands
purchased from the Seminoles should be set apart exclu3ively for the benefit of the
freedmen.
This communication was referred to the Department on the 2d of March, 1869, but
as the subject had been laid before Congress for its action, the Secretary did not deem
it advisable to issue any further inst,ructions regarding it, and so informed this office
March 16, 1869.
Under date of April 26, 1869, Mr. J. B. Luce transmitted to this office a letter addressed by the delegation to the freedmen asking for definite information regarding
the purposes of the Department in their case.
In referring this letter to the Secretary, the Commissioner stated that he could furnish the delegation with no satisfactory information on the subject, and that he knew
of nothing that could be done toward removing the freedmen without an appropriation from Congress for that purpose.
The expenses of this delegation were paid by the Government. During 1869 and
1870 considerable correspondence was had with Acting Agent Olmstead regarding the
condition and status of the freedmen and the provision to be made for them.
In his annual report for 1870 (Annual Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs for
18701 p. 291) he recommended that as the Chickasaws had refused them tho rights
of citizenship, and the Choctaws had taken no action in the matter, the Government should remove them or make other provisio11s as soon as possible, as the Indians
were evidently determined to await action by the United States authorities.
In 1873 an act was passed by the Chickasaw legislature, approved J a,nuary 10, 1873,
entitled "An act to adopt the negroee of the Chickasaw Nation," which declared all
negroes belon$ing to Chickasaws at the time of the adoption of the treaty at Fort
Smith, and resident in the nation at the <late thereof, and their descendants, to be
adopted in conformity with tho third article of the treaty of 1886: Pro1!ided, That the
proportional part of the $300,000 specified in said article, with the accrued interest
thereon, should be paid to the Chickasaw Nation for its sole use and benefit: Provided further, That the said adopted negroes should not be entitled to any part of the
said $300,000, nor to any benefit from the principal and interest of invested funds, nor
to any share in the common domain except the 40 acres provided in the treaty, nor
to any privileges or rights not conforrod by the trea,ty: .A:nd prorided Jnrther, That
said adopted negroes should be subject to the jurisdiction and laws of the Chickasaw
Nation, just as if said negroes were Chickasaws.
Thia act was to have full force and effect from and after its approval by the authority
of the United tates.
Thi11 act was transmittecl to Congress by Secretary Delano, February 10, 1873, who
recommended that such legislation be had by Congress as would extend the time in
all respects for the execution of the provisione of the third article of the treaty of
1866, for the term of two years from the 1st of July, 1873.
'fhe subject was referred to the Committee on Freedmen Affairs 1tebruary13, 1373,
and ordered to be printed. No further action appears to have been taken. (See
annual report of this office for 1882, p. lvii, and House Ex. Doc. No. 207, Forty-second
Congress, second session.)
•
On the 17th of March, 1885, Hon. J. P. C. Shanks was appointed by the Secretary
of the Interior a special commissioner to investigate and report an adjustment of
the status of persons of African descent resident in the Choctaw and Chickasaw
countries.
On the 30th of December, 1875, he submitted his report, in which he opposed the
removal of the freedmen from those nations, and recommended that the United
States take mtiasures to secure their r ecognition as full citizens of thoae nations.
it
No action appears to have been taken upon this report, except that a copy
~as subsequently (September 17, 1880), transmitted to the Secretary of the lnter10r,
m connection with other papers.
In 1876 the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation adopted resolution_s (approved
O~toJ>er 18, 1876), directillg the election of commissioners to confer with the comm1es1oners from the Choctaw Nation to agree upon some plan whereby the freedmen
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and their descendants should be removed from, and kept out of, the Choctaw and
Chickasaw country. (See Chickasaw Laws, p. 148. Edition of 1878.)
In 1879 the legislature passed an act (approved March 17, 1879), aathorizing the
appointment of commissioners to meet like commissioners from the Choctaws to
confer on the freedmen question, and report in writing to the legislature. (Seep.
6 of pamphlet laws, 1878-1881.)
By the Indian appropriation act of May 17, 1882 (22 Stats., 72), the sum of $10,000
waa appropriated for the education of freedmen in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, as follows:
"That the sum of $10,000 is hereby appropriated out of the $300,000 reserved by the
third article of the treaty with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, concluded April 8,
1866, for the purpose of educating freedmen in said tribes, to be expended under the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior, three-fourths thereof for the freedmen
among the Choctaws and one-fourth for the freedmen amon~the Chickasaws: Provided,
That said sum of $10,000 shall be deducted in like proportion from any moneys in this
act appropriated to be pa,id said Choctaws and t:hickasaws : And provided further, That
ehber of said tribes may, before such expenditure, adopt and provide for the freedmen in said tribes in accordance with sai<l third article, and in such case the money
herein provided for such education in said tribe shall be paid over to said tribe, to
be taken from the unpaid balance of the $300,000 due said tribe."
Before the enactment of this provision, concurrent action on the part of the two
nations had been necessary.
Under this act the Choctaws adopted their freedmen by act of legislature, approved
May 21, ]883, which act was held by the Department to be a substantial compliance
with the requirements of the treaty, and by the act of Congress approved March 3.
1885 (23 Stats., 366), the balance of the Choctaw share of the $300,000 was placed to
the credit of the Choctaws on the books of United States Treasury.
The Chickasaws, however, took no action looki11g to the adoption of the freedmen
under the act of May 17, 1882. It will be observed that of the sum of $82,500, the
Chickasaw's share of the $300,000, and two years' interest, provided to be paid upon
the adoption of the freedmen, the Chickasaws have actually been paid the sum of
$57,500, of which amount $2,500 was recouped by the act of May 17, 1882.
They have, therefore, been paid the net sum of $55,000, to no part of which were they
entitled. It is presumed that this sum was advanced to the Chickasaws before they
had com11lied with the requirements of the treaty, and most of it before the expiration of the two years' limit, in the hope and expectation that they would eventually
take the action desired, notwithstanding their request that the freedmen be removed.
After the payment had been made and the time had expired, various efforts were
made by this office and the Department to secure favorable action by the Chickasaws,
and the necessary authority from Congrnss to extend the time but without avail, in
either direction, until the passage, by Congress, of the act of May 17, 1882, which
the Chickasaws refu ed to accept.
I do not think that any authority now exists to remove the freedmen from the
Chickasaw Nation, either with or without their consent.
By the failure of the Government to remove such freedmen as were willing to go
within ninety days after the expiration of the two y ears, as stipulated in the treaty,
the complications have increased from year to year.
I have no recent information as to the desires of the freedmen in the premises,
nor do I see that anything can be done to better their condition, or to carry out the
wishes of the Chickasaws, as expressed in their memorial, without legislation by
Congress.
Neit her the letter of the President nor your reference calls for any recommendation in the matter, and in its present status, without further inform ation, I am not
pr pared to make any, but would suggest that in the event of any legi lation looking to the removal of the freedmen, the Chickasaws should be required to refund the
$55,000 advanced them, and that said sum should be appropriated for the benefit of
the fre dmen a cont~mplated by the treaty. I return the papers and inclose a copy
of this report.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. D. C. ATKI ~ , Cormnissioner.

To the honorable Committee on Indian .Affairs, House of Representativu:
In the absence of th Chicka
d 1 •at sit b come tbe duty of the under igned,
attorne of the Chick aw ation, to ubmit to the committee the following state-
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ment relating to II. R. 6545, entitled " A bill for the relief of tho freedmen of the
Chickasaw Nation of Indians," introduced April 14, 1884.
Since the introduction of this bill there has been, of course, no opportunity for
either the executive or legislative authorities of the Chickasaw Nation to consider
its provisions. It will be obvious, from the facts hereinafter set fortb, that it would
be unjust for Congress to enact the bill into a law before the Chickasaws had had an
opportunity, upon full deliberation, to communicate to Congress their Yiews as to
the effect of the proposed legislation upon their national rights and interests, and
upon the rights and interests of the freedmen concerned.
Article III of the treaty of April 28, 1866, contains the following provisions:
(1) The Choctaw s ·and Chickasaws agreed to sell and cede to the United States,
for the sum of $300,000, the territory west of the 98th meridian, known as the "leased
district."
(2) 'l'he United States agreed to hold the purchase money ($300,000) in trust, at
interest, for the Choctaws and Chickasaws (three-fourths for the former and one•
fourth for the latter) until the Choctaw and Chickasaw legislatures, respectively,
should make such laws, rules, and regulations as would secure to all persons of African descent, residing in said nations at the date of the treaty of Fort Smith, and their
descendants, formerly held in slavery among said nations, all the rights, privileges,
and immunities of citizens of said natfons (including the right of suffrage), except the
right to share in the annuities, moneys, and public domain of the nations, and also
to secure to each of said freedmen 40 acres of land, upon the terms an<l. in the manner
prescribed.
(3) The United States agreed to pay over the sum of $300,000 to i!he Choctaws and
Chickasaws as soon as such laws, rules, and regulations should be made-less SU(lh
part of the sum of $300,000 as should be sufficient to pay $100 per capita to such of
said freedmen as should, within ninety days after the Jaws, rnles, and regulations
were made, elect to remove and actually r emove from the Territory.
(4) It was agreed tbat if such laws, rnles, and regu1ations wer not made by the
Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, respectively, within t-wo years after the ratification of the treaty of April 28, 1866, said sum of $300,000 should be bold in trust for
such of said freedmen as the United States should remove from th Territory.
(5) It was agreed that, upon the failure of the Choctaws and Chickasaws to make
such laws, rules, and regulations within two years after the ratification of the treaty,
said sum of $300,000, being thereupon held for t,he use ancl benefi t of said freedmen,
the United tates should remove said freedmen from the Indian Territory within
ninety days after the expiration of such period of two years.
The Chickasaws, as the undersigned is informed, did not, within two years after
the ratification of the treaty of April 28, 1866, make the laws, regulations, and rules
necessary to give to the fre dmen either th rights, privileges, and immunities or the
4.0 acres of la.nd mention d abov . On the contrary, they decided not to make uch
laws, ru1 s, and regulations, and they surr~nderecl all ·laim to sai<l. sum of $300,000.
It then became the duty of the nited tate , under the treaty, to remove the freedmen from the Indian Territory. But the United tates have wholly neglected to
perform this duty, and have left all the freedmen within the Indian Territory; and
since 1868 those residing within the Chickasaw territory have enjoyed the fr e use of
all the land they have eon ftt to cultivate, and all tho rights which the Chickasaws
them elves have enjoyed, except the right to vote and the right to share in the
annuities, moneys, and pu lie domain of the nation.
nder the tr aty the Cbicl<a aws were free to adopt the freedmen as citizens or
to reje t them, at their discretion. Th ir right to determine this quo tion for themselv s was not made conditional upon the approval by the nited tates of the reaons on which their d ci ions should be based. The undersigned has not had time,
since the introduction of the bill, to ascertain from the hickasaw authorities the
rea on , why the Chickasaw ation did not, like the Choctaws, confer citizenship
upon the freedmen. But he has been informed by the delegates of the Choctaw
ation in Washington that, whil the freedmen constitute a Yery small part of the
Choctaw Nat ion, they constitute so large a part of the hickasaw ation, and t heir
nurubo1·s increase so rapidly, that they must soon outnumber the Chickasaw , and, i
invested with the elective franchise, wi11 be able to take po session oft.he Chickasaw
government, and ult imately to deprive the Chickasaw people of their country.
Th undersigned respectfully asks that no further action be taken by the committee
~n this measure until the hickasaw authorities sh3,ll have had an opportunity to
mform th committee a to its bearings upon the rights and interests of their nation,
and as to the present condition of the freedmen residing within their country.
HALBERT .B, PAI 1~,

Attorney, Clliclcaaaw Natio1i,
APRIL 22,

1884.
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Chapte1· of a brief of Gen. H. E. Paine,flled in United States cou1't, soutl1e1·n district,
Indian Territory, in cit-izenship cases, appealed fro1n the deciswn of the Daices Gorn1nission.
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The Choctaws could not, without the concurrence of the Chicka, aws, coufer upon
the Choctaw freedmen 1mdividecl interests, equal to those of the Choctaws and
Chickasaws, in the lands held in common by the citizens of the two nations. If an
act of the Choctaw council, purporting to confer such ownership upon the Choctaw
freedmen, would have any effect it could, at the utmost, only make t,hose freedmen
equal owners of tbe Choctaws' share of the lands held in common by the members
of the two tribes.
1. This would be true even if there were no treaty stipulations in force expressly
interdicting such a grant. The treaty of 1855 contains the following paragraph:
"And, pursuant to an act of Congress approved May 28, 1830, the United S_tates
do hereby forever secure and guaranty the lands embraced within the said limits to
the members of the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes, their heirs and successors, to be
held in common, so that each and every member of either tribe sllall have an equal
undivided interest in the whole: Provided, however, No part thereof shall be sold
without the consent of both tribes; and that said lands shall revert to the United
States if said Indians ancl their heirs become extinct or abandon the same."
These lands as, we have shown, were originally ceded not to the members of the
Choctaw tribe, but to the Choctaw Nation. By t,hat cession, which ,vas made in the
treaty of 1820, the lands were constituted the public property of the Choctaw
Nation. 'fhereupon the Choctaw Nation, in its corporate capacity, owned and held
the lands as public property. But by the treaty of 1 55 the public property of the
nation in these lands was transformed into tho private property of the members of
the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes. And such is now the status of the title.
Every Chickasaw has an equal undivided interest in every foot of land in both
nations. So has every Choctaw. It is obviously not competent for the Choctaw
council, by a statute, or for the Choctaw people by an ordinance, to etf ctuate such _a
transfer of the land, or of an interest thereof, as will diminish or change the undivided property of the Chickasaws in the land held in common by the members of the
the two tribes.
If it will be competent for the Choctaw government, in the exercise of its power of
eminent domain, to alienate the interests of the Choctaws in th se land s in su ha way
as not to affect those of the Chickasaws, it would manifestly be out of the power_ of
that Government to divest or impair the property 1·io-hts of the Chickasaws therein.
The furthest possible scope of the Choctaw legislatur would be to make tbe Choctaw freedmen equal sharers with the Choctaws themselves in their undivided threefourths of the aggregate territory hel<l in common by the two nations. It would
not diminish or affeot the undivided interests of the Chickasaws in the whole.
2. The first article of the treaty of 1855 expressly prohibits the tran fer of any
part of these lands by one of the nations without the consent of the other. It contains the 11roviso that" Jo par thereof shall ever be sold without the consbnt of both tribes."
The investiture of the Choctaw freedmen with the right to share equally with t he
Choctaw· and Chickasaws in the ownership of the lands h ld in co11m1ou l>y tho two
nations would be in effect the grant to the freedmen of a part of the property of both
the Choctaws and hicka aws in these lands. 'ucb a grant, if not mad by the
treaty wholly ineff ctnal and ab olut ly void, would certainly be a nullity, so far as
it impaired or affected the property right of the 'hicka aws.
3. Hut there is a provi o iu the first article of the treaty of 1 55, wbi ·h int rdi ts
the ali nation of any in re t in th s lands without the concurrenco, not only of
the Cbocta.w and Chickasaws, but also f the nited tates. It t~ppoars in the last
clan e of that arti le a follows:
" 'aid l nd h. 11 revert to the United tates if sa.icl Indians and their heirs
becom extinct or abandon the am ."
If h 'ho taws could, with the on urr nee of the 'hicka aw , l>ut without th
c u ent of th l nit d tat , ffe ·tiv ly tr n £ r to th ·ir fr <•dmen shar in th
ggr ga.t t rritory of th two na ion (tu, 1 to th
of th
ho t ws a,ll(l 'hickaa.ws a.nd bould aft ·rward abandon th 1 nd, th part o grant d to tb ir fr• umen could not r v rt o the ni d t: tes. But if th
ho ·taws •ould with the
on. n.t of th
hick a • ancl with<?ut th con n f t_h. nit cl tates: o grant
o heir freedm n a par of the rr1tory b Id by the c1t1zens of the two nation ,
the ould grant the hol , and thua ab olut ly nullify the reversion of th
nit <l
ta.te.
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4. The stipulations of the third article of the treaty of 1866 relating to the freedmen, although never in fact executed, manifestly negative the theory that either or
both of the two nations can convey their land to the freedmen without the consent
of the United States. That article empowered the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations
to make-•
"Such laws, rules, and regulations as may be necessary to give all perHons of
African descent, resident in the said nation at the date of the treaty of Fort Smith
and their descendants heretofore held in slavery among said nations, all the rights,
privileges, and immunities, including the right of suffrage, of citizens of said nations,
except in tho annuities, moueys, an<l public domain claimed by or belonging to said
nations respectively, and also to give to such persons who wero residents as aforesaid and their descendants 40 acres each of the land of said nations."
5. Not only is it incompetent for the Chocta,ws, without the consent of the Chickasaw s and of the United States, to make their freedmen sharers in the lands held in
C0;;.1'.llllon by the members of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations by admitting them
to citizenship or otherwise, but it is also for the same reasons incompe·t nt for the
Choctaws, ,, i1.hout the concurrence of the Chickasaws and the United tates, to
grant to each Choctaw freedman 40 acres of land held in common by the citizens of
the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations. An attempt on the part of the Choctaws to
ma'ke such grant without the concurrence of the Chickasaws and the United States,
whether out of the common stock, thereby reducing the interest held by the citizens
of each nation, or ont of the undivid d three-fourths held by the Choctaws, without
reducing the interest held by the citizens of the Chickasaw Nation, could no warrant in the treat,ies or in the laws or constitution, but would necessarily prove an
absolute failure.
Such an attempt to grant land to tbe Choctaw freedmen out of the common stock
would fail for the reason already stated. Such an attempt to grant 40 acres to each
hootaw freedman out of the Choctaw share, without redu cincr the interest held by
the Chickasaws, would be ineffectua.l for the following reasons:
(1) Every citizen of the Chickasaw Nation is the owner, in fee simple, of an undivid d sha-r e of every part, every foot, every inch of the entire territory of both
nations. The Choctaw government can not, by the exercise of its treat~r powers, or
by the exercise of its right of eminent domain, or in auy other way, transfer the
land of Chickasaw citizen to Choctaw freedmen, or to anybody lse.
(2) The treaty of 185:5 forbids any alienation whatever of these lands without the
couseut of both the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations. And, inasmuch as the Government of the United State was a party to the treaty, it has a rirrht to insist upon
the observance of this stipulation of the treaty. While, then, it may be true that
the United States, in the third article of the treaty of 1866, consented to such grant,
if made within two years after the date of the treaty of 1866, and have CYer since
been ready to cons nt to such grant, althouO'h made after the expiration of the two
years limited in the treaty, i is not that the Chickasaws ha e ever consented either
by the adoption of the third article of the treaty of 1 66, or otherwise, that the Choctaws should, either before or after the expiration of the two y ars, grant to the
Choctaw freedmen, •a h, forty acres of the land held in common by the citizens of
the Choctaw and Chicka8:tW nation .
By the third articl of the treaty of 1 66, the Choctn.ws and Chickasaws were
authoriz d, within two year after the date of the treaty, to elect either or not to
make such grauts; but in that treaty neither nation made such elections, or authorized tho other to mn.ke it without tho concurrence of both. On the contrary, express
provision was ma<le, in tho third article of the treaty, for the case of th failure of
the Choctaws and Chickasaws to make election within the period of two years fixed
by tho treaty.
(3) No statute of the United States can validate a grant of" common" land, made
b. the Choctaws, without tho concurrence of the Chickasaws, whether enacted
b fore tbo o-rant, to authorize it, or after the grant, to confirm it, unless such statuto
embraces a provi ion for ompcnsation to the Chickasaw for the interest conv y d.
It i. true that the Government of the nited tates may, in tho exercise of the right
of miuent domain, by appropriate proceeding , transfer the prop rty of the itizen
of th
nitecl tates to another. But this can not be done without clue compen ation
to th own r who is deprived of bis property. Moreover, it is po ible that a mere
act of 011gr sa may so transfer p1·ivate property (due compensation being made
thor for) without proceeding for its condemnation. But it can not be true that an
a ·t of Cougrcs , which provides no compen ation for the owner, can train fer tho
prop rty of tb itizcns of tho Chickasaw ation to the Choctaw freedmen, or can
v,di<lat , eith r by ant ced nt authorization or by subsequent confirmation, a transf, r of property of citizen of the Chickasaw
ation to Choctaw freedmen by the
ho ·taw go rnment without the oncurrence of the Chickasaws.
.
. .
As shown by the do ·um ntary proof filed with the ommission, the nghts, pnv1leg s, and immunitie of citizens, referred to in the t}?-ird article of the treaty of
7
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1866, have never been conferred upon the Chickasaw freedmen; nor have any grants
of 4.0 acres of land ever been made to them by the Chickasaw Nation.
The treaty of 1 66 was ratified on the 10th of July of that year. It authorized
the Choctaws and Chickasaws, within the period of two years from that date, ending June 10, 1868, to elect to confer npon, or withhold from, their freedmen certain
'' rights, privileges, and immunities of citizenship." During that period, so limited,
the Chickasaws electe<'I to withhold from their freedmen the "rights, privileges, and
immunities of citizenship" specified in the treaty. On ihe 9th of Nonmber, 1866,
an act of the Chickasaw legislature was approved containing the following paragraph:
"And the governor of the Chickasaw Nation is hereby requested to notify the
Government of the United States that it is the wish of the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation that the Government of tlie United States remove the said negroes
besond the limits of the Chickasaw Nation, according to the requh'ements of the
third article of the treaty of April 28, 1866."
Neither of the two uations, during the period limited by the treaty , conferred_upon
the freedmen the '· rights, privileges, and immunities of citizenship" specified m the
treaty, or reversed its own action withholding the same. So far as this option of
the Choctaws and Chickasaws was concerned, the trcnty expired on the 10th of Jnl~,
1868. Any law therea,fter enacted by the Chickasaw legislature or Choctaw council
proffering to the freedmen the specified "rights, privileges, and immunities/ or any
other, would not have resulted from an exercise of the option secured by the t reaty,
but would have constituted a new proposition of the legislative body enactin~ the
law, to be accepted or rejected by tho other parties concerned. An a·:t of tho Chickasaw legislature, approved January 10, 1873, contained the following provisions:
"SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the legislatwre of the Chickasaw Nation, That all the
negroes belonging to the Chickasaws at the time of the adoption of the treaty ?f
Fort Smith, and living in the Chickasaw Nation at the date thereof, and t~eir
descendants, are h ereby declared to be adopted, in conformity with the third article
of the treaty of 1866, between the Choctaws and Chicka.~aws and the United S~a,tes:
Provided, however, 'l'hat the proportional pal't of $300,000, specified in article thu~ of
said treaty, with the accrued interest thereon, shu.11 be paid to the Chickasaw at1on
for its sole use and benefit: .And provided jil1'lher, That said adopted negroes of the
Chickasaw Nation shall not participate iu any part of the saicl proportional part of
said $300,000, nor be entitled to any benefit from the principal and interest on o_ur
invested funds, or claims arising therefrom, nor to any part of our common doi:oai?,
or tho profits arisino· therefrom (except the forty acres per capita provided fo~ m
the thiTd article of the treaty of 1866), nor to any priY ileg s or rights not authonzed
by treaty stipulations: And pro11ided further, '!'bat the said negro1:>s, upon the approyal
of this act, shall be suu.ject to the jnrisdiction au<.1 Ja,w of the Chi ·kasaw ati~n
and to trial and punisl.Jment for offences against them iu every case just as if the said
negroes were Chickasa,vs.
"SE . 2. And be it f1irtl1er enacted, That this act shall be in full force all(.1 effect from
and after its approval by the autho1·i.ty of the Unitecl States. Arnl all laws or parts
of Jaws in conflict with this act are hereby repealed."
This act was not passed wit11in the period of two years lilnite<l by the treaty. It
was not pas e<l in the exercise of any option gra.uted by the treaty. It was a_ne~v
proposition. If not con ·urred in by the 'ltoctaws :ind b y the nit •d ·tates w_1~l11n
a r asonable time it must necessarily fall to tho ground as a rejected propos1t1~n.
The Choctaws did not respon<l to thi action of the Chi ·ka aw until tu xpirat10n
of a. period of mor than eight years-until long aft r ihe propoHitiou had been
withdrawn by the hickasaw le...,.i lature. The nited States d l:tyed action for
twenty-one years.
On tho 15th of Auguet, 1894., th Congress of the nited tate onact cl th· following tatutory pro vision:
''That the approval of Congress i her by i veu to 'au act. to adopt the n ,yroe
of th
hickas:c~w ation, ancl o forth , pas. <•d by the 1egi latur1• of ihe ( 'hi ·ka aw
ation and approved by the goYer nor th r<·of .January t1·u lJ, ,ighl <'11 h111H1r d and
eveuty-thr •e, particularly et forth in a 1 tt from th , '•er tary of th<· Int rior
tran mitting to ongr
a cop y of th afor aid act, coutaine1l iu Hons<' E. cu iv
ocum n t numb red two hundred and v n, Forty- cond on°r c., thir<l H iou."
But nth 17th of ('tol> r, 1877, an a ·t of tbe 'hicka aw kirislatur bad b JJ
approved ontaioing th<' following provision:
" nl the govern r of the 'bi ·ka ·aw Ta ion i h r b 1· qu t d to notify tbe
ov rumen of th Tuit d. 't11te th at it i th wL b of th legi lattll' of th' C'hicka aw Ta ion that the(; v ·rum nt hould r mo, tho Hn.id n ~r c. h on<l th<· limits
of the 'bicka aw ·a i n a· ·orJing to th r1•c1uir m n
f th third article of the
tr aty of April 2 , 1 ."
n the 1 th of ctob r, 1 7 , an ac of the 'hick aw 1 •1ri latur , a pae ed
containing th followin , provi ion :
" ' ECTIO 1. .Be it ruolved by th le9i8lature of tlte
hicka8aw ~ation, Th t four
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commissioners, one from each county of the Chickasaw Nation, shall be elected by
joint vote of the senate and house of representatives of the present session of the
legislature, to visit the capital of the Choctaw Nation during the next regular session of the general council of said nation, with instructions to confer with the commissioners on the part of the Choctaw Nation, and .agree upon some plan whereby
the freedmen, former slaves of the Choct,aws and Chickasaws, and their descendants, shall be removed from and kept out of the limits of the Choctaw and Chickasaw country."
On the 6th of May, 1882, an act of the Chickasaw legislature was app1·oved, containing the following provision:
"SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the legislatm·e of the Cliiclcasaw Nation, That Wm. L.
Byrd and B. F. Overton, delegates of the Chickasaw Nation, are hereby fully authorized and directed to enter their protest in behalf of the Chickasaw Nation against the
ratifying by Congress of the United States of an act passed by the general council
of the Choctaw Nation adopting and granting to the freedmen of the Choctaw
Nation full rights of citizenship without conferring with the Chickasaws, or obtaining their consent to said adoption; aud said deleG'ates are hereby fully authorized
and directed to present before the Department ane1 Congress of the United States
affecting the interest of our people and country/'
On the 22d of October., 1885, an act of the Chickasaw legislature was approved,
containing the following:
"SECTION 1. Be it euacted by the 1egislat'llre of the Chiclcasaw Nation, That the
Chickasaw people hereby refuse to accept the freedmen as citizens of the Chickasaw
atiou upon a11y terms or conditions w batever, and respectfully re9.uest the governor
of our 11ation to notify the Department at Washington of the action of the legislature in the promises."
By t hese four snccessivo acts of thA Chickasaw legislature the conditional proposition embraced in tho Chickasaw statute of January 10, 1873, was withdrawn from
the cognizance of the United States, with or without the cooperation of the Choctaw
Nation, t o galvanize into life the dead Chickasaw statute of January 10, 1873.
We respectfully submit, therefore, that the act of Congress approved August 15,
1894, did not ratify or confirm anything. There was nothlng in existence for it to
ratify or confirm.
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